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STEAM Education
WHAT IS STEAM EDUCATION?
STEAM Stands for Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Maths. Its a
curriculum that brings reality into the classroom, and connects the different subjects
together in the way that they would relate to the business world and each other.
It encourages students to think, innovate and create and equip them with 21st
century skills that our students need.
Last year the Australian Government had committed an extra $12 million to restore
the focus, and increase student uptake of, Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts
and Mathematics in primary and secondary schools across the country.
This year, as part of the 2017 Budget, the Australian government has announced
that it will provide AU$24 million to establish a Rural and Regional Enterprise
Scholarships program targeting the STEAM fields of study.
Restoring the focus on STEAM subjects is about ensuring Australia’s young adults
are equipped with the necessary skills for the economy of the future.
Encouraging students to study STEAM subjects and showing them some of the
great careers built on science, engineering, maths and technology will also help
secure the nation’s future. Starting this interest at the school level will help increase
the number of students taking up STEAM subjects in higher education and in their
careers and help keep Australia competitive internationally in these important fields.
OFFER
As we see a growth toward STEAM Education in Australia, we have sourced a wide
range of products specific to the 5 disciplines - Science, Technology, Engineering
Art and Mathematics. These products also show versatility, extensibility and
playability making them prefect for STEAM Education.
Please contact one of sales reps for any custom deals or Education Buy breaks.
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Ozobot
What is Ozobot?
Ozobot makes award-winning robots for the next generation of creators.
The bots can be coded in two ways: online with OzoBlockly and screen-free
with Color Codes. Their mission is to inspire young minds to go from consuming
technology to creating it.
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Ozobot Bit Starter Packs
Learning how to control Ozobot is easy, through color codes with just
regular paper and four primary color markers. Students can advance with
exciting DIY and STEM activities that are as limitless. Finally, they will master
with technology and have hours of fun using Ozobot apps and web-based
games and challenges.
Perfect for students to start learning and loving robots with the stroke of a
marker. Whether you are a seasoned engineer or a child, Ozobot Bit can be
as fun or challenging as you make it. Simple and intuitive to use on one side,
highly programmable and versatile on the other - there is something for
every type of thinker, with our tiny tinker robot.
The Starter Pack comes with:
• 1 x Ozobot Bit robot
• 4 x markers
• 2 x skins
• DIY stickers
• Code sheets
• Charging cable
• Over 20 activities
Programmable Features
• Optical Sensors
• 1 LED Light
• Wheels & Motor

Product code
Blue		
White		

OZO-040201-03
OZO-040301-04

RRP : $129.95
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Ozobot Evo Action Skin - Iron Man
A smart robot and your favorite Super Hero team up.
With the Iron Man Action Skin you can:
• Connect to your Evo robot (sold separately) to activate Iron Man
behaviors
• Enter the Evo app’s Marvel Zone
• Complete your Stark Academy mission
• Code Evo with OzoBlockly
• Go screen-free and code with colors
• Recommended for ages 8+

Product code
OZO-990701-00

RRP : $19.95
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Ozobot Evo Action Skin - Hulk
A smart robot and your favorite Super Hero team up.
With the Iron Man Action Skin you can:
• Connect to your Evo robot (sold separately) to activate Hulk behaviors
• Enter the Evo app’s Marvel Zone
• Complete your Hulk mission
• Code Evo with OzoBlockly
• Go screen-free and code with colors
• Recommended for ages 8+

Product code
OZO-991101-00

RRP : $19.95
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Ozobot Evo Action Skin - Captain
America
A smart robot and your favorite Super Hero team up.
With the Captain America Action Skin you can:
• Connect to your Evo robot (sold separately) to activate Captain America
behaviors
• Enter the Evo app’s Marvel Zone
• Complete your Captain America mission
• Code Evo with OzoBlockly
• Go screen-free and code with colors
• Recommended for ages 8+

Product code
OZO-991001-00

RRP : $19.95
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Ozobot Evo Action Skin - Black Widow
A smart robot and your favorite Super Hero team up.
With the Black Widow Action Skin you can:
• Connect to your Evo robot (sold separately) to activate Black Widow
behaviors
• Enter the Evo app’s Marvel Zone
• Complete your Black Widow mission
• Code Evo with OzoBlockly
• Go screen-free and code with colors
• Recommended for ages 8+

Product code
OZO-990901-00

RRP : $19.95
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Ozobot Evo Action Skin - Ultron
A smart robot and your favorite Super Hero team up.
With the Ultron Skin you can:
• Connect to your Evo robot (sold separately) to activate Ultron behaviors
• Enter the Evo app’s Marvel Zone
• Complete your Ultron mission
• Code Evo with OzoBlockly
• Go screen-free and code with colors
• Recommended for ages 8+

Product code
OZO-990801-00

RRP : $19.95
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Ozobot Construction Accessory Kit for
Bit
Turn your Bit coding robot (sold separately) into an adorable dozer
Comes with:
• 4 x construction add-ons for Bit
• 2 x DIY skins
• 6 x Blocks
• 1 x Pop-out sheet
• 1 x Accessory sticker sheet
• 1 x Block sticker sheet

Product code
OZO-630402-00

RRP : $19.95
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Ozobot Bit DIY Skins Pack
Customize Bit with colorful skins, stickers, and pop-outs.

Product Details
• Four clear skins that slip on top of Bit (sold separately), plus tons of
stickers and pop-outs
• 209 colorful DIY stickers including eyes, mustaches, bows, insect wings,
flowers, lightning bolts, and more
• 23 DIY pop-outs including a top hat, headphones, bunny ears, beast
horns, and butterfly antennae
• Customize Bit and share your creations with the #OzoSquad
(Bit sold separately)
• Recommended for ages 6+

Product code
OZO-001204-00

RRP : $19.95
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Merge
What is Merge?
Founded in 2014, MERGE develops award-winning augmented reality and virtual
reality products that are redefining digital learning, entertainment and content
creation. The company’s product ecosystem consists of AR/VR Goggles, MERGE
Cube and Miniverse app portal. Together, these products allow kids ages 10+
to interact with AR content and experience the world around them in entirely
new ways, while giving teachers tools to increase intellectual curiosity, student
engagement and classroom achievement.
The company’s AR/VR technology is also being adapted for use by developers and
companies in healthcare, environmental science, 3D printing, and other industries.
Headquartered in San Antonio, Texas, USA the company’s products are sold
globally, including localised versions of many of its parent-approved Miniverse apps
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Merge Holographic Cube
HOLD A VIRTUAL OBJECT IN YOUR HAND
Learn, play, and create in augmented reality by holding and interacting with
virtual objects.
FUN STEM TOY
The MERGE Cube is used by hundreds of schools to inspire and engage
kids to explore math, science, anatomy, engineering and more. See all of
our Cube games and apps.
TRAVEL GAMES FOR KIDS
No need to pack up additional chargers, wires, or batteries. The durable
and soft Cube is the perfect travel companion to entertain and teach on the
go. With over 30 available apps (most of them are free), your kids can play
for hours.
HOW IT WORKS
Simply download and launch Cube apps onto your smartphone or tablet
(see all compatible devices), point device at the Cube, and watch the Cube
transform before your eyes.

Includes
• MERGE Cube
• 13 free apps
• Device stand
• MERGE sticker
• Access to the MERGE member program

Product code
ML-ARC-01

RRP : $27.95
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Merge Mobile AR/VR Headset
AWARD WINNING: Featured in Consumer Reports as an Expert Pick,
Winner of the Academic’s Choice Award, and named by CNN as Best VR
Headset for Big Kids and Tweens
USE YOUR SMARTPHONE: Turns your iOS or Android smartphone into an
immersive virtual reality headset - no controller necessary.
SOFT & LIGHTWEIGHT: Made of soft, lightweight foam with adjustable
lenses to fit virtually any face
OVER 300 APPS Enjoy over 300 apps, games and virtual reality
experiences available on the MERGE Miniverse portal

Includes
• AR/VR Goggles
• Getting Started Guide
• Lens cleaning cloth
• one-year limited warranty and access to the MERGE membership
program

Product code
Moon Grey:

ML-VRG-01MG

RRP : $69.95
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Merge VR Class AR
Experience Pack
MERGE VR Class AR Experience Pack - Access to MERGE Explorer and premium features of
Object Viewer for 50 student licenses, for 12 months. Prices include integration to select single
sign-on systems and/or provision of MERGE's single sign-on facility.
*50 users licenses
*IT Admin license*Teacher dashboard
*Individual student accounts
*Single sign-on and student roster integration
*Activity plans.
Merge EDU lets students experience learning in ways never before possible. Touch and hold
science lessons, interact with STEM concepts, and be transported to virtual places. With fun
and engaging activities designed to enhance lessons, the classroom will be a place where
children are engaged, amazed and inspired to learn more all year long. Give every student a
powerful new way to engage with science curriculum! Merge EDU activities are designed to
engage children as they learn about important STEAM topics. Use it to kick off units, dive deeper
into lessons, or reinforce what has already been taught with traditional methods. Merge EDU
enables endless opportunities to create and share 3D objects within the classroom and around
the world! Students can make a work of art in Microsoft Paint 3D, design an engineering model
in Tinkercad, scan a real-world object with Qlone, or download a 3D model from an online library,
then upload it to view on the Merge Cube. Teacher Dashboard - The Teacher Dashboard gives
teachers the ability to easily navigate their classroom’s content, explore and share activities, and
track student progress. Activity Plans - Curriculum-aligned activity plans help educators guide
students through each STEM activity in Merge Explorer, so students get the most out of every
science lesson.
Flexible deployment options to fit your school’s needs: Join Codes - Allow teachers and students
to sign up using join codes making setup simple for everyone. Single Sign-on - Easily login with
single sign-on solutions like Google and ClassLink. Rostering - Integrated with rostering systems
like Microsoft Classroom or One Roster for school-wide deployments.

Product code
ML-CL-AR-1
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Merge Lab AR Experience Pack
MERGE Lab AR Experience Pack - Limited site-license for a specific school, with access to
MERGE Explorer and premium features of Object Viewer, for 12 months. - Access to MERGE
Explorer and premium features of Object Viewer for unlimited student licenses, for 12 months.
Prices include integration to select single sign-on systems and/or provision of MERGE's single
sign-on facility.
*School license
*Unlimited users
*IT Admin license
*Teacher dashboard
*Individual student accounts
*Single sign-on and student roster integration
*Activity plans.
The Lab Packs are intended for learning in computer labs, STEM labs, etc. where every student
in a school will need to use the platform content and tools -- but infrequently (e.g. once/week).
This license allows all students in your school to use it concurrently.Prices include setup and
assistance with enterprise provisioning. Merge EDU lets students experience learning in ways
never before possible. Touch and hold science lessons, interact with STEM concepts, and be
transported to virtual places. With fun and engaging activities designed to enhance lessons, the
classroom will be a place where children are engaged, amazed and inspired to learn more all
year long. Give every student a powerful new way to engage with science curriculum! Merge
EDU activities are designed to engage children as they learn about important STEAM topics.
Use it to kick off units, dive deeper into lessons, or reinforce what has already been taught with
traditional methods. Merge EDU enables endless opportunities to create and share 3D objects
within the classroom and around the world! Students can make a work of art in Microsoft Paint
3D, design an engineering model in Tinkercad, scan a real-world object with Qlone, or download
a 3D model from an online library, then upload it to view on the Merge Cube. Teacher Dashboard
- The Teacher Dashboard gives teachers the ability to easily navigate their classroom’s content,
explore and share activities, and track student progress. Activity Plans - Curriculum-aligned
activity plans help educators guide students through each STEM activity in Merge Explorer, so
students get the most out of every science lesson.
Flexible deployment options to fit your school’s needs: Join Codes - Allow teachers and students
to sign up using join codes making setup simple for everyone. Single Sign-on - Easily login with
single sign-on solutions like Google and ClassLink. Rostering - Integrated with rostering systems
like Microsoft Classroom or One Roster for school-wide deployments.

Product code

RRP : $4,699

ML-LB-AR-1
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Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset &
Holographic Cube Bundle (Grey)
Merge Mobile AR/VR Headset
AWARD WINNING: Featured in Consumer Reports as an Expert Pick,
Winner of the Academic’s Choice Award, and named by CNN as Best VR
Headset for Big Kids and Tweens
USE YOUR SMARTPHONE: Turns your iOS or Android smartphone into an
immersive virtual reality headset - no controller necessary.
SOFT & LIGHTWEIGHT: Made of soft, lightweight foam with adjustable
lenses to fit virtually any face
OVER 300 APPS Enjoy over 300 apps, games and virtual reality
experiences available on the MERGE Miniverse portal
Merge Holographic Cube
HOLD A VIRTUAL OBJECT IN YOUR HAND
Learn, play, and create in augmented reality by holding and interacting with
virtual objects.
FUN STEM TOY
The MERGE Cube is used by hundreds of schools to inspire and engage
kids to explore math, science, anatomy, engineering and more. See all of
our Cube games and apps.

Product code
ML-VRG-01MG-ARC

RRP : $86.95
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Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset
& Merge Holographic Cube Bundle
12 Pack of each
Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset Moon Grey & Merge Holographic Cube
Bundle - 12 of Each Pack - The Last Mobile AR/VR Headset You Will Ever
Need Comfortable Fit, Rugged Design, Simply Perfect. KIds, Hundreds of
kid-safe VR experiences for thousands of hours of fun and learning. Optional
AR mode for use with MERGE Cube apps. Educators, Bring lesson plans to
life in the classroom, lab, library and Makerspace. Use at school or checkout for home. Professionals, Use with MERGE Cube for hands-free AR/VR
training or share with customers to deliver new experiences.
Compatible - Devices - iOS and Android Compatible. Fits phones from 123mm
to 158mm in size. Check if your phone is VR ready at VRTestNinja.com.

Includes
• 12 x Merge Holographic Cube
• 12 x Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset

Product code
ML-VRG-01MG-ARC- 12PK

RRP : $1,030.00
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Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset
& Merge Holographic Cube Bundle
24 Pack of each
Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset & Merge Holographic Cube Bundle
- 24 Pack of each - The Last Mobile AR/VR Headset You Will Ever Need
Comfortable Fit, Rugged Design, Simply Perfect. KIds, Hundreds of kid-safe
VR experiences for thousands of hours of fun and learning. Optional AR
mode for use with MERGE Cube apps. Educators, Bring lesson plans to life
in the classroom, lab, library and Makerspace. Use at school or check-out for
home. Professionals, Use with MERGE Cube for hands-free AR/VR training
or share with customers to deliver new experiences.
Compatible - Devices - iOS and Android Compatible. Fits phones from 123mm
to 158mm in size. Check if your phone is VR ready at VRTestNinja.com.

Includes
• 24 x Merge Holographic Cube
• 24 x Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset

Product code
ML-VRG-01MG-ARC - 24PK

RRP : $2,050.00
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Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset &
Merge Holographic Cube Bundle
50 Cubes & 25 Headsets
Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset & Merge Holographic Cube Bundle - 50
Cubes & 25 Headsets - The Last Mobile AR/VR Headset You Will Ever Need
Comfortable Fit, Rugged Design, Simply Perfect. KIds, Hundreds of kid-safe
VR experiences for thousands of hours of fun and learning. Optional AR
mode for use with MERGE Cube apps. Educators, Bring lesson plans to life
in the classroom, lab, library and Makerspace. Use at school or check-out for
home. Professionals, Use with MERGE Cube for hands-free AR/VR training
or share with customers to deliver new experiences.
Compatible - Devices - iOS and Android Compatible. Fits phones from 123mm
to 158mm in size. Check if your phone is VR ready at VRTestNinja.com.

Includes
• 50 x Merge Holographic Cube
• 25 x Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset

Product code
ML-VRG-01MG-ARC-50PK

RRP : $2,745.00
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Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset &
Merge Holographic Cube Bundle
100 Cubes & 50 Headsets
Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset Moon Grey & Merge Holographic Cube
Bundle - The Last Mobile AR/VR Headset You Will Ever Need Comfortable Fit,
Rugged Design, Simply Perfect. KIds, Hundreds of kid-safe VR experiences
for thousands of hours of fun and learning. Optional AR mode for use with
MERGE Cube apps. Educators, Bring lesson plans to life in the classroom, lab,
library and Makerspace. Use at school or check-out for home. Professionals,
Use with MERGE Cube for hands-free AR/VR training or share with customers
to deliver new experiences.
Compatible - Devices - iOS and Android Compatible. Fits phones from 123mm
to 158mm in size. Check if your phone is VR ready at VRTestNinja.com.

Includes
• 100 x Merge Holographic Cube
• 50 x Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset

Product code
ML-VRG-01MG-ARC-100PK

RRP : $5.275.00
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Merge Holographic Cube - 6 Pack
Merge Holographic Cube - 6 Pack - MERGE Cube Holding a virtual object
forever changes the way we learn, create and play. Kids. Dozens of kid-safe
apps for AR gaming, learning and creativity - including Spanish, German,
Italian, French, and Chinese language support. Educators Bring lesson plans
to life in the classroom, lab, library and Makerspace to support active learning
and content creation.
Professionals Our SDK allows you to re-imagine training and demonstrations
by creating apps and virtual objects. HOLD A VIRTUAL OBJECT IN YOUR
HAND: learn, play, and create in

Includes
• 6 x Merge Holographic Cube

Product code
ML-ARC-01-6PK

RRP : $149.00
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Merge Holographic Cube - 12pk
HOLD A VIRTUAL OBJECT IN YOUR HAND
Learn, play, and create in augmented reality by holding and interacting with
virtual objects.
FUN STEM TOY
The MERGE Cube is used by hundreds of schools to inspire and engage
kids to explore math, science, anatomy, engineering and more. See all of
our Cube games and apps.
TRAVEL GAMES FOR KIDS
No need to pack up additional chargers, wires, or batteries. The durable
and soft Cube is the perfect travel companion to entertain and teach on the
go. With over 30 available apps (most of them are free), your kids can play
for hours.
HOW IT WORKS
Simply download and launch Cube apps onto your smartphone or tablet
(see all compatible devices), point device at the Cube, and watch the Cube
transform before your eyes.

Includes
• 12 x MERGE Cube
• 12 x Device stand
• 12 x MERGE sticker
• 12 x Access to the MERGE member program

Product code
ML-ARC-01-12PK

RRP : $299.00
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Merge Holographic Cube - 24pk
HOLD A VIRTUAL OBJECT IN YOUR HAND
Learn, play, and create in augmented reality by holding and interacting with
virtual objects.
FUN STEM TOY
The MERGE Cube is used by hundreds of schools to inspire and engage
kids to explore math, science, anatomy, engineering and more. See all of
our Cube games and apps.
TRAVEL GAMES FOR KIDS
No need to pack up additional chargers, wires, or batteries. The durable
and soft Cube is the perfect travel companion to entertain and teach on the
go. With over 30 available apps (most of them are free), your kids can play
for hours.
HOW IT WORKS
Simply download and launch Cube apps onto your smartphone or tablet
(see all compatible devices), point device at the Cube, and watch the Cube
transform before your eyes.

Includes
• 24 x MERGE Cube
• 24 x Device stand
• 24 x MERGE sticker
• 24 x Access to the MERGE member program

Product code
ML-ARC-01-24PK

RRP : $629.00
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Merge Holographic Cube
100 Pack
Merge Holographic Cube - 100 Pack - MERGE Cube Holding a virtual object
forever changes the way we learn, create and play. Kids. Dozens of kid-safe
apps for AR gaming, learning and creativity - including Spanish, German,
Italian, French, and Chinese language support. Educators Bring lesson plans
to life in the classroom, lab, library and Makerspace to support active learning
and content creation. Professionals Our SDK allows you to re-imagine training
and demonstrations by creating apps and virtual objects. HOLD A VIRTUAL
OBJECT IN YOUR HAND: learn, play, and create in augmented reality by
holding and interacting with virtual objects.
FUN STEM TOY: The MERGE Cube is used by hundreds of schools to inspire
and engage kids to explore math, science, anatomy, engineering and more.
See all of our Cube games and apps.
TRAVEL GAMES FOR KIDS: No need to pack up additional chargers, wires,
or batteries. The durable and soft Cube is the perfect travel companion to
entertain and teach on the go. With over 30 available apps (most of them
are free), your kids can play for hours. HOW IT WORKS: simply download
and launch Cube apps onto your smartphone or tablet (see all compatible
devices), point device at the Cube, and watch the Cube transform before
your eyes.

Includes
• 100 x Merge Holographic Cubes

Product code
ML-ARC-01-100PK

RRP : $2.449.00
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Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset
(Grey) & Merge Holographic Cube
12pk with Free Storage Kit
AWARD WINNING: Featured in Consumer Reports as an Expert Pick,
Winner of the Academic’s Choice Award, and named by CNN as Best VR
Headset for Big Kids and Tweens
USE YOUR SMARTPHONE: Turns your iOS or Android smartphone into an
immersive virtual reality headset - no controller necessary.
SOFT & LIGHTWEIGHT: Made of soft, lightweight foam with adjustable
lenses to fit virtually any face
OVER 300 APPS Enjoy over 300 apps, games and virtual reality
experiences available on the MERGE Miniverse portal

Includes
• 12 x Merge AR/VR Goggles (Grey)
• 12 x Merge Cubes
• Getting Started Guide
• Lens cleaning cloth
• One-year limited warranty and access to the MERGE membership
program

Product code
ML-VRG-01MG-ARC-12PK-1SK

RRP : $1099.00
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Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset
(Grey) & Merge Holographic Cube
24pk with 2 Free Storage Kits
AWARD WINNING: Featured in Consumer Reports as an Expert Pick,
Winner of the Academic’s Choice Award, and named by CNN as Best VR
Headset for Big Kids and Tweens
USE YOUR SMARTPHONE: Turns your iOS or Android smartphone into an
immersive virtual reality headset - no controller necessary.
SOFT & LIGHTWEIGHT: Made of soft, lightweight foam with adjustable
lenses to fit virtually any face
OVER 300 APPS Enjoy over 300 apps, games and virtual reality
experiences available on the MERGE Miniverse portal

Includes
• 24 x AR/VR Goggles
• 24 x Merge Cubes
• Getting Started Guide
• Lens cleaning cloth
• one-year limited warranty and access to the MERGE membership
program

Product code
ML-VRG-01MG-ARC-24PK-2SK

RRP : $2099.00
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Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset
Moon Grey
6 Pack
Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset - choose between colours of Moon Grey
or Pulsar Purple - 6 Pack - The Last Mobile AR/VR Headset You Will Ever
Need Comfortable Fit, Rugged Design, Simply Perfect. KIds, Hundreds of
kid-safe VR experiences for thousands of hours of fun and learning. Optional
AR mode for use with MERGE Cube apps. Educators, Bring lesson plans to
life in the classroom, lab, library and Makerspace. Use at school or checkout for home. Professionals, Use with MERGE Cube for hands-free AR/VR
training or share with customers to deliver new experiences. Compatible Devices - iOS and Android Compatible.
Fits phones from 123mm to 158mm in size. Check if your phone is VR ready
at VRTestNinja.com. Dimensions 13.97cm x 19 cm x 10.16cm. .34 Kg's. One
Size Fits All 8+. Inputs - Left and Right Input Buttons. Advanced, Custom
Optics, Adjustable Lens IPD. 96° FOV. 42mm Lenses. Accommodates

Includes
• 6 x Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headsets [Moon Grey]

Product code
ML-VRG-01MG-6PK

Moon Grey 6 Pack

RRP : $400.00
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Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset
Moon Grey
12 Pack
Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset - choose between colours of Moon Grey
or Pulsar Purple - 12 Pack - The Last Mobile AR/VR Headset You Will Ever
Need Comfortable Fit, Rugged Design, Simply Perfect. KIds, Hundreds of
kid-safe VR experiences for thousands of hours of fun and learning. Optional
AR mode for use with MERGE Cube apps. Educators, Bring lesson plans to
life in the classroom, lab, library and Makerspace. Use at school or checkout for home. Professionals, Use with MERGE Cube for hands-free AR/VR
training or share with customers to deliver new experiences. Compatible Devices - iOS and Android Compatible.
Fits phones from 123mm to 158mm in size. Check if your phone is VR ready at
VRTestNinja.com. Dimensions 13.97cm x 19 cm x 10.16cm. .34 Kg's. One Size
Fits All 8+. Inputs - Left and Right Input Buttons. Advanced, Custom Optics,
Adjustable Lens IPD. 96° FOV. 42mm Lenses. Accommodates Eyeglasses.
Additional features Airflow Channels. Accessory Ports. Protection, Water
Resistant. Shock Resistant. Content Apps available at MINIVERSE.io

Includes
• 12 x Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headsets [Moon Grey]

Product code

Moon Grey 12 Pack

ML-VRG-01MG-12PK

RRP : $765.00
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Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset
Moon Grey
24 Pack

Moon Grey
24 Pack

Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset - choose between colours of Moon Grey
or Pulsar Purple - 24 Pack - The Last Mobile AR/VR Headset You Will Ever
Need Comfortable Fit, Rugged Design, Simply Perfect. KIds, Hundreds of
kid-safe VR experiences for thousands of hours of fun and learning. Optional
AR mode for use with MERGE Cube apps. Educators, Bring lesson plans to
life in the classroom, lab, library and Makerspace. Use at school or checkout for home. Professionals, Use with MERGE Cube for hands-free AR/VR
training or share with customers to deliver new experiences. Compatible Devices - iOS and Android Compatible.
Fits phones from 123mm to 158mm in size. Check if your phone is VR ready at
VRTestNinja.com. Dimensions 13.97cm x 19 cm x 10.16cm. .34 Kg's. One Size
Fits All 8+. Inputs - Left and Right Input Buttons. Advanced, Custom Optics,
Adjustable Lens IPD. 96° FOV. 42mm Lenses. Accommodates Eyeglasses.
Additional features Airflow Channels. Accessory Ports. Protection, Water
Resistant. Shock Resistant. Content Apps available at MINIVERSE.io

Includes
• 24 x Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset [Moon Grey]

Product code
ML-VRG-01MG-24PK

RRP : $1,510.00
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Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset
Moon Grey
100 Pack

Moon Grey
100 Pack

Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset - choose between colours of Moon Grey
or Pulsar Purple - 100 Pack - The Last Mobile AR/VR Headset You Will Ever
Need Comfortable Fit, Rugged Design, Simply Perfect. KIds, Hundreds of
kid-safe VR experiences for thousands of hours of fun and learning. Optional
AR mode for use with MERGE Cube apps. Educators, Bring lesson plans to
life in the classroom, lab, library and Makerspace. Use at school or checkout for home. Professionals, Use with MERGE Cube for hands-free AR/VR
training or share with customers to deliver new experiences. Compatible Devices - iOS and Android Compatible.
Fits phones from 123mm to 158mm in size. Check if your phone is VR ready at
VRTestNinja.com. Dimensions 13.97cm x 19 cm x 10.16cm. .34 Kg's. One Size
Fits All 8+. Inputs - Left and Right Input Buttons. Advanced, Custom Optics,
Adjustable Lens IPD. 96° FOV. 42mm Lenses. Accommodates Eyeglasses.
Additional features Airflow Channels. Accessory Ports. Protection, Water
Resistant. Shock Resistant. Content Apps available at MINIVERSE.io

Includes
• 100 x Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headsets [Moon Grey or Pulsar Purple]

Product code
ML-VRG-01MG-100PK

RRP : $5,935.00
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At 3DuxDesign, we realise innovation is not
only about math and science but also art,
design, the environment and people.
We encourage children to imaginatively and
practically think through solutions to real
world problems by building structures and
environments using the 3DuxDesign award
winning architectural modeling system.
A variety of connectors and geometric
cardboard forms let children build
anything they can imagine.
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3Dux Design The Iconic Home
3Dux Design The Iconic Home Architecture Set is ideal for the modernminded. This kit includes all cardboard pieces and connectors necessary to
create the proposed architectural design along with extra components to let
your imagination take over.
Make a midcentury modern ranch, an urban row house, a plane, a car or
anything else you can imagine. 37 connectors, 42 cardboard pieces (one
side white), 4 crayons

Product code
3DD-002

RRP : $39.95
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3Dux Design Jumbo Connector Set
3Dux Design Jumbo Connector Set. This collection of 6 uniquely shaped
colored connectors is perfect for the truly independent designer.
Used with your own recycled cardboard, children can create anything they
can imagine. Students learn 3D spatial concepts, geometry, engineering and
more.
Make castles and kingdoms, parking garages, police stations even a fort big
enough for a few kids and a pet! The connectors work with most single ply
cardboard. 60 assorted colored connectors, recommended for ages 6 yrs
and up, materials for 2-3 students, free standard-aligned online lessons and
activities.

Product code
3DD-006

RRP : $39.95
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3Dux Design The Fire Station
3Dux Design The Fire Station. The Fire Station Architecture Kit is the perfect
set for small kids with big imaginations.
Build it, paint it, populate it, and play with it.This kit includes all cardboard pieces,
connectors and crayons necessary to create the proposed architectural
design along with extra components for vehicles, firefighters and your own
firehouse design.
Once you make your fire station, use the pieces to create anything else you
can imagine.The connectors are engineered to fit most single-ply cardboard
so your young designer will never run out of material or shapes to build with
and will learn about creative repurposing of shipping boxes.

Product code
3DD-001

RRP : $39.95
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3Dux Design The Modern Museum
3Dux Design The Modern Museum is perfect for the young designer with an
appreciation of the arts.
This kit includes all cardboard pieces and connectors necessary to create
the proposed architectural design along with extra components to let the
imagination take over.Color it, redesign it, build out with your own cardboard.
There is plenty of material in this kit to add furniture, art and characters to
your creation.
The connectors are engineered to fit most single-ply cardboard your young
designer will never run out of material or shapes to build with and will learn
about creative repurposing of shipping boxes.
34 connectors
38 cardboard pieces (one side white)
4 crayons
materials for 1-2 students
free standard-aligned online lessons and activities.

Product code
3DD-003

RRP : $39.95
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3Dux Design The Rocket Ship
3Dux Design The Rocket Ship You'll be blown away by this specialty item
designed by the 3DuxDesign team.
Decorate and make your very own rocket ship. With the pieces provided,
you can create an entire outer space scene with planets, astronauts, a
backdrop and space creatures. Shoot on over to our free download page for
color-n-cutout characters. You can even hang your creations in a recycled
cardboard box to create your own universe.
When you complete your space scene, reuse the pieces to create anything
else you can imagine.The connectors are engineered to fit most single-ply
cardboard so your young designer will never run out of material or shapes to
build with and will learn about creative repurposing of shipping boxes.

Product code
3DD-004

RRP : $49.95
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3Dux Design The PowerHouse
3Dux Design PowerHouse - Light up your Iconic Home Architecture Set with
our LED lighting add-on feature.
Follow our instruction sheet to help your young designers will learn about
electricity and circuits while they imagine, design, decorate and light up their
home. This kit includes all cardboard pieces, connectors, crayons and LED
lighting components necessary to create the proposed architectural design
along with extra components to let your imagination take over.
Product Features - recommended for ages 6 yrs and up, 37 assorted colored
connectors, materials for 1-2 students, 42 cardboard pieces (white on one
side) Free standard-aligned, online lessons and activities, 4 crayons, 4 LED
light bulbs with built in resistors, 2 alligator clips speciality conductive tape, AA
battery holder (battery not included), 1 toy dog.

Product code
3DD-008

RRP : $69.95
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3Dux Design Cardboard Refill:
Classroom Kit
3Dux Design Cardboard Refill: Classroom Kit - Need some extra shapes for
you classroom?
This set has over 500 shapes ranging from 1" to 10".
Our corrguated material is matte white on one side so students can use
pencil, marker, paint, glue, or tape for decorating their projects.

Product code
3DD-009

RRP : $99.95
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3Dux Design GOBOX
Classroom Set
3Dux Design GOBOX- Classroom Set - This specialty kit is perfect for
the entire class and comes with over 400 assorted connectors and 500
geometric cardboard forms, a full set of architectural rulers and the perfect
storage case. Give your students' creativity a jumpstart and inspire them to
design and build anything they can imagine.
A wide range ofproject-based learning curriculum on the 3DuxDesign
webosite introduces students to geometry, 3D spatial thinking, team building
and problem solving as they are challenged to solve real-world problems.
Add your own recycled cardboard for endless options. Ideal for makers 4
years +

Product code
3DD-005

RRP : $299.95
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3Dux Design GOBOX
Pro Classroom Set
3Dux Design GOBOX- Pro Classroom Set - The Gobox Pro is the perfect
product to engage students ages 6+ in learning about architecture,
engineering and electricity.
Our lesson plan walks students through building and electrifying their very
own Dog House. Then reuse materials to light up all of your cardboard
creations. This kit comes with connectors, cardboard shapes LED lighting
components, and more (even the dogs)!
Use 3Dux cardboard forms along with your own cardboard to build, decorate
and electrify their creations.Product Features

Product code
3DD-007

RRP : $399.95
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Snap Circuits is an educational toy that teaches electronics with solder-less snap-together electronic components.
Each component has the schematic symbol and a label printed on its plastic case that is color coded for easy
identification. They snap together with ordinary clothing snaps. All the kits include manuals printed in color with
easy to follow diagrams to assemble the projects. The illustrations for each project look almost exactly like
what the components will look like on the base grid when finished. Because the electronic symbol
is printed on each electronic component, once the project is completed, it will look almost
exactly like an electronic schematic.
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Snap Circuits 300-in-1
Snap Circuits 300-in-1 makes learning electronics easy and fun! Just follow
the colorful pictures in our manual and build exciting projects such as
AM radios, burglar alarms, doorbells, and much more! You can even play
electronic games with your friends.
All parts are mounted on plastic modules and snap together with ease. Enjoy
hours of educational fun while learning about electronics. No tools required.
Includes Projects 1-305 manuals. (includes all of the SC-100 projects and 200
new ones).Features: Same as SC-300 plus 41 computer interfaced projects.
The software in this product is not Mac-compatible, but you can find a similar
Mac version at http://www.physics2000.com/Pages/MacScope.html.
It will not match our manual exactly, but the differences are minor and it should
be easy to understand. The software at this link is not related to Elenco®
Electronics Inc. in any way; we do not support it or accept any responsibility
for it.

Product code
SC-300

RRP : $149.95
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Snap Circuits Snaptricity
Snap Circuits Snaptricity Learn how electricity and magnetism can be used
to make each other, learn about magnetic fields, how the electricity in your
home works, how switches control the electricity to the lights in your home,
and how series and parallel circuits affect electricity.
Features: Educational toy with projects that relate to electricity in the home
and magnetism and how it is used. Includes: meter, electromagnet, motor,
lamps, switches, fan compass, and electrodes. Build over 75 projects.
Contains over 40 parts. Requires 3 "AA" batteries (not included) Elenco's
Snap Circuits® makes learning electronics easy and fun!
Just follow the colorful pictures in our manual and build exciting projects such
as FM radios, digital voice, recorders, AM radios, burglar alarms, doorbells,
and much more!

Product code
SCBE-75

RRP : $79.95
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Snap Circuits Beginner
Snap Circuits Beginner Begin your Snap Circuits® experience with a wonderful
introduction to problem solving, following directions, and the satisfaction of a
job well done.
Features: The included 14 parts build over 20 projects. Extra safety features
for younger engineers, 5 and up. Easy-to-follow color manual diagrammed
like no other Snap Circuits® Kit. Requires 3 "AA" batteries (not included)
Elenco's Snap Circuits® makes learning electronics easy and fun!
Just follow the colorful pictures in our manual and build exciting projects such
as FM radios, digital voice, recorders, AM radios, burglar alarms, doorbells,
and much more!

Product code
SCB-20

RRP : $39.95
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Snap Circuits Jr.
Snap Circuits Jr. Snap Circuits® Jr. allows for hours of educational fun while
learning about electronics.
All parts are mounted on plastic modules and snap together with ease.
Electrical components provide students ages 8+ with hands-on experience
designing and building models of working electrical circuits.
Snap-together parts require no tools and ensure correct connections.
Includes 30 parts, and instructions for over 100 projects.
Requires 2 "AA" batteries (sold separately) Clear and concise illustrated
manual included and available online

Product code
SC-100

RRP : $59.95
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Snap Circuits Light
Snap Circuits Light Watch and be amazed at what your music can do with
the new Snap Circuits® LIGHT. Connect your iPhone® or other device and
enjoy your music as the lights change to the beat.
The strobe light with spinning patterns will amaze you with its visual effects.
Elenco's Snap Circuits® makes learning electronics easy and fun! Just follow
the colorful pictures in our manual and build over 175 exciting projects. All
parts are mounted on plastic modules and snap together with ease. Enjoy
hours of educational fun while learning about electronics. Features: Contains
over 55 Snap-Together parts.
Build over 175 exciting projects. Color organ controlled by iPhone® or other
device, voice or finger. Enjoy your music as the lights change to the beat.
Snap-together parts require no tools and ensure correct connections.
Requires 4 "AA" batteries (not included) Clear and concise illustrated manual
included and available online.

Product code
SCL-175

RRP : $149.95
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Snap Circuits Arcade
Snap Circuits® Arcade is an exciting introduction to problem-solving, following
directions, and the satisfaction of a job well done. It's fun like an Arcade while
supporting a vigorous STEM curriculum.
Snap Circuits® uses building pieces with snaps to assemble different
electronic circuits on a simple "rows and columns" base grid that function like
the printed circuit board found in most electronic products. Each component
is easily identifiable by a different color and functional purpose. Learn the
basics of electricity, engineering, and circuitry with full color, curriculum rich,
easy-to-follow instructions.
Features: 30 Snap Modules included to complete more than 200 projects.
Enjoy completing projects using a programmable Word Fan, Dual LED Display,
and a pre-programmed Micro-Controller. Clear and concise Illustrated Manual
includes explanations for different Snap Modules and concepts needed to
build Arcade projects.

Product code
SCA-200

RRP : $99.95
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Snap Circuits BRIC Structures
Snap Circuits BRIC Structures Kids can use their imagination to combine
Snap Circuits® with ordinary building bricks and make endless combinations
of construction and circuitry.
With our patent-pending, Bric-2-Snap technology, kids can wire up their
brick builds with Snap Circuits® lights, sounds, moving parts and 3-D
circuits to invent almost anything and make it go! Kids love to create and
invent from what they have at home. Instead of just building a structure,
now kids can learn how to build the circuit that makes the lights on a
skyscraper illuminate or that makes the gears on a drawbridge move!
Elenco’s team of engineers has come up with a great way for kids to Learn
By Doing® and be creative with their everyday, building bricks. There’s no
limit to what kids can create with Snap Circuits® BRIC: STRUCTURES!
Includes:
• 20 Snap Circuits® component parts
• 75 Bric-2-Snap adapters
• Over 140 fully compatible building bricks
• Full-color, easy-to-read project manual

Product code
SC-BRIC1

RRP : $69.95
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Snap Circuits Jr. Select
Snap Circuits Jr. Select Another great addition to the award-winning Snap
Circuits product line, fully compatible with all Snap Circuits® sets to build
bigger, complex, and more creative projects.
133 projects clearly outlined in the color project manual. Projects utilize a
glow-in-the-dark flying propeller, phototransistor, LEDs, resistors, ICs, a DC
motor and much more. No Soldering - No Tools - It's a Snap! Requires 2 "AA"
batteries (not included)
Elenco's Snap Circuits® makes learning electronics easy and fun! Just follow
the colorful pictures in our manual and build exciting projects such as FM
radios, digital voice, recorders, AM radios, burglar alarms, doorbells, and
much more!

Product code
SC-130

RRP : $59.95
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Snap Circuits PRO
Snap Circuits PRO Award-winning Snap Circuits® makes learning electronics
easy and fun! Follow the colorful pictures in our manual to build exciting
projects such as AM radios, burglar alarms, doorbells, and much more! Snap
Circuits® features building components with snaps to assemble electronic
circuits that function like the printed circuit board found in most electronic
products.
All parts are mounted on plastic modules and snap together with ease. Hours
of educational fun - a great gift for budding engineers! Includes all of the SC300 projects and 200 more! Features: Contains over 75 snap-together parts,
including voice recording IC, FM radio module, analog meter, transformer,
relay, and 7-segment LED display. Build over 500 exciting projects. Includes
73 computer interfaced experiments.
Electrical components provide kids ages 8+ with hands-on experience
designing and building models of working electrical circuits. Snap-together
parts require no tools and ensure correct connections. Requires 4 "AA"
batteries (not included) Clear and concise, full-color, illustrated manual
included and available online.

Product code
SC-500

RRP : $169.95
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Snap Circuits Extreme
Snap Circuits Extreme Elenco's Snap Circuits® makes learning electronics
easy and fun! Just follow the colorful pictures in our manual and build exciting
projects such as FM radios, digital voice recorders, AM radios, burglar alarms,
doorbells, and much more! You can even play electronic games with your
friends. All parts are mounted on plastic modules and snap together with ease.
Enjoy hours of educational fun while learning about electronics. No tools
required. Extreme Version - Contains over 80 parts to build over 750 projects.
Includes everything from SC-500 plus projects in solar, electromagnetism,
vibration switches, and 70 computer interfaced projects. Includes Projects
512-692 and CI-73 manuals. Features: Contains over 80 snap-together
parts. Build over 750 exciting projects.
Includes 70 computer interfaced projects and CI-73 manual Electrical
components provide students ages 8+ with hands-on experience designing
and building models of working electrical circuits. Snap-together parts
require no tools and ensure correct connections. Requires 4 "AA" batteries
(not included) Clear and concise illustrated manual included and available
onlineThe software in this product is not Mac-compatible, but you can
find a similar Mac version at http://www.faberacoustical.com/apps/mac/
signalscope/. It will not match our manual exactly, but the differences are
minor and it should be easy to understand. The software at this link is not
related to Elenco Electronics, Inc. in any way; we do not support it or accept
any responsibility for it.

Product code
SC-750
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Snap Circuits Green
Snap Circuits Green Learn about energy sources and how to think green. Build
over 125 projects using the flexibility of our award-winning Snap Circuits®.
Have loads of fun learning about environmentally-friendly energy and how
the electricity in your home works. Includes full-color manual with over 100
pages and separate educational manual, which explains all the forms of
environmentally-friendly energy including: geothermal, hydrogen fuel cells,
wind, solar, tidal, hydro, and others. Contains over 40 parts.
No batteries required! Features: Hand Crank, Solar Cell, FM Radio, Energy
Compartment, Rechargeable Battery, Windmill, Clock Analog Meter.

Product code
SCG-125

RRP : $149.95
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Snap Circuits 3D Illumination
Snap Circuits®3D Illumination uses building blocks with snaps to build the
different electrical and electronic circuits in the projects. Each block has a
function: there are switch blocks, light blocks, battery blocks, different length
wire blocks, etc.
These blocks are different colors and have different numbers on them so
that you can easily identify them. Build over 150 projects or combine with
other sets to build even more unique structures. Exciting Light Effects.
3-Color Light Tunnel, Mirrors & Reflecting Circuits Magnet & Magnetic Switch
Projector with 6 Images Includes vertical stabilizer, base grid stabilizer & base
grid support 3 AA batteries required but not included. Download "House of
Lights" super circuit.
Download "Big Structure" super circuit here! Detailed Specifications: See a
list of projects you can download and view with Acrobat Reader in 3D. You
will be able to turn and rotate the illustrations to get better views of the final
build.

Product code
SC-3Di

RRP : $119.95
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Snap Circuits SC-750
Student Training Program
Snap Circuits SC-750 Student Training Program - The Model SC-750R is an
in-depth exploration of the electronic components included with the SC-750
Snap Circuits Extreme. Ideal for use in home schooling, middle schools and
high schools, where students will grasp the basic principles of electronics.
The Student Guide for the SC-750R includes 138 pages of educational
curriculum. Written with the help of educators, the Student Guide is essential
in covering all topics related to electricity and electronics being taught in
middle schools and above. Includes real world applications and problemsolving quizzes. The Teacher Guide is meant to prepare educators for proper
introduction of Snap Circuits® and guide them through each chapter with
quizzes for students to test their knowledge.
Download the CI-73 Software. The software in this product is not Maccompatible, but you can find a similar Mac version at http://www.
faberacoustical.com/mac_apps/. It will not match our manual exactly, but
the differences are minor and it should be easy to understand. The software
at this link is not related to Elenco Electronics, Inc. in any way; we do not
support it or accept any responsibility for it.

Product code
SC-750R

RRP : $349.95
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Snap Circuits Motion
Snap Circuits® Motion contains over 50 parts and over 165 projects to
complete -- all projects focused on concepts of motion and physics.
Experiment with gears ratios using various gears and pulleys. Experiments
include: Color changing lighted fan, air "fountain", motion detector and so
much more!
Fun projects let kids learn while they play! With its easy-to-follow instructions,
Snap Circuits® gives your child a hands-on education to discover how
electrical circuits - like those found in everyday devices kids are familiar with
- function and operate. They'll also gain valuable lessons in building and
following instructions. The project manual includes large color illustrations
and simple directions for each project.
Features: Over 50 parts and over 165 project to complete - all motion and
physics focused. Experiment with gears ratios using various gears and
pulleys. Gain valuable lessons in assembly and following instructions. Project
manual includes large color illustrations and simple directions for projects.

Product code
SCM-165

RRP : $149.95
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Snap Circuits Mini Kit Motion Detector
Snap Circuits Mini Kit Motion Detector - You can make 12 projects with the
Snap Circuits Motion Detector! When motion is detected, a laser sound is
emitted and the color LED flashes.
Requires 3 "AA" batteries (not included). Elenco's Snap Circuits® makes
learning electronics easy and fun! Just follow the colorful pictures in our
manual and build exciting projects such as FM radios, digital voice, recorders,
AM radios, burglar alarms, doorbells, and much more!
You can even play electronic games with your friends. All parts are mounted
on plastic modules and snap together with ease

Product code
SCP-13

RRP : $39.95
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Snap Circuits Mini Kit FM Radio
Snap Circuits Mini Kit FM Radio The Snap Circuits FM radio kit allows you to
build a radio that really works! You can make 4 projects! ! Requires 4 "AA"
batteries (not included).
Elenco's Snap Circuits® makes learning electronics easy and fun! Just follow
the colorful pictures in our manual and build exciting projects such as FM
radios, digital voice, recorders, AM radios, burglar alarms, doorbells, and
much more! You can even play electronic games with your friends.
All parts are mounted on plastic modules and snap together with ease. Enjoy
hours of educational fun while learning about electronics

Product code
SCP-12

RRP : $39.95
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Snap Circuits Snapino
Snap Circuits Snapino - Snapino is an introduction to the open-source
Arduino® hardware-software coding environment. Learn to code and utilize
your Snap Circuits modules at the same time! Fully-compatible Arduino UNO
board with all normal features and is compatible with other Arduino shield
and components.
Snapino can be used with other Snap Circuits®sets to make larger circuits
Includes 20 projects that gradually introduce you to Arduino coding with
sketches (programs) already written for operating the 14 included parts.
Additionally, you will find sketches written for Snapino® with other Snap
Circuits® sets so you can keep your fun going.
Includes:
1 Arduino UNO compatible Snapino Module
6 Snap Circuit Modules - 3 Snap Wires
1 Snap Jumper Wire
1 Snap to Pin Wire
1 USB Cable
1 9 Volt Battery Holder
1 Manual
9-volt battery needed but not included. You will need to download the
Arduino application from Arduino's website and download Snapino Sketches
(programs) from the Elenco website.

Product code
SC-SNAPINO
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Snap Circuits Mini Kit Flying Saucer
Snap Circuits Mini Kit Flying Saucer - Snap together brightly-coloured
electronic components to build this cool flying saucer. Then, watch the
spinning electric-motor send your propeller-saucer upwards into the air. Can
you catch it before it lands back on earth?
This kit includes 4 additional projects: a fan, hypnotic pattern, spin draw, and
strobe the house lights. Learn about the basics of electricity and circuits as
you build these fun, easy projects.
Elenco Snap Circuits Electro Flying Saucer Kit. Requires 3 AA batteries (not
included).

Product code
SCP-09

RRP : $29.95
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Snap Circuits Mini Kit LED Fun
Snap Circuits Mini Kit LED Fun - Create your own colourful light show. Build
a glowing Fiber Optic Tree and 10 additional LED-focused projects! Eleven
projects in one kit provide hands-on experience building, experimenting, and
playing with colorful LED lights.
Build a Light Slider, Spectrum of Light, Row of Lights, Blinking Colors, Series
of Lights, and more! Adjust the spectrum of light and vary the brightness.
Snap Circuits allows you to create working circuits with no tools required or
soldering. Electronic parts mount on plastic modules and snap together with
ease. Using different circuits and combinations of circuits, young electronic
engineers are easily able to build, use, and show off their projects.
Snap Circuits LED Fun. Model SCP-11. Requires 4 x AA batteries (not included).
Kit Contents: 1 Base Grid, 2 X 2-Snap Wires, 2 X 4-Snap, Wires, Battery Holder,
Red LED, White LED, Color LED, Blue LED, Prismatic Film, Fiber Optic Tree,
Mounting Base, 100Ω Resistor, Slide Switch, Full Color Instruction Manual.

Product code
SCP-11

RRP : $29.95
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Snap Circuits SC-300
Student Training Program
Snap Circuits SC-300 Student Training Program - The Model SC-300R
is an in-depth exploration of the electronic components included with the
SC-300 Snap Circuits. Ideal for use in home schooling, middle schools and
high schools, where students will grasp the basic principles of electronics.
Requires four (4) "AA" batteries (Not included)
Features:
Same as SC-300 with the Case, Student Guide and Teacher Guide Included!
Topics Covered:
Resistors, Switches, Capacitors, Series Circuits, Transistors, Parallel Circuits,
Integrated Circuits, Motors. Two project books, Student Guide (#753289)
and Teacher Guide (#753290) included.
Custom Storage Case Each SC-300R comes with a lightweight, durable case
with custom foam inserts to store all Snap Circuits® parts. Easy to identify
missing components. CI-73 Computer Interface with 73 extra projects is
available for SC-300R and SC-500R only.

Product code
SC-300R

RRP : $249.95
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Snap Circuits Mini Kit
Strobe Light & Sound
Snap Circuits Mini Kit Strobe Light & Sound - Open your eyes and ears as you
learn all about mixing lights and sound! Create an adjustable-speed strobe
light with crazy sound effects, and much more! This exciting new mini-kit from
award-winning Snap Circuits will keep inquisitive junior electricians engaged
with 14 projects in all. Build a Strobe with light and/or sound, adjust the light,
create Suspended Raindrops sounds, Human and Liquid sounds, and more.
Fourteen projects in one amazing kit.
Snap Circuits allows you to create working circuits with no tools required or
soldering. Electronic parts mount on plastic modules and snap together with
ease. Using different circuits and combinations of circuits, young electronic
engineers are easily able to build, use, and show off their projects.
What you get
Snap Circuits Strobe Light & Sound. Model SCP-14.
Requires 3 x AA batteries (not included).
Kit Contents: 1 Base Grid. 3 X 6 Snap Wires, Various Sizes, Battery Holder
White LED, Black Jumper Wire, Red Jumper Wire, 100kΩ Resistor, Adjustable
Resistor, Slide Switch, Speaker, Strobe IC, Full Color Instruction Manual.

Product code
SCP-14

RRP : $39.95
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Snap Circuits Mini Kit Basic Electricity
Snap Circuits Mini Kit Basic Electricity - You can make 9 projects with the
Snap Circuits Basic Electricity kit!
Learn about basic electricity principles while having fun! Requires 3 "AA"
batteries (not included). Elenco's Snap Circuits® makes learning electronics
easy and fun! Just follow the colorful pictures in our manual and build exciting
projects such as FM radios, digital voice, recorders, AM radios, burglar alarms,
doorbells, and much more!
You can even play electronic games with your friends. All parts are mounted
on plastic modules and snap together with ease. Enjoy hours of educational
fun while learning about electronics.

Product code
SCP-10

RRP : $29.95
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Snap Circuits SC-500
Student Training Program
Snap Circuits SC-500 Student Training Program - The Model SC-500R is an
in-depth exploration of the electronic components included with the SC-500
Snap Circuits Pro. Ideal for use in home schooling, middle schools, and high
schools, where students will grasp the basic principles of electronics.
The Extreme Student Guide for SC-500R includes 138 pages of educational
curriculum. Written with the help of educators, the Student Guide is essential
in covering most topics related to the electricity and electronics being taught
in middle schools and above. Includes real world applications and problemsolving quizzes. The Teacher Guide is meant to prepare educators for proper
introduction of Snap Circuits® and guide them through each chapter with
quizzes for students to test their knowledge.
Requires four (4) "AA" batteries (not included) Includes: Contains Over
75 Snap-Together Parts, Build Over 500 Exciting Projects. SNAPCASE7
storage case. Teacher Guide (# 753290) is included. Extreme Student Guide
(#753307) for all 500+ projects, contains 138 pages of educational curriculum.

Product code
SC-500R

RRP : $269.95
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The 3Doodler is a 3D pen developed by Peter Dilworth, Maxwell Bogue and Daniel Cowen of WobbleWorks, Inc.
The 3Doodler works by extruding heated plastic that cools almost instantly into a solid, stable structure,
allowing for the free-hand creation of three-dimensional object.The 3Doodler Start is a child-safe 3D printing pen
that’s prioritised safety and simplicity for younger students.
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3Doodler Start Learning Pack (12pens)
3Doodler Start Learning Pack (12pens)
Introducing New and Improved EDU Learning Packs. With the all new 3Doodler
EDU Learning Packs, you can equip an entire classroom with 3Doodler pens
and accessories for less than the cost of a regular 3D printer. 3Doodler Start
Learning packs come in 12-Pen and 6-Pen variants.
Teacher’s Kit Includes:
Teacher’s Checklist x1, Welcome Sheet x1, Cheatsheet x1,
3Doodler Poster x1, Activity Guide x1, DoodleBlock® Guide x1,
Troubleshooting Guide x1, Start Manual x1, EDU Booklet x1, Lesson Plans
x2, Unblocking Tools x2 - Students’
Kit Includes:
12-Pens - 3Doodler Start Pens x12, DoodlePads™ x12, DoodleBlocks® x24,
USB Cables x12 - 3Doodler Start - Plastics Kit Includes: Start Plastic Red
x150, Start Plastic Orange x150, Start Plastic Yellow x150, Start Plastic Green
x150, Start Plastic Grey x150, Start Plastic White x150, Start Plastic Mint
x150,
Start Plastic Blue x150

Product code
3DS-8SPSFULLED

RRP : $1199.00
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3Doodler Start Learning Pack (6pens)
3Doodler Start Learning Pack (6pens)
Introducing New and Improved EDU Learning Packs. With the all new
3Doodler EDU Learning Packs - 6 Pens, you can equip an entire classroom
with 3Doodler pens and accessories for less than the cost of a regular 3D
printer. 3Doodler Start Learning packs come in 12-Pen and 6-Pen variants.
Teacher’s Kit Includes:
Teacher’s Checklist x1, Welcome Sheet x1, Cheatsheet x1,
3Doodler Poster x1, Activity Guide x1, DoodleBlock® Guide x1,
Troubleshooting Guide x1, Start Manual x1, EDU Booklet x1,
Lesson Plans x2, Unblocking Tools x2 - Students’
Kit Includes: 6-Pens - 3Doodler Start Pens x6, DoodlePads™ x6,
DoodleBlocks® x12, USB Cables x6 - 3Doodler Start - Plastics
Kit Includes: Start Plastic Red x75, Start Plastic Orange x75, Start Plastic
Yellow x75, Start Plastic Green x75, Start Plastic Grey x75, Start Plastic
White x75, Start Plastic Mint x75, Start Plastic Blue x75

Product code
3DS-8SPSHALFED

RRP : $649.95
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3Doodler Start Learning Packs Refill
(1200 strands)
3Doodler Start Learning Packs Refill (1200 strands)
The 3Doodler Start Learning Pack Plastic Kit gives you 1,200 strands of
3Doodler Start plastic in mixed colors, for hours and hours of fun-packed
Doodling! This pack is ideal for teachers looking for extra plastic to equip
their 3Doodler Start Learning Pack or 3Doodler Start EDU Bundles.
The 3Doodler Start Plastic is the only plastic compatible with the 3Doodler
Start pen. It is low-temp, non-toxic, BPA-free, and biodegradable, making it
completely safe for kids to use.

Product code
3DS-8SPLFILLED

RRP : $349.95
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3Doodler Create Learning Packs
(12 pens)
3Doodler Create Learning Packs (12 pens)
Introducing New and Improved EDU Learning Packs - 12 pens With the all
new 3Doodler EDU Learning Packs, you can equip an entire classroom with
3Doodler pens and accessories for less than the cost of a regular 3D printer.
3Doodler Create+ Learning packs come in 12-Pen and 6-Pen variants.
3Doodler Create+
Teacher’s Kit Includes:
JetPack® x1 Teacher’s Checklist x1, Welcome Sheet x1, Cheatsheet x1,
3Doodler Poster x1, Activity Guide x1, Troubleshooting Guide x1,
Create+ Manual x1, EDU Booklet x1, Lesson Plans x2,
Nozzle Removal Tool x2, Mini Screwdrivers x2,
Unblocking Tools x2 - 3Doodler Create+
Students’ Kit Includes:
12-Pens, 3Doodler Create+ Pens x12, DoodlePads™x12, Nozzle Sets x4,
Adapters x12 - 3Doodler Create+
Plastics Kit Includes:
12-Pens, ABS Plastic Strands x500, PLA Plastic Strands x500,
FLEXY™ Plastic Strands x200

Product code
3DS-8CPSFUAUED

RRP : $1999.00
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3Doodler Create Learning Packs
(6 pens)
3Doodler Create Learning Packs (6 pens)
Introducing New and Improved EDU Learning Packs - 6 pens With the all
new 3Doodler EDU Learning Packs, you can equip an entire classroom
with 3Doodler pens and accessories for less than the cost of a regular
3D printer. 3Doodler Create+ Learning packs come in 12-Pen and 6-Pen
variants. 3Doodler Create+
Teacher’s Kit Includes:
JetPack® x1 Teacher’s Checklist x1, Welcome Sheet x1, Cheatsheet x1,
3Doodler Poster x1, Activity Guide x1, Troubleshooting Guide x1, Create+
Manual x1, EDU Booklet x1, Lesson Plans x2, Nozzle Removal Tool x2, Mini
Screwdrivers x2, Unblocking Tools x2 - 3Doodler Create+
Students’ Kit Includes:
6-Pens, 3Doodler Create+ Pens x6, DoodlePads™x6, Nozzle Sets x2,
Adapters x6 - 3Doodler Create+ Plastics
Kit Includes:
12-Pens, ABS Plastic Strands x200, PLA Plastic Strands x200, FLEXY™
Plastic Strands x200

Product code
3DS-8CPSHAAUED

RRP : $1129.00
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3Doodler Create Learning Packs Refill
(1200 strands)
3Doodler Create Learning Packs Refill (1200 strands)
The 3Doodler Create+ Learning Pack Plastic Kit (Full) gives you 1,200
strands of 3Doodler Create+ plastic in ABS, PLA, and FLEXY, in an
assortment of colors.
This pack is ideal for teachers looking for extra plastic to equip their
3Doodler Create+ Learning Pack or 3Doodler Create EDU Bundles.
The 3Doodler Create+ Plastic is the only plastic compatible with the
3Doodler Create+ pen.

Product code
3DS-8CPLFILLED

RRP : $399.95
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3Doodler STEM Kit
The 3Doodler EDU STEM Kit is a set of versatile accessories and activities
that take your educational Doodling to the next level. With this STEM add-on,
you can do (and Doodle) more, bringing sought after STEM-innovation to
your classroom.
From Articulated Hands to Geodesic Domes, working Rollercoasters, and
DNA Helixes, students can now use the STEM Activity Kit to innovate in 3D
with their 3Doodler Start or Create+ pens! An exciting new addition to your
STEM repertoire. Designed for students all the way from grades 3 to 12.
The STEM Accessory Kit includes:
x1 3Doodler ball-and-socket silicone mold
x1 3Doodler roller coaster mold
x2 Doodle-proof activity sheets packed with Ideas & Project Blueprints
for each mold
x1 10% Off Plastic Coupon
Make:
• An Articulated Hand
• Your very own Roller Coaster
• A Geodesic Dome • A Five-Axis Arm • A Tripod Card Holder
• A Helical Wind Turbine • A DNA Double Helix
• And much more…

Product code
3DS-8EDUSTEM1R

RRP : $29.95
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3Doodler Start Essential Pen Set
3Doodler Start Essential Pen Set - The award-winning product allows kids
to bring any, and all, ideas to life in 3D! This 3D printing pen and its creations
are not hot to touch and use low-heat, BPA-Free and Non-Toxic Plastic,
making it completely safe for kids to use. As tactile learning toy, the 3Doodler
Start inspires creativity, design, planning, building and spatial understanding perfect for STEM learning!
3Doodler Start Pen (Blue),
2 Packs of 3Doodler Start Plastic,
Activity Guide (with over 12 projects),
Micro-USB Charging Cable.

Product code
3DS-9SPSESSE2R

RRP : $89.95
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3Doodler 3D Build & Play
3D ART MADE EASY FOR KIDS: Plastic hardens allowing kids to literally create
their own objects and characters within minutes (no additional treatment
needed).
• READ ALONG & PLAY with our story-based Activity Guide.
Perfect for parent-child play time.
• INCLUDES FREE MOLDS for easy to make characters and objects
(animals, weather, and accessories)
• EASY TO USE designed to be fun and easy to hold and use, crank
can be movedfor Left or Right-Handed users
• TEACHES - fine motor skills, hands on learning, three-dimensional thinking
• KID SAFE and BPA free.

1x 3D Builder
• 1x Packed of Plastic (x24 strands)
• 1x Story Molds
• 1x 3D Build & Play Instruction
Manual & Activity Guide
Batteries not included.

Product code
3DS-0JPSJUBE1R

RRP : $59.95
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3Doodler Start DoodlePad
3Doodler Start DoodlePad - The essential tool to creating your best Doodles!
With helpful gridlines for accurate Doodles, the 3Doodler Start DoodlePad
provides a flat surface for young Doodlers to doodle and create all of their
designs.
It is perfect for use with stencils; simply place the stencil under your DoodlePad,
trace over it, and then lift up your creation after it cools! It is compatible with
3Doodler Start 3D Printing Pen!
The only thing limiting you is your imagination. What Will You Create?

Product code
3DS-DOODPAD(FES)

RRP : $9.95
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3Doodler Pencil Case Accessories Kit
3Doodler Pencil Case Accessories Kit - What is the best way to fuel your
creative energy? The Accessories Pack may be the perfect 3Doodler
addition to your collection, now with a stylish pencil case that can hold all of
your 3Doodler Start bits and pieces in one place.
For the avid Doodler who wants to have all the best 3Doodler tools essential
to create beautiful designs, the Accessories Pack is a perfect complement or
add-on for any kid who already has a 3Doodler Start Pen!
Each kit contains: Each set includes 3Doodler Start DoodlePad, 2 packs (48
strands) of Plastic in 8 colors, and 2 multi-shape DoodleBlocks packed into a
high quality reusable pencil case that you can use to store and hold all your
3Doodler Start collection.
THIS KIT DOES NOT INCLUDE A 3DOODLER START PEN.

Product code
3DS-ACCKIT

RRP : $39.95
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3Doodler Alphabet Learning Kit
3Doodler Alphabet Learning Kit - The Alphabet Learning DoodleBlock® is a
useful accessory to help kids practice writing letters with the 3Doodler Start.
Great for tactile lettering, especially for those just starting to learn how to write,
and for kids to develop their motor skills. Simply Doodle into the grooves,
then pop out physical 3D letters.
This kit includes a large font DoodleBlock with the capital letters A to Z,
lowercase letters a to z, and numbers 0-9. This is a perfect addition to any
classroom or homeschool setting which uses the 3Doodler Start pen.

Product code
3DS-8SLKALPH1R

RRP : $19.95
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3Doodler Create+ (Black)
3Doodler Create+ (Black) - The latest version of the world's first 3D Printing
Pen! Now with dual drive, the all new Create+ is re-engineered to give you an
ultra smooth and enhanced Doodling experience.
Improvements include greater control in fast/slow speeds for different
Doodling techniques, more reliable performance with different plastic types,
greater durability, and new monochromatic pen colors. Whether you're a
hobbyist, DIYer, designer, or professional artist, the Create+ offers a whole
new way to create and fix.
Extrude heated plastic that hardens almost instantly, so you can draw 3D
structures, freehand or on stencils. Our non-toxic PLA, ABS and FLEXY
plastics, are made in the USA, UK & Spain to ensure the highest quality
possible.
We've seen our community use the 3Doodler to create unique art , fix things,
design wearable items, build models, and so much more!

Product code
3DS-8CPSBKAU3E

RRP : $149.95
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3Doodler Create Nozzle Set
3Doodler Create Nozzle Set - SIX EXCITING NOZZLES + SMOOTHING TOOL!
The 3Doodler Nozzle Set is a changeable nozzle set designed to store your
nozzles and supercharge your creative powers!
Upgrade your Doodling experience to a whole new level with six new, exciting
nozzles and an included smoothing tool to control the variety of designs and
flow of plastic when Doodling!
The nozzle set comes with a handy tool to store your new nozzles and is
available in a variety of shapes and sizes, such as ribbon, square, and triangle,
and 0.5mm, 1.0mm, and 1.5mm.

Product code
3DS-DOODNZZL-V2

RRP : $29.95
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3Doodler Create DoodlePad®
3Doodler Create DoodlePad - The essential tool to creating your best
Doodles! With helpful gridlines for accurate Doodles, the 3Doodler Create
DoodlePad provides a flat surface to doodle and create all of your designs.
It is perfect for use with stencils; simply place the stencil under your DoodlePad,
trace over it, and then lift up your creation after it cools! It is compatible with
3Doodler 2.0 and Create!
The only thing limiting you is your imagination. What Will You Create?®

Product code
3DS-DOODPAD

RRP : $14.95
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3Doodler
"What Will You Create?®"
Project Book
3Doodler "What Will You Create?®" Project Book - ULTIMATE GUIDE TO
DOODLING! Want to create with your 3Doodler but not sure where to start?
This book will guide you through the basics of how to use your 3Doodler 3D
printing pen and take you on a journey all the way from beginner to master
Doodler! Kick things off with our special 3Doodler Bootcamp to take your skills
to the next level and prepare you for the 26 exciting step-by-step projects
accompanied by over 80 pages of high quality photo images that follow.
Shared by our own 3Doodler Community artists, the projects range from
simple to challenging, making learning fun and easy. We’ve even included a
special multi-project Holiday section to help you put your own creative spin
on decorating for those special celebrations.
Packed with inspiration, this book will leave you designing your own impressive
creations. The only question left to ask yourself is: What Will You Create?®

Product code
3DS-DOODBOOK-GENERAL

RRP : $29.95
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3Doodler Start Eco-Plastic
Assorted Colours
Do you want to take your creativity to new levels?3Doodler Start Eco-plastics
are low-heat, BPA-free and non-toxic so they completely safe for kids, and
are compatible with 3Doodler Start pen only.
Bring any idea to life, or Personalize your existing items! Safe to Doodle on
almost any material, such as Lego, and the plastic can be easily removed,
though will adhere firmly to clear plastics. 3Doodler Start Eco-plastics
extrudes to 6 times the original length, so one 6 inch Strand gives over 35
inches of doodling. Now with a wider range of vibrant colors.

SIMPLY WHITE

PEACHES & CREAM

KOALA GREY

SPRING GREEN

TANGERINE TANG

CAPPUCCINO BEIGE

PUNK STAR PURPLE

TERRIFIC TEAL

CHARCOAL BLACK

CHERRY RED

BABY BLUE

PASTEL PINK

LEMON ZEST

OCEAN BLUE

AQUA MINT

Product code
3DS-ECO01-WHITE-24
3DS-ECO02-MINT-24
3DS-ECO03-RED-24
3DS-ECO04-YELLOW-24
3DS-ECO05-BLUE-24
3DS-ECO06-ORANGE-24
3DS-ECO07-GREEN-24
3DS-ECO08-GREY-24
3DS-ECO09-GLOW-24
3DS-ECO10-BLACK-24
3DS-ECO11-BROWN-24
3DS-ECO12-BEIGE-24
3DS-ECO13-PEACHES-24
3DS-ECO18-BPINK-24
3DS-ECO19-BBLUE-24
3DS-ECO20-TTEAL-24
3DS-ECO21-PURP-24

RRP : $9.95 EACH
GHOSTLEY GLOW
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3Doodler Create ABS - Plastic
Assorted Colours
3Doodler Create ABS Plastic - The key essential to creating your best
doodles are ABS ‘matte’ plastics. Perfect for if you want to Doodle creations
that require a sturdier base, such as the Eiffel tower.
ABS plastics spiral and draw upwards off the page with ease. Do you want
to take your creativity to new levels? Explore the wide variety of plastic refill
colors for your 3Doodler Create+.

HIPSTER HUES

BOHEMIAN BLEND

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE

POLAR WHITE

EVERGREEN

Also compatible with the 3Doodler Create, 2.0 and V.1 3D printing pens.
Available in single & mixed color packs containing 25 strands, and single
color tubes containing 100 strands.
BLACK BELT BLACK

Product code
3DS-AB-MIX5		
3DS-AB-MIX7		
3DS-AB-MIX6		
3DS-AB01-BBB
3DS-AB06-POLA
3DS-AB03-EVER
3DS-AB14-HPNK
3DS-AB07-CHOC
3DS-AB11-YLLW

Hipster Hues
Bohemian Blend
Welcome to the Jungle
Black Belt Black
Polar White
Evergreen
Hot Pink
Choco Brown
Super Yellow

HOT PINK

CHOCO BROWN

SUPER YELLOW

RRP : $14.95 EACH
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3Doodler Create PLA - Plastic
Assorted Colours
3Doodler Create PLA Plastic - For those who love the look of translucent and
glossy finish on their doodles, the key to creating those beautiful designs are
PLA plastics! It cools at a lower temperature and has the ability to stick to
paper, glass, cloth and metal surfaces.
You can even manipulate the plastic for a few seconds right after doodling.
The possibilities are endless! Explore the wide variety of 3Doodler plastic
refill colors and finishes including clear, metallic, sparkle! PLA plastics are
compatible with the 3Doodler Create+, Create, 2.0 and V.1 3D printing pens.

CLEARLY SPRINGTIME

BOOGIE NIGHTS

RAINFOREST RAVER

CLEARLY AUTUMN

BUBBLEGUM

THE ESSENTIALS

TUXEDO BLACK

CLEARLY CLEAR

GLOW IN THE DARK

SNOW WHITE

ROYAL BLUE

In addition, it is easy to clean up and safe to Doodle on almost any material
without damage. Available in single & mixed color pack containing 25 strands,
and single color tubes containing 100 strands.

Product code
3DS-PL-MIX11		
3DS-PL-MIX13
3DS-PL-MIX8		
3DS-PL-MIX12
3DS-PL-MIX9		
3DS-PL-MIX6		
3DS-PL01-TUXB
3DS-PL11-CLCL
3DS-PL15-GITD
3DS-PL06-SNOW
3DS-PL02-ROYL

Clearly Springtime
Boogie Nights
Rainforest Raver
Clearly Autumn
Bubblegum
The Essentials
Tuxedo Black
Clearly Clear
Glow in the Dark
Snow White
Royal Blue

RRP : $14.95 EACH
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3Doodler Create FLEXY- Plastic
Assorted Colours
3Doodler Create FLEXY™ - No longer are you bound by the rigid constraints
of hard plastic! Our FLEXY line you can now squeeze, stretch, and twist your
creations providing a truly dynamic Doodling experience. Do you want to
take your creativity to new levels?
RETRO FLEXY

RAISE THE FLAG

BLACK

CLEARLY FLEXY

Explore the wide variety of FLEXY plastic refill colors for your 3Doodler Create
3D pen! FLEXY Plastics are compatible with the 3Doodler Create+, Create,
2.0 and V. 1 3D printing pens. Available in single & mixed color pack containing
25 strands, and single colors tubes containing 100 strands.

Product code
3DS-FLX-MIX1		
3DS-FLX-MIX2
3DS-FLX01-BLK
3DS-FLX11-CLR
3DS-FLX15-GLD

Retro Flexy
Raise The Flag
Black
Clearly Flexy
Flexy Gold

FLEXY GOLD

RRP : $16.95 EACH
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Smartivity is a new age startup working to promote learning by doing and exploring.
We believe children are naturally curious and love to play. We combine the two with products
that offer a do-it-yourself approach. Children make their own activities which offer a real sense of
accomplishment and they learn in the process. All Smartivity products come with booklets and instructions
which are easy for children to follow while they explore the product.
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Smartivity Pump It Move It
Hydraulic Crane
Smartivity Pump It Move It Hydraulic Crane - Help your children understand
the basics of hydraulic mechanisms with this amazing S.T.E.M. Learning
D.I.Y. project! Hydraulic Machines use the power of water pressure to carry
out specified tasks. From cranes to braking mechanisms, hydraulic power
finds widespread use in daily life.
One of the coolest Smartivity STEM Learning Educational D.I.Y. Toy Kits,
the Smartivity Pump It Move It Hydraulic Crane introduces children to the
fundamentals of hydraulic machines in the most playful and engagementfilled manner. This kit contains all the elements essential to build a fullyfunctional hydraulic crane, a richly-illustrated and easy-to-understand stepby-step Instruction booklet and tools to embellish the project once built.
Once assembled, children can use their Hydraulic Cranes to lift objects and
move them around. The project assembly provides at least an hour-long
engagement and the gameplay ensures that children proudly continue to
play with the project even after.
For Ages: 8 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 60 min | Play Time: Unlimited Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills
(includes richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step Instruction
Booklet)

Product code
SMRT1018

RRP : $39.95
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Smartivity Mechanical Xylofun
Music Fun
Smartivity Mechanical Xylofun Music Fun - Let's make music! The coolest
and latest S.T.E.M. Learning based D.I.Y. kit from Smartivity is music to every
ear. With this project, children can actually compose their own music tunes.
The project includes all the elements required to build a music machine,
including pegs for arranging and rearranging notes.
Once assembled, children learn about music notations and can compose
their own tunes by placing the pegs in different slots. The box also contains
instructions for composing two simple tunes and allows children to explore
the magical and wonderful world of music.
For Ages: 8 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 90 min | Play Time: Unlimited Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills - (includes
richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step Instruction Booklet)

Product code
SMRT1032

RRP : $39.95
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Smartivity Roller Coaster
Marble Slide
Smartivity Roller Coaster Marble Slide - Is it a pool table? Is it a rollercoaster? It's the Smartivity Roller Coaster Marble Slide! We have mashedup a marble run and a pool table to design the Smartivity Roller Coaster
Marble Slide S.T.E.M. Educational D.I.Y. Toy kit.
This project is based on the fundamentals of gravity, centrifugal force and
banking. The kit contains all the elements needed to assemble the Roller
Coaster Marble Slide. A mix of slider game and pool table, this project is
loads of fun to build and play. Once built, a kid can raise marbles along the
wheel, and release them. As the marble slides down the track, they can aim
the marble with the help of levers on the two sides.
On the marble-pool part of the game, kids can place marbles in such a way
that the striker marble coming from the slide track hits them and the strike
sends them in the corner or side pockets.
For Ages: 8 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 60 min | Play Time: Unlimited Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills - (includes
richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step Instruction Booklet)

Product code
SMRT1012

RRP : $34.95
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Smartivity Fantastic Optics
Kaleidoscope
Smartivity Fantastic Optics Kaleidoscope - Relive the spectacle of your
childhood with Smartivity Fantastic Optics Kaleidoscope S.T.E.M. Education
D.I.Y. Toy making kit. Introduce your child to an infinite sequence of patterns
and a dazzling world of colours. First designed by Scotsman Dr. David
Brewster in 1816, a kaleidoscope is not just another toy. It is a portal into the
fascinating world of patterns and colours.
Used as a source of inspiration by designers and artists, kaleidoscope
inspires creativity and introduces your child to the wonders of light, colours
and reflection. Give your child a peek into a magical new dimension where
colours dance and wonders abound.
Vibrant and colourful, Smartivity Fantastic Optics Kaleidoscope S.T.E.M.
Learning D.I.Y. kit opens up a world of patterns and designs for your child. It
contains all the elements necessary to build this spectacular device. Just fill
the kaleidoscope drum with colourful trinkets included in the kit, and watch
your child explore the wonders of light and colours.
(includes richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step Instruction
Booklet) For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 45 min | Play Time:
Unlimited Skills Developed: Creativity, Analytical Skills, Motor Skills, Practical
Skills

Product code
SMRT1040

RRP : $24.95
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Smartivity Blast Off
Space Rocket
Smartivity Blast Off Space Rocket - Let the countdown begin... It's time for
blast off! Every child wants to be an astronaut. And with Smartivity's Blast
Off Space Rocket S.T.E.M. Educational D.I.Y. Toy kit, your child (6+ years)
can bring their imagination to life.
This kit is based on the principles of elasticity, gravity, thrust and propulsion.
The kit contains all the elements with which a child can assemble a rocket
and rocket-launcher and launch their own missions. The rocket launcher
plate has a locking mechanism designed to make the game even more
fun. Once assembled, children can experiment with their rockets by varying
the weight of the rocket and elasticity of the launch plate to understand the
fundamental scientific concepts.
(includes richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step Instruction
Booklet) For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 45 min | Play Time:
Unlimited Skills Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical
SkillsSmartivity Blast Off Space Rocket

Product code
SMRT1048

RRP : $24.95
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Smartivity Fidget Digit
Multiplication Machine
Smartivity Fidget Digit Multiplication Machine - Two oneza two, two twoza
four... Cram it till you jam it, old school style! So, we have created a multiplier
to help your child learn the tables in a different and fun way!
This mechanical toy uses a set of pivoting links to tell you the multiplication
product of 2 numbers. With two built-in number dials, select two random
numbers from 1 to 12 and multiply them mentally. Then, note the guessed
answer in the section given, and check if the answer is correct, using the
links and pointers.
Smartivity's Multiplying Machine is the most appropriate and relevant study
table accessory for kids, helping them get stronger and faster at mental
multiplication. (includes richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step
Instruction Booklet)
For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 45 min | Play Time: Unlimited Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills

Product code
SMRT1098

RRP : $19.95
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Smartivity Gear Propeller
Flying Machine
Smartivity Gear Propeller Flying Machine - Is it a plane? Is it a bird? No, it’s a
flying machine! And you get to build it, tune it, and play with it! Try different
combination of gears, speeds and wing angles, and change the way it flies!
Sling boredom out of the window, and take to the skies with this cool new
Smartivity STEM Educational DIY toy. (includes richly illustrated, easy-tounderstand, step-by-step Instruction Booklet)
For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 45 min | Play Time: Unlimited Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills

Product code
SMRT1050

RRP : $24.95
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Smartivity STEMFormer
(Windup Car + Robot)
Smartivity STEMFormer (Windup car+Robot) - Robots and cars have always
fascinated the kids. Well, how about a robot which can turn into a car vice
versa? Yes! That's what the Stem-former is.
This latest offering from Smartivity mixes the thrill of a Rover with the
excitement of a Bot, all wrapped in a package of concepts such as
projectile, elasticity, wind-up mechanism, and gear mechanism. Reuse the
box to enjoy multiple gameplays like throwing the pellets at the target area
or transform the Bot into a Rover and try to tumble the box. The gameplay
is as vivid as you imagination can get.
Make this toy truly yours by customising it with your markers and colours.
(includes richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step Instruction
Booklet)
For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 90 min | Play Time: Infinite Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills

Product code
SMRT1112

RRP : $19.95
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Smartivity STEMwheels Stunt Demon
Smartivity STEMwheels Stunt Demon - Ready, set, go! Get familiar with the
concept of motion, elasticity and momentum faster than your car can race
past the finish line.
Smartivity's Stem Wheels educational DIY learning toy takes adrenaline
rush to the next level. Build your own car, load it into the launcher and
watch it go zoom! Challenge your friends to a race and compete for the
title of the master racer! S. T. E. M. principles your child will learn through
play - Elasticity, Momentum, Motion (includes 2 richly illustrated, easy-tounderstand, step-by-step Instruction Booklets)
For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 45 min | Play Time: Infinite Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills

Product code
SMRT1107

RRP : $14.95
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Smartivity STEMwheels Speedster
Smartivity STEMwheels Speedster - Ready, set, go! Get familiar with the
concept of motion, elasticity and momentum faster than your car can race
past the finish line.Smartivity's Stem Wheels educational DIY learning toy
takes adrenaline rush to the next level.
Build your own car, load it into the launcher and watch it go zoom!Challenge
your friends to a race and compete for the title of the master racer! S. T.
E. M. principles your child will learn through play - Elasticity, Momentum,
Motion (includes 2 richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step
Instruction Booklets)
For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 45 min | Play Time: Infinite Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills

Product code
SMRT1109

RRP : $14.95
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Smartivity Magico
Smartivity Magico - Introducing Magico - Smartivity's latest innovation! Play
with Maths, English, Shapes, Colours Empower your child with fundamental
concepts in Mathematics, Language (English) and General Awareness
through this technology-powered, fun experience called Magico.
Physical + Digital Learning Through Play. Magico blends cutting-edge
Computer Vision technology with sensory play (Tactile Learning) to deliver
a magical, mind-body engagement-focussed experience that the next
generation demands and deserves. Transform your smartphone into a
powerful educational tool for your child and elevate the passive screen-time
to constructive, learning time.
Magico's multi-sensory approach encourages your child to explore the
worlds of Numbers, Alphabets, Shapes and Colours in a unique, innovative
and play-filled environment. (Includes Free App (iOS and Android), Number
Tiles, Alphabet Tiles, Shape Tiles and Magico Stand)
For Ages: 3 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 10 mins | Play Time: Unlimited - Skills
Developed: Visual Thinking, Math and Language, Problem Solving, Creative
Ability

Product code
SMRT1118

RRP : $39.95
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Smartivity Triple Fun combinator
Smartivity Triple Fun combinator - A game of combinations! Make your
own Combinator. Roll the Drums and play 3 games. The first game being
a new type of board-game. The second game being the thrilling game of
Rock, Paper and Scissors. And the third game, the game of cricket; score
most runs to win the match. This project is based on the fundamentals of
probability, gears and magnetism.
The kit contains all the elements needed to assemble the Triple Fun
Combinator. Our DIY toys are made from high quality re-engineered wood,
that is recycled, safe, non-toxic and sustainable. Each toy comes with a
richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, detailed step-by-step instruction
Booklet.Total of 198 pieces in the package. Follow the instructions in the
booklet to build your toy.
Enjoy mess free assembly with rubber bands. (no glue required). Paint your
completed project to make it your own. (No paint provided). Combinator
comes with 3 game- Our own Board game, Rock, Paper and Scissors, the
game of cricket. Learn probability, gears and magnetism.3

Product code
SMRT1130

RRP : $29.95
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Smartivity Pot Shots Marble game
Smartivity Pot Shots Marble game - This is an Educational DIY Activity
Kit designed to help children of ages 8 years and older to understand
fundamental principles of S.T.E.M. subjects(Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) DIY Time: 70min| Play Time: Unlimited The
box contains 186 Elements.
STEM Principles Your Child Will Learn Through Play: Projectile motion,
Elasticity, Energy transfer, angle deflection Skills Developed: Analytical
Skills, Hand-eye coordination, Cognitive Skills, Practical Skills Best S.T.E.M.
Educational Gift for Young Minds

Product code
SMRT1134

RRP : $34.95
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Smartivity Mechanical hand
Smartivity Mechanical hand - Have you ever wanted a robotic hand of your
own? Well The Smartivity robotic hand is just for you. With its realistic hand
anatomy, the fingers move just like your hand fingers. You can grab things,
make hand gestures, open door handles and even play catch!
The mechanical hand introduces children to the marvellous anatomy of the
hand, depicting the joints and bones of the fingers along with their ligaments
and tendons.This is an Educational DIY Activity Kit designed to help children
of ages 8 years and older to understand fundamental principles of S.T.E.M.
subjects (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) D.I.Y. Time:
180 min | Play Time: Unlimited.
The box contains 316 Elements
STEM Principles Your Child Will Learn Through Play: Biomimicry, Hand
Anatomy, Gears, Links, Structural Stability Skills Developed: Analytical Skills,
Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills. Best S.T.E.M. Educational Gift for
Young Minds

Product code
SMRT1135

RRP : $34.95
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Smartivity Pump It Move It
Hydraulic Crane - Class Kit with
Portable Lockable STEAM Storage
Smartivity Pump It Move It Hydraulic Crane (Includes 12 Kits and Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage) - Help your children understand the basics of
hydraulic mechanisms with this amazing S.T.E.M. Learning D.I.Y. project!
Hydraulic Machines use the power of water pressure to carry out specified
tasks.
From cranes to braking mechanisms, hydraulic power finds widespread
use in daily life. One of the coolest Smartivity STEM Learning Educational
D.I.Y. Toy Kits, the Smartivity Pump It Move It Hydraulic Crane introduces
children to the fundamentals of hydraulic machines in the most playful
and engagement-filled manner. This kit contains all the elements essential
to build a fully-functional hydraulic crane, a richly-illustrated and easy-tounderstand step-by-step Instruction booklet and tools to embellish the
project once built. Once assembled, children can use their Hydraulic Cranes
to lift objects and move them around. The project assembly provides at
least an hour-long engagement and the gameplay ensures that children
proudly continue to play with the project even after.
For Ages: 8 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 60 min | Play Time: Unlimited Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills - (includes
richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step Instruction Booklet)

Product code
SMRT1018-SK

RRP : $589.95
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Smartivity x 12 Mechanical Xylofun
Music Fun - Class Kit with Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage
Smartivity Mechanical Xylofun Music Fun (Includes 12 Kits and Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage) - Let's make music! The coolest and latest
S.T.E.M. Learning based D.I.Y. kit from Smartivity is music to every ear.
With this project, children can actually compose their own music tunes.
The project includes all the elements required to build a music machine,
including pegs for arranging and rearranging notes.
Once assembled, children learn about music notations and can compose
their own tunes by placing the pegs in different slots. The box also contains
instructions for composing two simple tunes and allows children to explore
the magical and wonderful world of music.
For Ages: 8 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 90 min | Play Time: Unlimited Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills - (includes
richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step Instruction Booklet)

Product code
SMRT1032-SK

RRP : $589.95
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Smartivity x 12 Roller Coaster Marble
Slide - Class Kit with Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage
Smartivity Roller Coaster Marble Slide (Includes 12 Kits and Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage) - Is it a pool table? Is it a roller-coaster? It's
the Smartivity Roller Coaster Marble Slide! We have mashed-up a marble
run and a pool table to design the Smartivity Roller Coaster Marble Slide
S.T.E.M. Educational D.I.Y. Toy kit. This project is based on the fundamentals
of gravity, centrifugal force and banking.
The kit contains all the elements needed to assemble the Roller Coaster
Marble Slide. A mix of slider game and pool table, this project is loads of fun
to build and play. Once built, a kid can raise marbles along the wheel, and
release them. As the marble slides down the track, they can aim the marble
with the help of levers on the two sides. On the marble-pool part of the
game, kids can place marbles in such a way that the striker marble coming
from the slide track hits them and the strike sends them in the corner or
side pockets.
For Ages: 8 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 60 min | Play Time: Unlimited Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills - (includes
richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step Instruction Booklet)

Product code
SMRT1012-SK

RRP : $499.95
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Smartivity x 24 Fantastic Optics
Kaleidoscope - Class Kit with Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage
Smartivity Fantastic Optics Kaleidoscope (Includes 24 Kits and Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage) - Relive the spectacle of your childhood with
Smartivity Fantastic Optics Kaleidoscope S.T.E.M. Education D.I.Y. Toy
making kit. Introduce your child to an infinite sequence of patterns and a
dazzling world of colours.
First designed by Scotsman Dr. David Brewster in 1816, a kaleidoscope
is not just another toy. It is a portal into the fascinating world of patterns
and colours. Used as a source of inspiration by designers and artists,
kaleidoscope inspires creativity and introduces your child to the wonders of
light, colours and reflection.
Give your child a peek into a magical new dimension where colours dance
and wonders abound. Vibrant and colourful, Smartivity Fantastic Optics
Kaleidoscope S.T.E.M. Learning D.I.Y. kit opens up a world of patterns and
designs for your child. It contains all the elements necessary to build this
spectacular device. Just fill the kaleidoscope drum with colourful trinkets
included in the kit, and watch your child explore the wonders of light and
colours. (includes richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step
Instruction Booklet)
For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 45 min | Play Time: Unlimited Skills
Developed: Creativity, Analytical Skills, Motor Skills, Practical Skills

Product code
SMRT1040-SK

RRP : $629.95
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Smartivity x 24 Blast Off Space Rocket
- Class Kit with Portable Lockable
STEAM Storage
Smartivity Blast Off Space Rocket (Includes 24 Kits and Portable Lockable
STEAM Storage) - Let the countdown begin... It's time for blast off! Every
child wants to be an astronaut. And with Smartivity's Blast Off Space Rocket
S.T.E.M. Educational D.I.Y. Toy kit, your child (6+ years) can bring their
imagination to life.
This kit is based on the principles of elasticity, gravity, thrust and propulsion.
The kit contains all the elements with which a child can assemble a rocket
and rocket-launcher and launch their own missions.
The rocket launcher plate has a locking mechanism designed to make
the game even more fun. Once assembled, children can experiment with
their rockets by varying the weight of the rocket and elasticity of the launch
plate to understand the fundamental scientific concepts. (includes richly
illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step Instruction Booklet)
For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 45 min | Play Time: Unlimited Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical SkillsSmartivity
Blast Off Space Rocket

Product code
SMRT1048-SK

RRP : $615.00
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Smartivity x 12 Fidget Digit
Multiplication Machine - Class Kit with
Portable Lockable STEAM Storage
Smartivity Fidget Digit Multiplication Machine (Includes 12 Kits and Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage) - Two oneza two, two twoza four... Cram it till
you jam it, old school style! So, we have created a multiplier to help your
child learn the tables in a different and fun way!
This mechanical toy uses a set of pivoting links to tell you the multiplication
product of 2 numbers. With two built-in number dials, select two random
numbers from 1 to 12 and multiply them mentally. Then, note the guessed
answer in the section given, and check if the answer is correct, using the
links and pointers. Smartivity's Multiplying Machine is the most appropriate
and relevant study table accessory for kids, helping them get stronger
and faster at mental multiplication. (includes richly illustrated, easy-tounderstand, step-by-step Instruction Booklet)
For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 45 min | Play Time: Unlimited Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills

Product code
SMRT1098-SK

RRP : $379.95
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Smartivity x 12 Gear Propeller Flying
Machine - Class Kit with Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage
Smartivity Gear Propeller Flying Machine (Includes 12 Kits and Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage) - Is it a plane? Is it a bird? No, it’s a flying
machine! And you get to build it, tune it, and play with it!
Try different combination of gears, speeds and wing angles, and change
the way it flies! Sling boredom out of the window, and take to the skies
with this cool new Smartivity STEM Educational DIY toy. (includes richly
illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step Instruction Booklet)
For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 45 min | Play Time: Unlimited Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills

Product code
SMRT1050-SK

RRP : $399.95
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Smartivity x 24 STEMFormer
(Windup car+Robot) - Class Kit with
Portable Lockable STEAM Storage
Smartivity STEMFormer (Windup car+Robot) (Includes 24 Kits and Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage) - Robots and cars have always fascinated the
kids. Well, how about a robot which can turn into a car vice versa? Yes!
That's what the Stem-former is.
This latest offering from Smartivity mixes the thrill of a Rover with the
excitement of a Bot, all wrapped in a package of concepts such as
projectile, elasticity, wind-up mechanism, and gear mechanism. Reuse
the box to enjoy multiple gameplays like throwing the pellets at the target
area or transform the Bot into a Rover and try to tumble the box. The
gameplay is as vivid as you imagination can get. Make this toy truly yours
by customising it with your markers and colours. (includes richly illustrated,
easy-to-understand, step-by-step Instruction Booklet)
For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 90 min | Play Time: Infinite Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills

Product code
SMRT1112-SK

RRP : $469.95
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Smartivity x 24 STEMwheels Stunt
Demon - Class Kit with Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage
Smartivity STEMwheels Stunt Demon - Ready, set, go! Get familiar with the
concept of motion, elasticity and momentum faster than your car can race
past the finish line.
Smartivity's Stem Wheels educational DIY learning toy takes adrenaline
rush to the next level. Build your own car, load it into the launcher and
watch it go zoom! Challenge your friends to a race and compete for the
title of the master racer! S. T. E. M. principles your child will learn through
play - Elasticity, Momentum, Motion (includes 2 richly illustrated, easy-tounderstand, step-by-step Instruction Booklets)
For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 45 min | Play Time: Infinite Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills

Product code
SMRT1107-SK

RRP : $429.95
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Smartivity x 24 STEMwheels
Speedster - Class Kit with Portable
Lockable STEAM Storage
Smartivity STEMwheels Speedster (Includes 24 Kits and Portable Lockable
STEAM Storage) - Ready, set, go! Get familiar with the concept of motion,
elasticity and momentum faster than your car can race past the finish line.
Smartivity's Stem Wheels educational DIY learning toy takes adrenaline rush
to the next level.
Build your own car, load it into the launcher and watch it go zoom!Challenge
your friends to a race and compete for the title of the master racer! S. T.
E. M. principles your child will learn through play - Elasticity, Momentum,
Motion (includes 2 richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step
Instruction Booklets)
For Ages: 6 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 45 min | Play Time: Infinite Skills
Developed: Analytical Skills, Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills

Product code
SMRT1109-SK

RRP : $429.95
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Smartivity x 12 Magico - Class Kit with
Portable Lockable STEAM Storage
Smartivity Magico (Includes 12 Kits and Portable Lockable STEAM Storage)
- Introducing Magico - Smartivity's latest innovation! Play with Maths,
English, Shapes, Colours Empower your child with fundamental concepts
in Mathematics, Language (English) and General Awareness through
this technology-powered, fun experience called Magico.Physical + Digital
Learning Through Play.
Magico blends cutting-edge Computer Vision technology with sensory play
(Tactile Learning) to deliver a magical, mind-body engagement-focussed
experience that the next generation demands and deserves. Transform
your smartphone into a powerful educational tool for your child and elevate
the passive screen-time to constructive, learning time. Magico's multisensory approach encourages your child to explore the worlds of Numbers,
Alphabets, Shapes and Colours in a unique, innovative and play-filled
environment. (Includes Free App (iOS and Android), Number Tiles, Alphabet
Tiles, Shape Tiles and Magico Stand)
For Ages: 3 years and older D.I.Y. Time: 10 mins | Play Time: Unlimited - Skills
Developed: Visual Thinking, Math and Language, Problem Solving, Creative
Ability

Product code
SMRT1118-SK

RRP : $565.00
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Smartivity x 12 Triple Fun combinator
- Class Kit with Portable Lockable
STEAM Storage
Smartivity Triple Fun combinator (Includes 12 Kits and Portable Lockable
STEAM Storage) - A game of combinations! Make your own Combinator.
Roll the Drums and play 3 games. The first game being a new type of
board-game. The second game being the thrilling game of Rock, Paper and
Scissors. And the third game, the game of cricket; score most runs to win
the match.
This project is based on the fundamentals of probability, gears and
magnetism. The kit contains all the elements needed to assemble the
Triple Fun Combinator. Our DIY toys are made from high quality reengineered wood, that is recycled, safe, non-toxic and sustainable. Each
toy comes with a richly illustrated, easy-to-understand, detailed step-bystep instruction Booklet.Total of 198 pieces in the package. Follow the
instructions in the booklet to build your toy.
Enjoy mess free assembly with rubber bands. (no glue required). Paint your
completed project to make it your own. (No paint provided). Combinator
comes with 3 game- Our own Board game, Rock, Paper and Scissors, the
game of cricket. Learn probability, gears and magnetism.

Product code
SMRT1130-SK

RRP : $449.00
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Smartivity x 12 Pot Shots Marble game
- Class Kit with Portable Lockable
STEAM Storage
Smartivity Pot Shots Marble game (Includes 12 Kits and Portable Lockable
STEAM Storage) - This is an Educational DIY Activity Kit designed to help
children of ages 8 years and older to understand fundamental principles of
S.T.E.M. subjects(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) DIY
Time: 70min| Play Time: Unlimited The box contains 186 Elements.
STEM Principles Your Child Will Learn Through Play: Projectile motion,
Elasticity, Energy transfer, angle deflection Skills Developed: Analytical
Skills, Hand-eye coordination, Cognitive Skills, Practical Skills Best S.T.E.M.
Educational Gift for Young Minds

Product code
SMRT1134-SK

RRP : $479.00
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Smartivity x 12 Mechanical hand Class Kit with Portable Lockable
STEAM Storage
Smartivity Mechanical hand (Includes 12 Kits and Portable Lockable STEAM
Storage) - Have you ever wanted a robotic hand of your own? Well The
Smartivity robotic hand is just for you. With its realistic hand anatomy, the
fingers move just like your hand fingers. You can grab things, make hand
gestures, open door handles and even play catch!
The mechanical hand introduces children to the marvellous anatomy of the
hand, depicting the joints and bones of the fingers along with their ligaments
and tendons.This is an Educational DIY Activity Kit designed to help children
of ages 8 years and older to understand fundamental principles of S.T.E.M.
subjects (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) D.I.Y. Time:
180 min | Play Time: Unlimited. The box contains 316 Elements
STEM Principles Your Child Will Learn Through Play: Biomimicry, Hand
Anatomy, Gears, Links, Structural Stability Skills Developed: Analytical Skills,
Creativity, Motor Skills, Practical Skills. Best S.T.E.M. Educational Gift for
Young Minds

Product code
SMRT1135-SK

RRP : $485.00
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Makey Makey GO
Better for inventing on the GO!
Makey Makey GO – 5 Pack allows today’s tinkerers, dreamers, and makers
the mobility to invent anytime, anywhere. Makey Makey GO enables you to
invent on the go – and change the world – with the snap of an alligator clip,
transforming everyday objects into Internet touchpads. Small enough to fit
on your keychain or in your pocket, Makey Makey GO promises to inspire
even more science, technology, engineering, art and math (STEAM) projects
than the original, award-winning Makey Makey – named one of Consumer
Reports’ “Best Tech Toys of 2014.” Turn everyday objects like bananas into
touchpads!
Connect the world around you to your computer! Setup takes just seconds.
Just plug, clip, and play! No programing knowledge needed. No software to
install. Works with Mac and Windows.1000s of possibilities! Make Cardboard
Smart Swords, Slack Line Score Boards, and Animal Skype Phones. Ages 6
to infinity.
Includes:
• 1 USB Invention Stick
• a case with magnet
• 1 white alligator clip (2.5 ft)
• a keyring, and instruction guide.

Product code
MM-MMGO

RRP : $29.95
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Makey Makey GO
Better for inventing on the GO!
5 Pack
Makey Makey GO – 5 Pack allows today’s tinkerers, dreamers, and makers
the mobility to invent anytime, anywhere. Makey Makey GO enables you
to invent on the go – and change the world – with the snap of an alligator
clip, transforming everyday objects into Internet touchpads. Small enough
to fit on your keychain or in your pocket, Makey Makey GO promises to
inspire even more science, technology, engineering, art and math (STEAM)
projects than the original, award-winning Makey Makey – named one of
Consumer Reports’ “Best Tech Toys of 2014.” Turn everyday objects like
bananas into touchpads!
Connect the world around you to your computer! Setup takes just
seconds. Just plug, clip, and play! No programing knowledge needed. No
software to install. Works with Mac and Windows.1000s of possibilities!
Make Cardboard Smart Swords, Slack Line Score Boards, and Animal
Skype Phones. Ages 6 to infinity.
Contents:
• 1 USB Invention Stick
• a case with magnet
• 1 white alligator clip (2.5 ft)
• a keyring, and instruction guide.

Product code
MM-MMGO-5PK

RRP : $140.00
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Makey Makey GO
Better for inventing on the GO!
10 Pack
Makey Makey GO – 5 Pack allows today’s tinkerers, dreamers, and makers
the mobility to invent anytime, anywhere. Makey Makey GO enables you
to invent on the go – and change the world – with the snap of an alligator
clip, transforming everyday objects into Internet touchpads. Small enough
to fit on your keychain or in your pocket, Makey Makey GO promises to
inspire even more science, technology, engineering, art and math (STEAM)
projects than the original, award-winning Makey Makey – named one of
Consumer Reports’ “Best Tech Toys of 2014.” Turn everyday objects like
bananas into touchpads!
Connect the world around you to your computer! Setup takes just
seconds. Just plug, clip, and play! No programing knowledge needed. No
software to install. Works with Mac and Windows.1000s of possibilities!
Make Cardboard Smart Swords, Slack Line Score Boards, and Animal
Skype Phones. Ages 6 to infinity.
Contents:
• 1 USB Invention Stick
• a case with magnet
• 1 white alligator clip (2.5 ft)
• a keyring, and instruction guide.

Product code
MM-MMGO-10PK

RRP : $279.00
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Makey Makey Classic
An Invention Kit for Everyone
Makey Makey Classic: An Invention Kit for Everyone – 5 Pack We believe
that everyone is creative, inventive, and imaginative. We believe that
everyone can create the future and change the world. So we have
dedicated our lives to making easy use invention kits. With Makey Makey,
the world is your construction kit. Alligator clip to an object. When you
touch that object, the computer thinks you’re pressing the keyboard. By
mimicking a keyboard and mouse the Makey Makey lets you control any
computer program with everyday objects. Teachers, librarians, and their
students are inventing, coding, and creating with Makey Makey without
any previous experience.
STEM: Get those gears moving with this great technology kit that helps
those creative minds create controllers out of every day materials. From
play-dough to bananas, one can be creative with anything they find around
the house
BUILD: Learn to build different science and technology items from
controllers, to circuits, to sensors. This kit teaches a lot about conductivity
CREATIVITY: Let students use their creativity to come up with their own
experiments like instruments, movable figures, and secret coders
EASY SETUP: Includes 6 inputs that you can connect to almost anything,
and uses high resistance switching to detect when pressed. AGES 8+

Product code
MM-MMCE
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Makey Makey Classic
An Invention Kit for Everyone
5 Pack
Makey Makey Classic: An Invention Kit for Everyone – 5 Pack We believe
that everyone is creative, inventive, and imaginative. We believe that
everyone can create the future and change the world. So we have
dedicated our lives to making easy use invention kits. With Makey Makey,
the world is your construction kit. Alligator clip to an object. When you
touch that object, the computer thinks you’re pressing the keyboard. By
mimicking a keyboard and mouse the Makey Makey lets you control any
computer program with everyday objects. Teachers, librarians, and their
students are inventing, coding, and creating with Makey Makey without
any previous experience.
STEM: Get those gears moving with this great technology kit that helps
those creative minds create controllers out of every day materials. From
play-dough to bananas, one can be creative with anything they find
around the house
BUILD: Learn to build different science and technology items from
controllers, to circuits, to sensors. This kit teaches a lot about
conductivity
CREATIVITY: Let students use their creativity to come up with their own
experiments like instruments, movable figures, and secret coders
EASY SETUP: Includes 6 inputs that you can connect to almost anything,
and uses high resistance switching to detect when pressed. AGES 8+

Product code
MM-MMCE-5PK
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Makey Makey Classic
An Invention Kit for Everyone
5 Pack
Makey Makey Classic: An Invention Kit for Everyone – 5 Pack We believe
that everyone is creative, inventive, and imaginative. We believe that
everyone can create the future and change the world. So we have
dedicated our lives to making easy use invention kits. With Makey Makey,
the world is your construction kit. Alligator clip to an object. When you
touch that object, the computer thinks you’re pressing the keyboard. By
mimicking a keyboard and mouse the Makey Makey lets you control any
computer program with everyday objects. Teachers, librarians, and their
students are inventing, coding, and creating with Makey Makey without
any previous experience.
STEM: Get those gears moving with this great technology kit that helps
those creative minds create controllers out of every day materials. From
play-dough to bananas, one can be creative with anything they find
around the house
BUILD: Learn to build different science and technology items from
controllers, to circuits, to sensors. This kit teaches a lot about
conductivity
CREATIVITY: Let students use their creativity to come up with their own
experiments like instruments, movable figures, and secret coders
EASY SETUP: Includes 6 inputs that you can connect to almost anything,
and uses high resistance switching to detect when pressed. AGES 8+

Product code
MM-MMCE-10PK
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Makey Makey STEAM Pack
Classroom Kit with lockable
portable storage
Makey Makey STEAM Pack: Classroom Kit with lockable portable STEAM
storage – The STEAM Pack Classroom Kit is perfect for classrooms,
schools, districts, workshop teachers, and anyone else that wants all
their Makey Makeys in a really nicely organised lockable portable STEAM
storage kit.
Contents: 15x Makey Makey Classics,15x Alligator Clips,15X Connector
Wires, 90x Extra Alligator Clips, 75x Connector Wires (for the back), 15
x USB Cables, 300 x Colour Stickers, includes Instructions with Visual
Project Start Guides and Online Documentation.
Makey Makey is the ultimate STEAM invention that works through
opening and closing circuits. Turn everyday objects into touch pads and
combine them with the internet. Connect the circuit board via alligator
clips to anything and everything that conducts electricity to create a
circuit.
Connect the circuit board to your laptop or PC and let the connected
conductive materials take over your computer!

Product code
MM-MMCK-2

RRP : $995.00
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Makey Makey STEM Pack
Classroom Invention Literacy Kit
Makey Makey STEM Pack: Classroom Invention Literacy Kit – The STEM
Pack – Classroom Inventor Kit is perfect for classrooms, schools, districts,
workshop teachers, and anyone else that wants all their Makey Makeys
in a really nicely organised briefcase. The Makey Makey STEM Kit is a
distillation of 12 Makey Makeys, 12 booster packs and some extra parts
for when you want to invent something even bigger.
Makey Makey is the ultimate STEAM invention that works through
opening and closing circuits. Turn everyday objects into touch pads and
combine them with the internet. Connect the circuit board via alligator
clips to anything and everything that conducts electricity to create a circuit.
Connect the circuit board to your laptop or PC and let the connected
conductive materials take over your computer!
Contents:
• 12x Makey Makey Classics
• 12x Alligator Clips, 12X Connector Wires
• 72x Extra Alligator Clips
• 144x Connector Wires (for the back)
• 12x Makey Makey-Optimised Conductive 6B pencils.

Product code
MM-MMCK

RRP : $1,299.00
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Curiscope
What is Curiscope?
Inspiring curious kids to develop a love for Science. Our beautifully designed
Augmented Reality products allow children to explore the world around them in ways
they never thought possible.
Our first product, the Virtuali-Tee, is an Augmented Reality T-Shirt.
Point our free app (on iOS & Android) at the 100% cotton supersoft tee and watch it
bring the Science of Anatomy to life.
Tech that brings us together. Point your phone at the t-shirt and watch the reactions.
The Virtuali-Tee creates an audience unlike anything else. Open up a portal inside the
body, isolate the systems and go on photorealistic journeys to the bloodstream, the
lungs and the intestines. It's fun on your own, with the family or in the classroom.
And when you're done, it goes in the wash like any other tee!
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Curiscope Virtuali-Tee Augmented
Reality T-Shirt for Anatomy
Curiscope Virtuali-Tee Augmented Reality T-Shirt for Anatomy.
Learn about the human body…on a human body.
Point our free app (on iOS & Android) at the 100% cotton supersoft tee
and watch it bring the Science of Anatomy to life. With beautifully designed
augmented reality and amazing 3D learning experiences you can explore the
circulatory, respiratory and digestive systems in fully immersive 360 videos.
The Virtuali-Tee’s brand new heart rate tracker is a completely new way to
connect you to your body. The app measures your heart rate and allows you
to visualise your heart rate beating live in AR! There’s no better way to learn
about the human body.
There’s no better way to get kids excited about Science.
Available in 3 sizes
Small (Half chest, 2.54cm below arm hole – 48cm x Body length from HPS,
High Point of Shoulder – 69.59 cm x Sleeve length – 20.57 cm)
Medium (Half chest, 2.54cm below arm hole – 51.05 cm x Body length from HPS,
High Point of Shoulder – 71.37 cm x Sleeve length – 20.57 cm)
Large (Half chest, 2.54cm below arm hole – 54.10 cm x Body length from HPS,
High Point of Shoulder – 74.40 cm x Sleeve length – 21.59 cm)

Product code
Large T-shirt CU-VTEE-S
Large T-shirt CU-VTEE-M
Large T-shirt CU-VTEE-L

RRP : $49.95
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Curiscope Virtuali-Tee Augmented
Reality T-Shirt for Anatomy - 6 PACK
Curiscope Virtuali-Tee Augmented Reality T-Shirt for Anatomy.
Learn about the human body…on a human body.
Point our free app (on iOS & Android) at the 100% cotton supersoft tee
and watch it bring the Science of Anatomy to life. With beautifully designed
augmented reality and amazing 3D learning experiences you can explore the
circulatory, respiratory and digestive systems in fully immersive 360 videos.
The Virtuali-Tee’s brand new heart rate tracker is a completely new way to
connect you to your body. The app measures your heart rate and allows you
to visualise your heart rate beating live in AR! There’s no better way to learn
about the human body.
There’s no better way to get kids excited about Science.
Available in 3 sizes
Small (Half chest, 2.54cm below arm hole – 48cm x Body length from HPS,
High Point of Shoulder – 69.59 cm x Sleeve length – 20.57 cm)
Medium (Half chest, 2.54cm below arm hole – 51.05 cm x Body length from HPS,
High Point of Shoulder – 71.37 cm x Sleeve length – 20.57 cm)
Large (Half chest, 2.54cm below arm hole – 54.10 cm x Body length from HPS,
High Point of Shoulder – 74.40 cm x Sleeve length – 21.59 cm)

Product code
Small T-shirt
Medium T-shirt
Large T-shirt
S/M/L T-shirt
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Curiscope Multiverse
Interactive Poster - Moon
Curiscope Multiverse - Interactive Poster - Moon - Curiscope Multiverse
Poster Series A1 Size 594 × 841 mm - An Augmented Reality interactive
poster that brings the universe to life when viewed through our free app. The
posters are a high-quality lithographic A1 print.
They come on fully recyclable and durable stock. The App - The associated
app is free of charge to download and will be available on App Store and
Google Play. Compatible with operating systems iOS 11+ and Android 7+
Interact with the planets by clicking on the hotspots.
Voiceover guide with animations of satellites. Use Chromecast or Airplay to
mirror your device on your TV for group learning How does it work?
Download the app, Put you poster up on your wall or frame it, Unlock your
app with the redeem code in the packaging, Orient your device by moving
it around as instructed, Point the device at the poster and watch as the
experience comes out of your wall.

Product code
CU-MVPOSTER-MOON

RRP : $49.00
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Curiscope Multiverse
Interactive Poster - Mars
Curiscope Multiverse - Interactive Poster - Mars - Curiscope Multiverse
Poster Series A1 Size 594 × 841 mm - An Augmented Reality interactive
poster that brings the universe to life when viewed through our free app.
The posters are a high-quality lithographic A1 print. They come on fully
recyclable and durable stock. The App - The associated app is free of charge
to download and will be available on App Store and Google Play. Compatible
with operating systems iOS 11+ and Android 7+ Interact with the planets by
clicking on the hotspots. Voiceover guide with animations of satellites. Use
Chromecast or Airplay to mirror your device on your TV for group learning
How does it work?
Download the app, Put you poster up on your wall or frame it, Unlock your
app with the redeem code in the packaging, Orient your device by moving
it around as instructed, Point the device at the poster and watch as the
experience comes out of your wall.

Product code
CU-MVPOSTER-MARS

RRP : $49.00
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Curiscope Multiverse
Interactive Poster - Earth
Curiscope Multiverse - Interactive Poster - Earth - Curiscope Multiverse
Poster Series A1 Size 594 × 841 mm - An Augmented Reality interactive
poster that brings the universe to life when viewed through our free app. The
posters are a high-quality lithographic A1 print. They come on fully recyclable
and durable stock.
The App - The associated app is free of charge to download and will be
available on App Store and Google Play. Compatible with operating systems
iOS 11+ and Android 7+ Interact with the planets by clicking on the hotspots.
Voiceover guide with animations of satellites. Use Chromecast or Airplay to
mirror your device on your TV for group learning How does it work?
Download the app, Put you poster up on your wall or frame it, Unlock your
app with the redeem code in the packaging, Orient your device by moving
it around as instructed, Point the device at the poster and watch as the
experience comes out of your wall.

Product code
CU-MVPOSTER-EARTH-AMERICAS

RRP : $49.00
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Curiscope Multiverse
Interactive Poster - Solar System
Curiscope Multiverse - Interactive Poster - Solar System A1 Size 594 × 841
mm - Curiscope Multiverse Poster Series - An Augmented Reality interactive
poster that brings the universe to life when viewed through our free app. The
posters are a high-quality lithographic A1 print.
They come on fully recyclable and durable stock. The App - The associated
app is free of charge to download and will be available on App Store and
Google Play. Compatible with operating systems iOS 11+ and Android 7+
Interact with the planets by clicking on the hotspots. Voiceover guide with
animations of satellites. Use Chromecast or Airplay to mirror your device on
your TV for group learning How does it work?
Download the app, Put you poster up on your wall or frame it, Unlock your
app with the redeem code in the packaging, Orient your device by moving
it around as instructed, Point the device at the poster and watch as the
experience comes out of your wall.

Product code
CU-MVPOSTER-SOLARSYSTEM

RRP : $49.00
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Curiscope Multiverse
Interactive Poster
Essentials Pack (Earth, Moon, Mars)
Curiscope Multiverse - Interactive Poster - Essentials Pack (Earth, Moon,
Mars) A1 Size 594 × 841 mm - Receive one of each poster Moon, Mars,
Earth - Curiscope Multiverse Poster Series - An Augmented Reality interactive
poster that brings the universe to life when viewed through our free app. The
posters are a high-quality lithographic A1 print.
They come on fully recyclable and durable stock. The App - The associated
app is free of charge to download and will be available on App Store and
Google Play. Compatible with operating systems iOS 11+ and Android 7+
Interact with the planets by clicking on the hotspots. Voiceover guide with
animations of satellites. Use Chromecast or Airplay to mirror your device on
your TV for group learning How does it work?
Download the app, Put you poster up on your wall or frame it, Unlock your
app with the redeem code in the packaging, Orient your device by moving
it around as instructed, Point the device at the poster and watch as the
experience comes out of your wall.

Product code
CU-MVPOSTER-ESSENTIALPACK-US

RRP : $79.00
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Curiscope Multiverse
Interactive Poster - Worlds Pack
(Earth, Moon, Mars & Solar System)
Curiscope Multiverse - Interactive Poster - Worlds Pack (Earth, Moon, Mars
& Solar System) A1 Size 594 × 841 mm - Receive one of each poster Moon,
Mars, Earth and Solar System - Curiscope Multiverse Poster Series - An
Augmented Reality interactive poster that brings the universe to life when
viewed through our free app.
The posters are a high-quality lithographic A1 print. They come on fully
recyclable and durable stock. The App - The associated app is free of charge
to download and will be available on App Store and Google Play. Compatible
with operating systems iOS 11+ and Android 7+ Interact with the planets by
clicking on the hotspots. Voiceover guide with animations of satellites. Use
Chromecast or Airplay to mirror your device on your TV for group learning
How does it work?
Download the app, Put you poster up on your wall or frame it, Unlock your
app with the redeem code in the packaging, Orient your device by moving
it around as instructed, Point the device at the poster and watch as the
experience comes out of your wall.

Product code
CU-MVPOSTER-WORLDSPACK

RRP : $189.95
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Curiscope Multiverse - Interactive Poster Essentials Pack (Earth, Moon, Mars) - 6 Pack
& Curiscope Virtuali-Tee Augmented Reality
T-Shirt for Anatomy - Small/Medium/Large - 6 Pack
Curiscope Virtuali-Tee Augmented Reality T-Shirt for Anatomy - Small/Medium/Large
Mixed 6 Pack - Learn about the human body...on a human body. The Virtuali-Tee
is an Augmented Reality T-Shirt. Point our free app (on iOS & Android) at the 100%
cotton supersoft tee and watch it bring the Science of Anatomy to life. With beautifully
designed augmented reality and amazing 3D learning experiences you can explore
the circulatory, respiratory and digestive systems in fully immersive 360 videos. The
Virtuali-Tee’s brand new heart rate tracker is a completely new way to connect you
to your body.
The app measures your heart rate and allows you to visualise your heart rate beating
live in AR! There's no better way to learn about the human body. There's no better
way to get kids excited about Science & "Curiscope Multiverse - Interactive Poster
- Essentials Pack (Earth, Moon, Mars) A1 Size 594 × 841 mm - Receive two of each
poster Moon, Mars, Earth - Curiscope Multiverse Poster Series - An Augmented
Reality interactive poster that brings the universe to life when viewed through our free
app. The posters are a high-quality lithographic A1 print. They come on fully recyclable
and durable stock.
The App - The associated app is free of charge to download and will be available
on App Store and Google Play. Compatible with operating systems iOS 11+ and
Android 7+ Interact with the planets by clicking on the hotspots. Voiceover guide with
animations of satellites. Use Chromecast or Airplay to mirror your device on your TV
for group learning How does it work? Download the app, Put you poster up on your
wall or frame it, Unlock your app with the redeem code in the packaging, Orient your
device by moving it around as instructed, Point the device at the poster and watch as
the experience comes out of your wall.

Product code
CU-MVPOSTER-SHIRTS
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Curiscope Multiverse - Interactive Poster Essentials Pack (Earth, Moon, Mars) - 6 Pack
& Merge Holographic Cube - 6 Pack

6 Pack Curiscope Multiverse

Curiscope Multiverse - Interactive Poster - Essentials Pack (Earth, Moon, Mars) A1 Size 594 ×
841 mm - Receive two of each poster Moon, Mars, Earth - Curiscope Multiverse Poster Series
- An Augmented Reality interactive poster that brings the universe to life when viewed through
our free app. The posters are a high-quality lithographic A1 print. They come on fully recyclable
and durable stock. The App - The associated app is free of charge to download and will be
available on App Store and Google Play. Compatible with operating systems iOS 11+ and Android
7+ Interact with the planets by clicking on the hotspots. Voiceover guide with animations of
satellites. Use Chromecast or Airplay to mirror your device on your TV for group learning How
does it work? Download the app, Put you poster up on your wall or frame it, Unlock your app
with the redeem code in the packaging, Orient your device by moving it around as instructed,
Point the device at the poster and watch as the experience comes out of your wall & Merge
Holographic Cube - 6 Pack - MERGE Cube Holding a virtual object forever changes the way
we learn, create and play. Kids. Dozens of kid-safe apps for AR gaming, learning and creativity
- including Spanish, German, Italian, French, and Chinese language support. Educators Bring
lesson plans to life in the classroom, lab, library and Makerspace to support active learning and
content creation. Professionals Our SDK allows you to re-imagine training and demonstrations
by creating apps and virtual objects. HOLD A VIRTUAL OBJECT IN YOUR HAND: learn, play,
and create in augmented reality by holding and interacting with virtual objects. FUN STEM TOY:
The MERGE Cube is used by hundreds of schools to inspire and engage kids to explore math,

+

6 Pack
Merge
Holographic
Cube

science, anatomy, engineering and more. See all of our Cube games and apps. HOW IT WORKS:
simply download and launch Cube apps onto your smartphone or tablet (see all compatible
devices), point device at the Cube, and watch the Cube transform before your eyes.
WHAT YOU GET: MERGE Cube, 13 free apps, device stand, MERGE sticker, access to the
MERGE member program (MERGE or Amazon must be listed seller), and friendly customer
service.

Product code
CU-MVPOSTER-CUBE
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 Curiscope Multiverse - Interactive Poster

6 Pack Curiscope Multiverse

Essentials Pack (Earth, Moon, Mars) - 6 Pack
 Merge Holographic Cube - 6 Pack
 Curiscope Virtuali-Tee Augmented Reality T-Shirt for Anatomy
Small/Medium/Large - 6 Pack
 Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset (Moon Grey) - 6 Pack
 PLUS Portable Lockable STEAM Storage Kit
WHAT YOU GET:
MERGE Cube - 6 Pack, 13 free apps, device stand, MERGE sticker, access to the MERGE member program
(MERGE or Amazon must be listed seller), and friendly customer service
Curiscope Virtuali-Tee Augmented Reality T-Shirt- 6 pack for Anatomy - Small/Medium/Large Mixed 6
Pack - Learn about the human body...on a human body. The Virtuali-Tee is an Augmented Reality T-Shirt. Point
our free app (on iOS & Android) at the 100% cotton supersoft tee and watch it bring the Science of Anatomy
to life. With beautifully designed augmented reality and amazing 3D learning experiences you can explore the
circulatory, respiratory and digestive systems in fully immersive 360 videos.
Merge VR Mobile AR/VR Headset - Moon Grey - 6 Pack - The Last Mobile AR/VR Headset You Will
Ever Need Comfortable Fit, Rugged Design, Simply Perfect. KIds, Hundreds of kid-safe VR experiences
for thousands of hours of fun and learning. Optional AR mode for use with MERGE Cube apps. Educators,
Bring lesson plans to life in the classroom, lab, library and Makerspace. Use at school or check-out for home.
Professionals, Use with MERGE Cube for hands-free AR/VR training or share with customers to deliver new
experiences. Compatible - Devices - iOS and Android Compatible. Fits phones from 123mm to 158mm in
size. Check if your phone is VR ready at VRTestNinja.com. Dimensions 13.97cm x 19 cm x 10.16cm. .34 Kg's.
One Size Fits All 8+. Inputs - Left and Right Input Buttons. Advanced, Custom Optics, Adjustable Lens IPD.
96° FOV. 42mm Lenses. Accommodates Eyeglasses. Additional features Airflow Channels. Accessory Ports.
Protection, Water Resistant. Shock Resistant. Content Apps available at MINIVERSE.io

+

6 Pack
Merge
Holographic
Cube

6 Pack
Merge VR Mobile AR/VR
Headset (Moon Grey)

+

6 Pack
Curiscope
Virtuali-Tee

Portable Lockable STEAM Storage

For more information on all bundle products including Curiscope Multiverse,
Merge Holographic Cube, Curiscope Virtali-Tee, Merge VR Mobile AR/VR
headset and the Portable Lockable STEAM Storage Kit visit
www.iworldaustralia.com.au for product descriptions.

Product code

+

+
Portable
Lockable
STEAM
Storage Kit

RRP : $1,449.95

CU-MVPOSTER-ULTIMATE
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Intelino
WHAT IS INTELINO?
The intelino® smart train is developed and manufactured by Innokind, Inc. (dba
intelino) under the leadership of its founder and CEO, Dr. Armen Kroyan. Prior to
intelino, Dr. Kroyan was a member of the founding team and the CTO at Ozobot
– the creator of a series of award-winning miniature educational robots for kids.
Intelino is a consumer robotics technology company with an international and U.S.
patent and trademark portfolio. The company’s product focus is on smart and
developmental toys and consumer products under its intelino brand.
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Intelino Smart Train
Simplicity and intuitiveness of the child’s first train set. Intelligence and
sophistication of an advanced robotic toy. The intelino smart train augments
the classic toy train experience to engage and entertain train fans of all
ages.
It has the simplicity and ease of use expected in a child’s first train set.
Yet it has the sophistication of an advanced robotic toy. This smart train is
intuitive, interactive and intelligent.

Product Details
• Intuitive- ready to play right out of the box
• Interactive - built in sensors give you control
• Intelligent- smart train, smart trac, smarter kids
• Programmable actions
• Built-in sensors enable advanced interactivity
• App enabled mode with intelino App
• Bluetooth connectivity
• Recommended Age : 3+

Includes
• 1 x J-1 smart engine
• 1 x J-1 train wagon
• 20 x track pieces
• 40 x colour snaps
• 1 x train decal sheet
• 1 x micro USB cable

Product code
INT-J1-SS1

RRP : $169.95
Classroom Pack for up to 1 student
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Intelino Wooden Track Adapter Kit
Intelino Wooden Track Adapter Kit - Wooden Track Adapters seamlessly
connect intelino tracks to the classic wooden tracks.
Bring intelino and your favorite wooden train sets together and extend play
possibilities!

This kit includes 8 adapters: 4 pieces of intelino-to-wood and 4
pieces of wood-to-intelino (wooden tracks are not included)

Product code
INT-WADPT

RRP : $14.95
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Intelino Track Extension Pack
Intelino Track Extension Pack - Track Extension Pack lets you create larger
and more intricate track designs for the intelino J-1 Smart Train and extend
play possibilities.
With this pack you can double the quantity of tracks and action snaps that
come in the J-1 Smart Train Starter Set. intelino tracks are optimized for high
speeds, tracks have a dual-sided design for added versatility, built-in slots
for action snaps make smart train programming quick and effortless, easyclick track joints make building a track easy even for a toddler, made from
lightweight and durable ABS plastic material,

What's included: 20 tracks and 40 color snaps
Product code
INT-J1-SS1-21

RRP : $49.95
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12 x Intelino Smart Trains with 1 Free
Storage Kit
Simplicity and intuitiveness of the child’s first train set. Intelligence and
sophistication of an advanced robotic toy. The intelino smart train augments
the classic toy train experience to engage and entertain train fans of all
ages.
It has the simplicity and ease of use expected in a child’s first train set.
Yet it has the sophistication of an advanced robotic toy. This smart train is
intuitive, interactive and intelligent.

Product Details
• Intuitive- ready to play right out of the box
• Interactive - built in sensors give you control
• Intelligent- smart train, smart trac, smarter kids
• Programmable actions
• Built-in sensors enable advanced interactivity
• App enabled mode with intelino App
• Bluetooth connectivity
• Recommended Age : 3+

Each Kit Includes
• 1 x J-1 smart engine
• 20 x track pieces		
• 1 x train decal sheet		

• 1 x J-1 train wagon
• 40 x colour snaps
• 1 x micro USB cable

Product code
INT-J1-SS1-12-1SK
Classroom Pack for up to 24 student
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Intelino Smart Train
& Track Extension Pack - 6 Pack
Simplicity and intuitiveness of the child's first train set. Intelligence and sophistication
of an advanced robotic toy. The intelino smart train augments the classic toy train
experience to engage and entertain train fans of all ages & Track Extension Pack lets
you create larger and more intricate track designs for the intelino J-1 Smart Train and
extend play possibilities. With this pack you can double the quantity of tracks and
action snaps that come in the J-1 Smart Train Starter Set. intelino tracks are optimized
for high speeds, tracks have a dual-sided design for added versatility, built-in slots
for action snaps make smart train programming quick and effortless, easy-click
track joints make building a track easy even for a toddler, made from lightweight and
durable ABS plastic material, what's included: 120 tracks and 240 color snaps

Product Details
• Intuitive- ready to play right out of the box
• Interactive - built in sensors give you control
• Intelligent- smart train, smart trac, smarter kids
• Programmable actions
• Built-in sensors enable advanced interactivity
• App enabled mode with intelino App
• Bluetooth connectivity
• Recommended Age : 3+

Each Kit Includes
• 1 x J-1 smart engine
• 20 x track pieces		
• 1 x train decal sheet		

• 1 x J-1 train wagon
• 40 x colour snaps
• 1 x micro USB cable

Track Extension 20 tracks and 40 color snaps
Product code
INT-J1-SS1-6PK
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Intelino Smart Train
& Track Extension Pack - 12 Pack
Simplicity and intuitiveness of the child's first train set. Intelligence and sophistication
of an advanced robotic toy. The intelino smart train augments the classic toy train
experience to engage and entertain train fans of all ages & Track Extension Pack lets
you create larger and more intricate track designs for the intelino J-1 Smart Train and
extend play possibilities. With this pack you can double the quantity of tracks and
action snaps that come in the J-1 Smart Train Starter Set. intelino tracks are optimized
for high speeds, tracks have a dual-sided design for added versatility, built-in slots
for action snaps make smart train programming quick and effortless, easy-click
track joints make building a track easy even for a toddler, made from lightweight and
durable ABS plastic material, what's included: 240 tracks and 480 color snaps

Product Details
• Intuitive- ready to play right out of the box
• Interactive - built in sensors give you control
• Intelligent- smart train, smart trac, smarter kids
• Programmable actions
• Built-in sensors enable advanced interactivity
• App enabled mode with intelino App
• Bluetooth connectivity
• Recommended Age : 3+

Each Kit Includes
• 1 x J-1 smart engine
• 20 x track pieces		
• 1 x train decal sheet		

• 1 x J-1 train wagon
• 40 x colour snaps
• 1 x micro USB cable

Track Extension 20 tracks and 40 color snaps
Product code
INT-J1-SS1-12PK
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Robobloq
WHAT IS ROBOBLOQ?
Robobloq is a high tech pioneer in artificial intelligence study and STEM educational
products development dedicated to provide end-to-end solution including STEM
learning tools, teaching materials, robot competition and international exchange for
educators worldwide.
ROBOBLOQ EDUCATION
As a one-stop solution developer and integrator for STEM (science, technology,
engineering, math) education, RoboBloq platform combines sturdy Aluminum
mechanism, intelligent wireless electronic modules and easy-to-use drag-anddrop graphical programming software and application, which can be easily setup
to create robots and IOT devices like line-following toy car, Robotic Arm and even
prototype of professional equipments.
RoboBloq empowers kids and students hands-on ability and coding skills to bring
their innovative ideas into reality.

https://youtu.be/yCgBzvf4nsc
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Robobloq Qobo
Robobloq Qobo is designed for kids from 3 to 6 to learn by coding for
education. It can be easily coded by using Robobloq Puzzle Cards with
different signs and meanings which can be recognised by the smart probe
underneath the Qobo.
It is easy and safe for kids to play with and get both educational and
entertainment benefit.
Intelligent Human-Robot interaction, Kids learn through playing, seeing and
coding the Robot.

Product Details
• 1 x Qobo
• 1 x Map
• 30 x Programming card
• 1 x USB charging cable
• Recommended Age : 3+

Product code
RB-15010001
Classroom Pack for up to 1 student

RRP : $149.95
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12 x Robobloq Qobo Smart Snail with 1
Free Storage Kit
Robobloq Qobo is designed for kids from 3 to 6 to learn by coding for
education. It can be easily coded by using Robobloq Puzzle Cards with
different signs and meanings which can be recognised by the smart probe
underneath the Qobo.
It is easy and safe for kids to play with and get both educational and
entertainment benefit.
Intelligent Human-Robot interaction, Kids learn through playing, seeing and
coding the Robot.

Each Qobo kit includes
• 1 x Qobo
• 1 x Map
• 30 x Programming card
• 1 x USB charging cable
• Recommended Age : 3+

Product code
RB-15010001-12-1SK
Classroom Pack for up to 24 students
Cost Per Student $74.96

RRP : $1799.00
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Robobloq Qobo Programming Cards
Use the Qobo programming cards with the Robobloq Qobo smart snail to
start coding.

Product Details
• 1 x Free Mode Start			
• 2 x Destination			
• 1 x Orange light and forward
• 1 x Green light and forward		
• 1 x Blue light and forward		
• 1 x Dance				
• 1 x Loop 3 and 6 times		
• 1 x Apple and forward		
• 1 x Random and forward		
• 1 x Touch and help to move
• 4 x Turn right and Left		

• 1 x Free Mode Start
• 1 x Red light and forward
• 1 x Yellow light and forward
• 1 x Indigo light and forward
• 1 x Violet light and forward
• 1 x Police Car and Train
• 1 x End Loop
• 1 x Banana and forward
• 1 x Condition
• 2 x River
• 4 x Turn left and right

Product code
RB-15110001

RRP : $19.95
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Q-Elephant Robot Kit
The Q-Elephant Robot Kit is a mid-level metal building block robot kit.
It contains more than 267 parts and can be used to build an elephant
or a unicorn. Children can learn to build the robot and then learn about
electronics and coding with the motor and sensors.
The Q-Elephant Robot Kit can also be controlled with the free Robobloq
App available for most smart phones and tablets.

Product Details
• Modular design
• Transformable
• Programmable on Windows 7+, Mac 10.9+, iOS 8+, Android 4.4+
• Drag and drop coding
• Based on Arduino platform
• Total Parts: 267+
• Wireless control over Bluetooth 4.0 using Robobloq App
• Recommended Age : 8+

Product code
RB-10110702
Classroom Pack for up to 1 student

RRP : $229.95
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15 x Robobloq Q-Elephant Robot Kits
With 2 Free Storage Kits
The Q-Elephant Robot Kit is a mid-level metal building block robot kit.
It contains more than 267 parts and can be used to build an elephant
or a unicorn. Children can learn to build the robot and then learn about
electronics and coding with the motor and sensors.
The Q-Elephant Robot Kit can also be controlled with the free Robobloq
App available for most smart phones and tablets.

Product Details
• Modular design
• Transformable
• Programmable on Windows 7+, Mac 10.9+, iOS 8+, Android 4.4+
• Drag and drop coding
• Based on Arduino platform
• Total Parts: 267+
• Wireless control over Bluetooth 4.0 using Robobloq App
• Recommended Age : 8+

Product code
RB-10110702-15-2SK
Classroom Pack for up to 30 students

RRP : $3749.00
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Q-Dino Robot Kit
The Q-Dino Robot Kit is a mid-level metal building block robot kit. It is
interactive with eyes that express emotions and a large mouth that can be
built into a dinosaur or a crocodile. Children can learn to build the robot and
then learn about electronics and coding with the motor and sensors.
The Q-Dino Robot Kit can also be controlled with the free Robobloq App
available for most smart phones and tablets.

Product Details
• Modular design
• Transformable
• Programmable on Windows 7+, Mac 10.9+, iOS 8+, Android 4.4+
• Drag and drop coding
• Based on Arduino platform
• Wireless control over Bluetooth 4.0 using Robobloq App
• Recommended Age : 8+

Product code
RB-10110702
Classroom Pack for up to 1 student

RRP : $229.95
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15 x Robobloq Q-Dino Robot Kit With
2 Free Storage Kits

99.9
5 ea

The Q-Dino Robot Kit is a mid-level metal building block robot kit. It is
interactive with eyes that express emotions and a large mouth that can be
built into a dinosaur or a crocodile. Children can learn to build the robot and
then learn about electronics and coding with the motor and sensors.
The Q-Dino Robot Kit can also be controlled with the free Robobloq App
available for most smart phones and tablets.

Product Details
• Modular design
• Transformable
• Programmable on Windows 7+, Mac 10.9+, iOS 8+, Android 4.4+
• Drag and drop coding
• Based on Arduino platform
• Wireless control over Bluetooth 4.0 using Robobloq App
• Recommended Age : 8+

Product code
RB-10110802-15-2SK
Classroom Pack for up to 30 students

RRP : $3749.00
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10 x Robobloq Qoopers 6 in 1 Robot
with 2 Free Storage Kits

99.9
5 ea

Qoopers is the Coolest Metal Smart Robot for STEAM Education. It
has modular design and can switch to more than 6 forms. It’s also
programmable on an iOS or Google Play App. Being powerful with rich
extension capability, Qoopers is popular with a wide range of ages. The kit
includes 10 x Qoopers 6 in 1 robots.

Product Details
• Modular design
• Transformable
• Programmable on Windows 7+, Mac 10.9+, iOS 8+, Android 4.4+
• Based on Arduino platform
• Ultrasonic sensor
• Total Parts: 174/robot
• Wireless control over Bluetooth 4.0 using Robobloq App
• Item Size: 47mm x 235 mm x 219 mm
• Recommended Age : 8+

Variations
6 Variations available
• Captain Alloy
• The Cavalier
• The Voyager		
• Scorpiod
• Li’l Guardian		
• The Dozer

Product code
RB-10110102-10-2SK

RRP : $2499.00

Cost Per Student $99.96

Classroom Pack for up to 30 students
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Qoopers Robot Kit

| 6 in 1 Robot

Captain Alloy

Scorpiod

The Cavalier

Li’l Guardian

The Voyager

The Dozer

Qoopers is the Coolest Metal Smart Robot for STEAM Education. It
has modular design and can switch to more than 6 forms. It’s also
programmable on an iOS or Google Play App. Being powerful with rich
extension capability, Qoopers is popular with a wide range of ages.

Product Details
• Modular design
• Transformable
• Programmable on Windows 7+, Mac 10.9+, iOS 8+, Android 4.4+
• Based on Arduino platform
• Ultrasonic sensor
• Total Parts: 174
• Wireless control over Bluetooth 4.0 using Robobloq App
• Item Size: 47mm x 235 mm x 219 mm
• Item Weight : 1880g
• Recommended Age : 8+

Variations
6 Variations available
• Captain Alloy
• The Cavalier
• The Voyager		
• Scorpiod
• Li’l Guardian		
• The Dozer

Product code
RB-10110102
Classroom Pack for up to 3 students
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Qoopers Robot Kit

| 6 in 1 Robot - 24

Student Pack
Qoopers is the Coolest Metal Smart Robot for STEAM Education. It
has modular design and can switch to more than 6 forms. It’s also
programmable on an iOS or Google Play App. Being powerful with rich
extension capability, Qoopers is popular with a wide range of ages. The kit
includes 8 x Qoopers 6 in 1 robots.

Product Details
• Modular design
• Transformable
• Programmable on Windows 7+, Mac 10.9+, iOS 8+, Android 4.4+
• Based on Arduino platform
• Ultrasonic sensor
• Total Parts: 174/robot
• Wireless control over Bluetooth 4.0 using Robobloq App
• Item Size: 47mm x 235 mm x 219 mm
• Recommended Age : 8+

Variations
6 Variations available
• Captain Alloy
• The Cavalier
• The Voyager		
• Scorpiod
• Li’l Guardian		
• The Dozer

Product code
RB-10110102-24

RRP : $1999.00

Cost Per Student $83.29

Classroom Pack for up to 24 students
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Robobloq Q-Scout - Being easy to build and play, Qscout is the perfect
STEM robot kit for those who first enter the robotics and maker world. It
has modular design with compatibility to multiple sensors and electronic
modules. A drag-and-drop programming interface makes it an ideal tool for
kids to learn coding.

Product Details
• Modular design
• Transformable
• Programmable on Windows 7+, Mac 10.9+, iOS 8+, Android 4.4+
• Drag and drop coding
• Based on Arduino platform
• Ultrasonic sensor
• Total Parts: 65
• Wireless control over Bluetooth 4.0 using Robobloq App
• Item Size: 125mm x 232 mm x 190 mm
• Item Weight : 1027g
• Recommended Age : 8+

Product code
RB-10110002-30-2SK
Classroom Pack for up to 30 students

RRP : $4199.00
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Q-Scout Robot Kit
Robobloq Q-Scout - Being easy to build and play, Qscout is the perfect
STEM robot kit for those who first enter the robotics and maker world. It
has modular design with compatibility to multiple sensors and electronic
modules. A drag-and-drop programming interface makes it an ideal tool for
kids to learn coding.

Product Details
• Modular design
• Transformable
• Programmable on Windows 7+, Mac 10.9+, iOS 8+, Android 4.4+
• Drag and drop coding
• Based on Arduino platform
• Ultrasonic sensor
• Total Parts: 65
• Wireless control over Bluetooth 4.0 using Robobloq App
• Item Size: 125mm x 232 mm x 190 mm
• Item Weight : 1027g
• Recommended Age : 8+

Product code
RB-10110002
Classroom Pack for up to 1 student

RRP : $129.95
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Robobloq | Qoopers & Q-Scout Comparison
Q-Scout

Qoopers

Types of parts

24

47

Total parts quantity

65

174

Colour of parts

Green

Green and Grey

Motor

hobby motor(blue)

520 encoder motor(Metal gears)

Microcontroller

Qmind(Arduino Uno)

Qmind plus(Mega 2560)

Communication

Bluetooth(Individual users )
Bluetooth dongle(Education, Dongle can be sold separately as
accessories)

Bluetooth(Individual users )
Bluetooth dongle(Education, Dongle can be sold separately as
accessories)

Extended port

three ports for sensors, one port for motors

two ports for motors, six for sensors. Support four motors Max.

Self-recognition module

YES

YES

Inputs

1xButton, 1xUltrasonic Sensor with six built-in RGB LEDs ,
1x Line-follower Sensor

1xButton, 1xUltrasonic Sensor with six built-in RGB LEDs

Outputs

1xBuzzer, 2xRGB LED, 1x IR Transmitter

1xBuzzer, 2xRGB LED,1xLED Matrix 14x10

Battery

6 x AA

6 x AA

Software

Windows 7+, Mac 10.9+, iOS 8+, Android 4.4+

Windows 7+, Mac 10.9+, iOS 8+, Android 4.4+

Arduino IDE

Arduino IDE

Colour Version

Green

Green

Assembled Dimensions

189x115x152mm

214x248x166mm Max

Package Weight

1027g

1880g
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Robobloq & Makeblock Comparison
FEATURES
Types of transformations
Types of parts
Total parts quantity

mBot

mbot Ranger

Q-Scout

Q-Dino

Q-Elephant

Qoopers

1

3

1

2

2

6

22

22

24

54

41

47

58

98

65

231

267

174

Light Duty Motor

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Heavy Duty Motor

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Bluetooth

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

4

5

3

3

3

6

Ports for Sensors
Ports for Motor

0

4

1

1

1

2

NO

NO

YES

Yes

Yes

YES

Light Sensor

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

Button

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

IR Receiver

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

Ultrasonic Sensor

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

Line Follower Sensor

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

Gyroscope Sensor

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

Sound Sensor

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

No of Outputs

3

2

2

2

2

3

Buzzer

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

LED

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

IR Transmitter

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

LED Matrix

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

4 x AA

6 x AA

6 x AA

6 x AA

6 x AA

6 x AA

Block Code Programming

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Win Software

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Mac Software

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Arduino IDE

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

iOS App

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Self-recognition module
INPUTS INCLUDED

OUTPUTS INCLUDED

Battery
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Robobloq & Makeblock Comparison

Android App

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

ANZ Curriculum Allignment

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

3

1

3

3

1

1

Stadard Aluminium

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

Anodised Aluminium

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

17 x 13 x 9cm

200 x 165 x
120mm

189 x 115 x 152mm

210 x 170 x
335mm

210 x 170 x 165mm

214 x 248 x
166mm

1034g

1600g

1150g

2000g

2000g

1880g

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Colour Sensor

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Gyroscope Sensor

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Humidity Sensor

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Light Sensor

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Line Follower Sensor

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

MP3 Module

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

PIR Motion Sensor

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Sound Sensor

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Temperature Sensor

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Ultrasonic Sensor

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Expandable kits

Assembled Dimensions
Package Weight
Optional Sensors Available
OPTIONAL SENSORS
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Sensors
Robobloq has developed a range of sensors that can be integrated with
any of the Robobloq kits.
Ultrasonic Sensor - a module for detecting the distance between the
obstacle in front and the module, and can automatically avoid obstacles.
Line Follower Sensor - the line follower sensor can help the robot to track
white lines or black lines (black lines on a white background or black lines on
a white background can be detected).
Light Sensor - can be used to detect the intensity of ambient light. It is
usually used to create interactive projects that produce special effects with
changes in light intensity, such as smart desk lamp robots.
PIR Motion Sensor - detect infrared radiation emitted by a human or animal
body, and can be used for a variety of human or animal mobile triggering
scenes.

Ultrasonic Sensor

RRP : $24.95

Line Follower Sensor

RRP : $11.95

Light Sensor

RRP : $8.95

Sound Sensor - can be used to detect the sound intensity in the
surrounding environment or interact with sound projects such as voiceactivated robot.
Temperature & Humidity Sensor - can be used to detect the ambient
temperature and humidity.

Product code
RB-10310001		
RB-10310101		
RB-10310201		
RB-10310401		
RB-10310301		
RB-10310501		
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PIR Motion Sensor

RRP : $8.95

Sound Sensor

RRP : $8.95

Temperature &
Humidity Sensor

RRP : $11.95

1300 739 742

Sensors & Modules
Robobloq Gyroscope Sensor
The Gyroscope sensor is a sensor for determining the change of the
spatial position of the robot. It includes a 3-axis accelerometer, a 3-axis
angular velocity sensor and a motion processor. It can sense the relative
displacement changes of the X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis in space. It can be
used to achieve self-balancing two wheel robots. It can also be used for
motion monitoring in wearable devices and can be used with Scratch 3.0 to
create virtual and realistic interactive games.
Robobloq MP3 Module
The MP3 module is a sound module that can be used to play various
animals sound effects, mechanical sound effects, and songs. This module
can be used in combination with the robot’s actions to bring more life to the
Robobloq robot kit. Can be used to play audio files from the Robobloq app
or an Micro SD Card.

MP3 Module

RRP : $24.95

Robobloq Colour Sensor
The Robobloq Colour Sensor can detect purple, yellow, red, blue, green,
and white colours within 10mm range. The colour can also be used as a
grayscale sensor to identify the colour depth.

Product code
RB-10310701		
RB-10310601		
RB-10310801 		

Robobloq Gyroscope Sensor
Robobloq MP3 Module
Robobloq Colour Sensor

Gyroscope Sensor

RRP : $24.95
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Bluetooth Adapter
The Bluetooth adapter is a fast Bluetooth pairing module specially designed
for Robobloq robot kits. After plugging in the computer, your computer
can quickly connect Robobloq’s robotic devices wirelessly, and then you
can wirelessly program the robot to avoid the trouble of USB connection
programming.

Features
• Low power and pairs with Robobloq device quickly
• Free driver installation, plug and play, support for Windows, Mac, Linux
systems
• Support graphical programming software Robobloq, eliminating the
trouble of USB connection programming
• Scope of application: Robobloq’s robot Qoopers, Q-scout and other
Robobloq robot kits

Specification
• Operating voltage: DC 5V
• Working distance: within 10m
• Interface type: USB2.0
• Bluetooth version: BLE 4.2
• Size: 22x 16 x 6 mm (length x width x height)

Product code
RB-10311001

RRP : $34.95
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Lithium Battery
The Li-ion battery pack is a high-performance lithium-ion battery specially
designed for platform robots by Robobloq. It has a capacity of 2200mAH
and a standard output voltage of 7.4V. Normally, Qoopers can work about
90 minutes and Q-scout can work about 5 hours.

Features
• Built-in multiple protection circuit board, effectively overcharge, over
discharge, overload protection
• Micro USB charging socket, compatible with most charging plugs on the
market
• The red and blue charging indicator intelligently displays the current state
of charge
• Compatible with all Robobloq robot kits

Product code
RB-10311101

RRP : $49.95
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WHAT IS LITTLEBITS?
littleBits makes technology kits that are fun, easy-to-use, and infinitely creative. The
kits are composed of electronic building blocks that are colour-coded, magnetic,
and make complex technology simple and fun. Together they’re interchangeable in
millions of different ways to empower kids to invent anything - from a sibling alarm,
to a wireless robot, to a digital instrument.
LittleBits has been created to be used by everyone, regardless of age. Since people
pick up technology at different paces, littleBits is designed so everyone can learn at
their own speed. That’s why it’s used at every level of education, from elementary
school all the way up to university and beyond.
HOW IT WORKS
littleBits is a platform of easy-to-use electronic building blocks that empower you to
invent anything, from your own remote controlled car, to a smart home device. The
Bits snap together with magnets, no soldering, no wiring, no programming needed.
EDUCATION
POWERFUL STEAM LEARNING. SIMPLIFIED.
Inspire your students to create solutions to real-world problems with littleBits and
powerful STEAM/STEM learning.
EASY TO TEACH - Colour-coded electronic Bits snap together with magnets for
foolproof inventing.
INVENTION-BASED LEARNING - Our method empowers students to engineer real
world solutions through invention.
STEAM, THE NEW STEM - Adding ‘Art’ enables students to kickstart their creativity
and develop creative confidence.
TIES TO STANDARDS - Lessons link to NGSS and Common Core Standards,
making teaching fun AND effective.
for more info & resources visit http://littlebits.cc/education
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Code Kit | Education
The secret to learning? Make. It. Fun. So this kit’s all about learning to build
& code through games. With games, students embrace failure, make their
own rules, think critically, and collaborate.

Product Details
• 4+ hands-on inventions - Comes with everything students need to build &
code 4 fun games (including hot potato and tug-of-war), then get creative
and invent their own!
• 100+ activities & 10 lessons
• Simple drag-and-drop code - The computer-based Code Kit app provides
step-by-step instructions for easy, intuitive block-based programming.
• Fun & Engaging - Teaching coding through game design gets the whole
class involved and makes it something they WANT to do.
• Easy to teach - The simplicity of littleBits + block programming, plus an
abundance of resources, sets educators up for success - Even with no
prior computer science experience
• 16 Bits, 30+ accessories, tons of resources & a computer-based Code Kit
app. Recommended Age : 8+

Product code
LB-680-0010
Classroom Pack for up to 3 students

RRP : $479.95 ea
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Code Kit | Education Class Packs
Build games.Learn to code.
Code Kit Class Packs are bundles of the littleBits Code Kit, configured for
varying classroom sizes to make it easy for educators to decide which
solution is right for them. Ideal for classrooms, schools, or districts, Class
Packs help educators bring coding principles to the classroom in a fun and
accessible way that ties to national standards.

Product Details
GET TO KNOW THE CODE KIT
• Teach coding principles by building & coding electronic games
• Comes with 4 game-based inventions, 100+ activities & 11 lessons
• Includes a resource-rich desktop Code Kit app with detailed instructions
& tutorials
• Each individual Code Kit includes 16 Bits, 30+ accessories, tons of
resources & a computer-based Code Kit app, and supports 1-3 students
in an individual or group setting.
• Suitable for 1-3 students (Grades 3-8)
• Recommended Age : 8+

Product code
Classroom Pack for up to 18 students: LB-670-0058
Classroom Pack for up to 24 students: LB-670-0059
Classroom Pack for up to 30 students: LB-670-0060
DISCLAIMER : Pictures shown of the tackle box are for illustration purposes only.
Actual product may vary in colour, pattern and size due to product enhancement.
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18 STUDENTS
6x Code Kits
2x Tackle Boxes

24 STUDENTS
8x Code Kits
3x Tackle Boxes

30 STUDENTS
10x Code Kits
4x Tackle Boxes

Cost Per Student
$183.28

Cost Per Student
$183.29

Cost Per Student
$183.30

RRP : $2799

RRP : $3699

RRP : $4559

1300 739 742

STEAM Student Set | Education
The littleBits STEAM Student Kit is the easiest way to integrate powerful
STEM/STEAM learning into the classroom. Designed with educators, the
toolbox engages students in learning through creating inventions while
linking to NGSS/Common Core standards.

Product Details
• 8 INVENTION CHALLENGES with Bits & accessories, detailed instructions
and companion lessons
• 72-PAGE STUDENT INVENTION GUIDE for group, educator-led or selfguided learning
• 100+ PAGE ONLINE TEACHER’S GUIDE with lessons, NGSS/Common
Core links, and tips
• PRINTABLE INVENTION LOGS to guide students’ documentation &
reflection.
• HUNDREDS OF LESSONS AND CHALLENGES at littleBits.cc/student-set
and on the littleBits app
• 19 BITS including 2 POWER, 5 INPUT, 8 OUTPUT 4 WIRE and 47
ACCESSORIES
• Recommended Age : 8+

Product code
LB-680-0008-00AUA
Classroom Pack for up to 3 students

RRP : $479.95
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Steam Education Class Packs
ENGAGE YOUR ENTIRE CLASS, SCHOOL, OR DISTRICT IN POWERFUL STEAM
LEARNING. STEAM Education Class Packs are bundles of the littleBits STEAM
Student Set, configured for varying classroom sizes to make it easy for educators
to decide which solution is right for them. Built for 3rd–8th grade classrooms of 18,
24, and 30 students, Class Packs make it easy to integrate science, technology,
engineering, art, and math into your curriculum in an engaging way that ties to
national standards.

Product Details
• The STEAM Student Set brings effective, invention-based learning into your
classroom
• Students understand challenging subjects by creating inventions that solve
challenges they can relate to
• Comes with a 72-page Student Invention Guide, and a 124-page online
Teacher’s Guide and Invention Logs
• Each individual STEAM Student Set supports 1–3 students in an individual or
group setting
• Each individual kit Includes 19 BITS + additional materials & accessories.
• Kits Available for 18, 24 or 30 Students
• Recommended Age : 8+ (Grade 3-8)

Product code
Classroom Pack for up to 18 studets:
LB-670-0056-011A3
Classroom Pack for up to 24 students : LB-670-0057-00EUA
Classroom Pack for up to 30 students : LB-670-0061-00EU

DISCLAIMER : Pictures shown of the tackle box are for illustration purposes only.
Actual product may vary in colour, pattern and size due to product enhancement.
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18 STUDENTS
6x Steam Student Sets
2x Tackle Box

24 STUDENTS
8x Steam Student Sets
3x Tackle Box

Cost Per Student
$183.28

Cost Per Student
$183.29

Cost Per Student
$183.30

RRP : $2799

RRP : $3699

RRP : $4559

30 STUDENTS
10x Steam Student Sets
4x Tackle Box
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STEAM Student Set
Expansion Pack: Science
Deepen students’ understanding of engineering design with standards-aligned
science subject matter! Students and teachers explore simple circuits with the
new Bits, then tackle guided inventions, like creating an earthquake alarm and
food web model, that dive deeper into life and earth science topics. Ideal for up
to 3 students per kit.
• 12+ hours of instructional life and earth science content presented in 6
engaging lessons
• 7 Bits and 22 accessories to add to the STEAM Student Set for even more
invention opportunities
• Scaffolded lesson plans for grades 3-5 align to NGSS standards with multiple
lesson tracks to allow educators to select the one that best meets their
students’ grade level and standards
Note: STEAM Student Set is required for STEAM Student Set Expansion Packs

Product code
LB-680-0029
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Code Kit Expansion Pack:
Computer Science
Dive deeper into programming concepts with Code Kit Computer Science
Expansion Pack. Six scaffolded lessons provide guidance for students and
teachers as they program simple circuits using the new Bits, then create more
elaborate interactive inventions, like a digital pet and art displays.
• 12+ hours of instructional Computer Science content presented in six 		
engaging lessons
• 9 Bits and 15 accessories to add to the Code Kit for even more
invention opportunities
• Scaffolded lesson plans for grades 3-5 align to Computer Science standards
(CSTA) and National Core Arts Standards
Note: Code Kit is required for Code Kit Expansion Packs

Product code
LB-680-0030

RRP : $249.95
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STEAM Student Expansion Pack: Math
Get a hands-on introduction to physical computing with the new STEAM
Student Set Expansion Pack: Math. Concepts such as geometry, operations,
measurements, logic gates, and data are made tangible and fun through
invention challenges like building a Cipher Machine to decode secret messages
or a Lock-Out Safe that will only open with the right code!
• 12+ hours of instructional math content presented in 6 engaging lessons
• 11 Bits and 4 accessories to add to the STEAM Student Set for even
more invention opportunities
• Scaffolded lesson plans for grades 3-5 align to Common Core Math and ELA
Standards with multiple lesson tracks to allow educators to select the one
that best meets their students’ grade level and math standards
Note: STEAM Student Set is required for STEAM Student Set Expansion Packs

Product code
LB-680-0031

RRP : $249.95
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Code Kit Expansion Pack:
Technology
Get a deeper dive into instructional computer science content with Technology
Expansion Pack for the Code Kit. Computational thinking concepts used in
transportation and communication are made tangible through fun invention
challenges like a building space communication machine or self-driving car.
• 12+ hours of instructional technology content presented in
six engaging lessons
• 13 Bits and 4 accessories to add to the Code Kit for even more
invention opportunities
• Scaffolded lesson plans for grades 6-8 align to Computer Science Standards
(CSTA) and ITEEA Standards for Technology Literacy and allow educators to
select the one that best meets their students’ grade level and computer
science standards
Note: Code Kit is required for Code Kit Expansion Packs

Product code
LB-680-0032

RRP : $249.95
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Workshop Set
Inventors, rejoice! The new and improved Workshop Set is here, arming
your classroom or makerspace with all the Bits you need to unleash
creativity and get individuals and groups creating inventions, large and
small. With 160 Bits (8 sets of 20 user favourites) and multiple accessories,
this Workshop Set is gigantic!
Includes
• 8 Button
• 8 DC motor (tethered)
• 8 Fork
• 8 Latch
• 8 Long LED
• 8 Power
• 8 Pulse
• 8 Servo
• Temperature Sensor
• 16 x Wire

• 8 Buzzer
• 8 Fan
• 8 Inverter
• 8 Light Sensor
• 8 Number
• Pressure Sensor
• 8 RGB LED
• 8 Slide dimmer
• 8 Threshold

ACCESSORIES :
8 battery + cable, 8 Brick Adapter, Getting Started with littleBits, 8x mounting boards,
120 Shoes, 8x Brick Adapter, 16x motorMate, 16 screwdriver, 1x Tackle Box

Product code
LB-670-0013
DISCLAIMER : Pictures shown of the tackle box are for illustration purposes only.
Actual product may vary in colour, pattern and size due to product enhancement.
Classroom Pack for up to 16 students
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Pro Library without Storage
At 304 Bits, the Pro Library is the biggest littleBits collection EVER. It’s
optimal for schools, libraries, makerspaces, design agencies, or anyone
looking to create and prototype inventions with our electronic building
blocks.
Product Features
Bits
• 4 x LED Matrix		
•
• 4 x BLE			
•
• 4 x Proximity sensor		
•
• 8 x DC Motor 			•
• 4 x XL mounting board
•
• 12 x Powersnaps		
•
• 10 x screws			
•
• 4 x servo hub			
•
• 8 x wheels			
•
In the box:
• Comprehensive Bit Index
• Bit Basics Poster		
• Updated bin labels		
• Educator’s Guide

4 x codeBit
4 x CK Speaker
8 x button
Accessories
4 x rechargeable battery
4 x codeBit dongle
4 x servo mount
12 x mechanical arms
Collateral & Onboard!ng:

• Quick start guide
• Updated pack list
• Make Getting Started Book

Product code
LB-670-0073
Classroom Pack for up to 32 students
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POWER BITS

Blue Bits provide the juice to get inventions up and running.

P3 USB Power
The USB power may be the smallest in the series, but it’s big enough
to send juice to all your creations. Connect a USB cable (included)
to your computer or phone charger to start the power flowing. Try it
with an LED to make the simplest littleBits circuit. If you’re looking for
a permanent installation, the USB power adapter enables you to plug
your USB power directly into the wall.
Product Code
LB-650-0063

RRP : $19.95
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POWER BITS

Blue Bits provide the juice to get inventions up and running.

P4 Power

Every circuit starts with power. It uses a 9 volt battery to provide the
electricity that makes your Bits spin, buzz, blink, and shine.
The power Bit converts the 9 volts of electricity in the battery to the
5 volts that littleBits circuits run on. The power Bit also sends a signal
through your circuit. Controlling this signal with inputs is how you
control your circuit.
*Disclaimer: Does not include battery or cable.
This p4 Power Bit is not compatible with the Avengers Hero Inventor
Kit

P7 Power + Cable

The power Bit converts the 9 volts of electricity in the battery to the
5 volts that littleBits circuits run on. The power Bit also sends a signal
through your circuit. Controlling this signal with inputs is how you
control your circuit.
*This P7 Power Bit is used in the Avenger’s Hero Inventor Kit
Product Code
LB-650-0067

Product Code
LB-650-0064

RRP : $9.95
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INPUT BITS
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Input Bits are pink. They are the eyes and ears of the system.

Slide Switch
LB-650-0001

Toggle Switch
LB-650-0002

Button
LB-650-0003

Remote Trigger
LB-650-0007

Sequencer
LB-650-0008

Threshold
LB-650-0009

Bend Sensor
LB-650-0014

$19.95 rrp

$19.95 rrp

$14.95 rrp

$24.95 rrp

$64.95 rrp

$19.95 rrp

$29.95 rrp

Pulse
LB-650-0016
$24.95 rrp

Timeout
LB-650-0017
$24.95 rrp

Motion Trigger
LB-650-0018
$49.95 rrp

Roller Switch
LB-650-0019
$19.95 rrp

Sound Trigger
LB-650-0020
$24.95 rrp

Microphone
LB-650-0021
$29.95 rrp

Temperature Sensor
LB-650-0022
$34.95 rrp

Mp3 Player
LB-650-0023

Pressure Sensor
LB-650-0108

Slide Dimmer
LB-650-0110

Light Sensor
LB-650-0111

Dimmer
LB-650-0122

Keyboard
LB-650-0125

Oscillator
LB-650-0126

$89.95 rrp

$34.95 rrp

$19.95 rrp

$24.95 rrp

$14.95 rrp

$39.95 rrp

$29.95 rrp

Filter
LB-650-0127

Envelope
LB-650-0128

Random
LB-650-0129

Delay
LB-650-0130

Microsequencer
LB-650-0131

Mix
LB-650-0132

$34.95 rrp

$34.95 rrp

$26.95 rrp

$29.95 rrp

$39.95 rrp

$34.95 rrp

Proximity Sensor
LB-650-0155-A
$19.95 rrp

Paperchase Office National

Accelerometer
LB-650-0157
$14.95 rrp
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WIRE BITS
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Orange Bits are wires that help you extend & branch out.

Proto Module
LB-650-0004
$24.95 rrp

Arduino
LB-650-0010
$79.95 rrp

Bit Wire
LB-650-0071
$14.95 rrp

Branch
LB-650-0072
$24.95 rrp

Double OR
LB-650-0073
$19.95 rrp

Double And
LB-650-0074
$19.95 rrp

Fork
LB-650-0077
$19.95 rrp

Latch
LB-650-0078

Inverter
LB-650-0080

NOR
LB-650-0085

NAND
LB-650-0086

XOR
LB-650-0087

$14.95 rrp

$14.95 rrp

$19.95 rrp

$19.95 rrp

$19.95 rrp

Wireless Receiver
LB-650-0149-00A01
$59.95 rrp

Wireless Transmitter
LB-650-0150-00A01
$59.95 rrp

Split
LB-650-0136
$29.95 rrp

Perf Module
LB-650-0144
$24.95 rrp

USB I/O
LB-650-0145
$74.95 rrp

MIDI
LB-650-0146
$79.95 rrp

CloudBit
LB-680-0004-0000A

CodeBit
LB-650-0153

CodeBit
LB-670-0028

CodeBit
LB-670-0029

$109.95 rrp

$99.95 rrp

$43.95 rrp

$85.95 rrp
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Control Voltage (CV)
LB-650-0147

Bluetooth (BLE)
LB-650-0151-00A1

Makey Makey
LB-651-0001

$69.95 rrp

$49.95 rrp

$99.95 rrp

Micro:bit Adapter
LB-650-0526
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OUTPUT BITS

LED
LB-650-0031

Long LED
LB-650-0032

littleBits RGB LED
LB-650-0162

Vibration Motor
LB-650-0034

Buzzer
LB-650-0036

$14.95 rrp

$19.95 rrp

$19.95 rrp

$24.95 rrp

$24.95 rrp

littleBits Servo - D Shaft
LB-650-0027
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Green Bits are outputs. They just generally make stuff happen.

Bright LED
LB-650-0044

UV LED
LB-650-0045

Bargraph
LB-650-0109

Number
LB-650-014
$49.95 rrp

$49.95 rrp

$19.95 rrp

$19.95 rrp

$24.95 rrp

IR LED
LB-650-0113

Synth Speaker
LB-650-0136

LED Matrix
LB-650-0028

LED Matrix [Round]
LB-650-0158

$19.95 rrp

$39.95 rrp

$99.95 rrp

$59.95 rrp
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littleBits DC Motor Tethered - Cross Axle
LB-650-142
$49.95 rrp

Fan + Univ Mount
LB-650-0112
$29.95 rrp

1300 739 742

Accessories

Screwdriver
LB-650-0094
$9.95 rrp

Shoes Magnet Pack
LB-660-0001

Shoes Variety Pk
LB-660-0004
$24.95 rrp

Mounting Boards
LB-660-0005

$19.95 rrp

$17.95 rrp

Brick Adapter
LB-660-0015-0000A

BitSnaps
LB-660-0017-0000A

$19.95 rrp
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Shoes Adhesive Pack
LB-660-0003
$19.95 rrp

9V Battery + Cable
LB-660-0006-0000A
$9.95 rrp

Getting Started Guide
LB-660-0021
$34.95 rrp

Shoes Hook & Loop Pack
LB-660-0002

Rechargeable Battery
LB-660-5007

USB Cable (0.5m)
LB-660-5009

codeBit Dongle
LB-660-5008

$19.95 rrp

$29.95 rrp

$5.95 rrp

$29.95 rrp

Motor Mate
LB-660-0007

Wheel (cross axle), Set of 2
LB-660-5050

PowerSnaps (x3)
LB-660-5010

$9.95 rrp

$29.95 rrp

$29.95 rrp

Tackle Box
LB-660-0013-0000A
$79.95 rrp

Mounting Board, XL
LB-660-5013

Servo Mount Bucket
LB- 660-5002

$7.95 rrp

$19.95 rrp
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Circuit Scribe
WHAT IS CIRCUIT SCRIBE?
Let your creativity merge with science as you build exciting circuits using Circuit
Scribe conductive ink pen, magnetic modules, and plain old printer paper. By placing
the paper over a steel sheet, included in every kit, your paper becomes the base
for blinking lights, beeping buzzers, and whirling motors. Kits & Bundles include
everything you need in one convenient package. Suitable for Ages 5+
HOW IT WORKS
The water-based, non toxic conductive ink allows you to see how the circuit works
and adds a whole art dimension to your project, It’s as simple as doodling on a piece
of paper then connecting magnetic components that snap right into your circuit. No
glue or soldering required.
EDUCATION
Circuit Scribe makes learning electronics fun and revolutionises how kids are taught
electronics in schools. it’s about learning through creating. Circuit Scribe have a
selection of kits & bundles on offer, ranging from basic to advanced. You can also
use Circuit Scribe with Arduino, Makey Makey, and many other electronic platforms.
Together, these products have broad applications in the STEAM education and do-ityourself (DIY) communities. Find resorces here > https://sketch.circuitscribe.com
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Circuit Scribe Intro Kit with Storage
Our Intro Classroom Kit is the perfect way to introduce electronics to your
classroom or makerspace. Geared toward younger students and more
basic classes, the kit includes 30 conductive ink pens and 85 modules to
draw basic working circuits that use power, LEDs, and switches.
The educational circuit kit also comes with a sampling of blinkers and multicolored LEDs for more advanced circuit-making.

Product Details
Modules:
• 25 x 9V Battery Adapters
• 50 x LEDs
• 25 x Switches
• 5 x Multi-Colored LEDs
• 5 x Blinkers
Pens & Accessories:
• 25 x Circuit Scribe Conductive Ink Pens
• 25 x Steel Canvases
• 25 x Stencils
• 1 x Inventor’s Notebook
• 1 x Jumper Sticker Sheet

Product code
CS-KIT-INTRO
Classroom Pack for up to 25 students
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Circuit Scribe Everything Kit
The Everything Classroom Kit is a great way to dive into electronics in
your classroom or makerspace. This kit includes 30 sets of pens and
lots of modules to draw a wide variety of working circuits that use light,
motion, and sound.
You can use the Everything classroom science kit to dig into advanced
concepts, or to use creative exploration to add the “art” into STEAM.

Product Details
Modules
• 25 x 9V Battery Adapters		
• 5 x USB Adapters
• 50 x LEDs				
• 25 x Switches
• 5 x Buzzers				
• 25 x Multi-Colored LEDs
• 25 x Dimmers			
• 5 x Double Switch
• 25 x Motors & Foam Wheels
• 5 x Dials
• 25 x Blinkers				
• 5 x DIY Connectors
• 25 x NPN Transistors		
• 5 x Light Sensors
• 50 x Connector Cables (five 10-Packs)
Pens & Accessories:
• 25 x Conductive Ink Pens		
• 25 x Stencils				
• 1 x Jumper Sticker Sheet

• 25 x Steel Canvases
• 1 x Inventor’s Notebook

Product code
CS-KIT-EVERYTHING

RRP : $2999.00

Cost Per Student $126.63

Classroom Pack for up to 30 students
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Circuit Scribe Drone Builder Kit
Build and fly your own drone with the Circuit Scribe Drone Builder Kit!
Power your cardboard arms with conductive silver ink, and connect your
drone’s hub and motors. Download the controller app and take to the
skies!
The app includes easy-to-fly hover, takeoff and landing modes, or test
your skills with full manual joystick control.
Use the included pre-made plastic arms for testing, or make your own
arm designs with the included extra cardboard.

Product Details
Drone Kit includes:
• Circuit Scribe conductive ink pen
• 4 motors and 8 propellers
• Drone hub with on-board camera
• Battery and battery charger
• iOS & Android controller app download
• Arms

Product code
CS-KIT-DRONE

RRP : $69.95
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Circuit Scribe Drone Classroom Kit
Circuit Scribe Drone Classroom Kit - We are excited to launch our Drone
Classroom Kit, which is a great addition for your science and engineering
classes, afterschool programs, summer camps and so much more. With
this Drone Classroom Kit you can boost your STEM curriculum sky high.
Build and learn to fly a drone with the Circuit Scribe Drone Classroom Kit
!Power your cardboard arms with conductive silver ink, or build the PCB
arms included, and connect your drone’s hub and motors. Download the
controller- CS Pilot App (iOS & Android) and take to the skies! Fly your
creation from a tablet or smartphone. It comes with a 480p on-board
camera, and programmable function including gesture control.
Drone Classroom Kit includes:
10 Drones,
10 Circuit Scribe Conductive Ink Pens,
50 g Conductive Paint and paintbrush,
10 sets of motors, 20 sets of extra propellers (1 set = 4 propellers)
10 Drone hubs with on-board camera,
20 Batteries and 10 battery chargers,
FREE iOS & Android controller app download-> CS Pilot. Mobile App CS
Piot features: easy-to-fly hover, takeoff and landing modes, and even
full manual joystick control. See a live bird’s-eye view with the on-board
camera and record video + pictures in the app! Use the included pre-made
plastic arms for testing, PLUS paint your own arm designs with the included
extra cardboard and conductive paint.

Product code
CS-DRONECK

RRP : $949.95
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BASIC KIT
Get started with drawing circuits on paper. The Basic Kit contains a Circuit
Scribe pen, six modules, a 9V Battery and other accessories (see below
for full list). Explore basic circuit concepts like conductivity and work up to
creating a touch-sensitive circuit using the NPN transistor.
The full size pen included write for 120 meters. Imagine 7 sheets of 8.5”
x 11” paper completely filled in with ink, at that point you would run out
conductive ink.

Product Details
Contains 6 Modules:
• 9V Battery adapter with 9V battery
• 2x Bi-LED
• SPST Switch
• NPN Transistor
• 2-Pin Adapter with 5x resistors (100, 1k, 10k, 100k and 1M ohm), 2x
capacitors (0.1uF, 1.0uF), and one photoresistor (10k ohms)
Additional Items:
• Conductive Ink Pen
• Circuit Stencil
• Jumper Sticker Sheet
• Steel sheet
• Recommended Age : 8+

Product code
CS-KIT-BASIC
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SUPER KIT
An introduction to more advanced concepts, the Super Kit contains a
pen, eleven modules, a 9V Battery and other accessories to take your
circuit sketches to the next level. This kit allows you to explore all the
concepts that the basic kit presents, while building your understanding of
inputs, outputs, and signal processing in your circuits. Additional topics to
explore include light sensing, timed circuits, piezoelectric materials, and
more. The full size pen included will write for around 120 meters.

Product Details
Contains : 11 Modules:
• 9V Battery adapter with 9V battery
• x2 Bi-LED
• SPST Switch, NPN Transistor
• 2-Pin Adapter with 5x resistors (100, 1k, 10k, 100k and 1M ohm), 2x
capacitors (0.1uF, 1.0uF), and one photoresistor (10k ohms)
• Potentiometer – 10k ohms
• Blinker & Buzzer
• RGB LED & Light Sensor
Additional Items:
• Conductive Ink Pen
• Circuit Stencil
• Jumper Sticker Sheet
• Workbook, Steel sheet
• Recommended Age : 8+

Product code
CS-KIT-SUPER
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ULTRA KIT
Everything you need to create dynamic and fun paper circuits. The kit features
10 magnetic connection cables that let you hook up your paper circuits to
programmable platforms like Arduino. (Arduino not included.) The kit includes
everything from our Maker Kit plus extra LEDs, two DPDT switches, and a motor
(see below for full list). With the Ultimate Kit, you can make complex, robust
circuits while still using our accessible Circuit Scribe technology. The full size pen
included will write for around 120 meters.

Product Details
• 9V Battery adapter with 9V battery
• 4x Bi-LED
• SPST Switch, NPN Transistor
• 2-Pin Adapter with 5x resistors (100, 1k, 10k, 100k and 1M ohm), 2x capacitors
(0.1uF, 1.0uF), and one photoresistor (10k ohms)
• Potentiometer – 10k ohms
• Blinker, Buzzer
• RGB LED, Light Sensor
• Motor
• 10x Connectors
• 2x DPDT Switch
Additional Items:
• Conductive Ink Pen
• Circuit Stencil
• Jumper Sticker Sheet
• Workbook & Steel sheet
• Recommended Age : 8+

Product code
CS-KIT-ULTRA
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CONDUCTIVE PEN
Our flagship conductive ink pen is now available alone! Replace an empty pen
from your kit, or use the pen with your own electrical components. Use it on any
surface a rollerball pen will write on. See our FAQ page for more facts about the
Circuit Scribe pen. The full size pen can write for aprox 120 meters. Imagine 7
sheets of 8.5” x 11” paper completely filled in with ink, at that point you would run
out conductive ink.

Product Details
• Recommended Age 8+
• Dimensions : 15.24 x 1.4 x 1.4 cm
• Weight : 11g

Product code
CS-PEN-1ML-RETAIL

RRP : $19.95
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CONDUCTIVE PEN - 5PK
Our flagship conductive ink pen is also available in a 5 pack. Replace an empty
pen from your kit, or use the pen with your own electrical components. Use it on
any surface a rollerball pen will write on. See our FAQ page for more facts about
the Circuit Scribe pen. The full size pen can write for aprox 120 meters. Imagine 7
sheets of 8.5” x 11” paper completely filled in with ink, at that point you would run
out conductive ink.

Product Details
• Recommended Age 8+
• Dimensions : 15.24 x 1.4 x 1.4 cm
• Weight : 11g

Product code
CS-PEN-1ML-5X

RRP : $89.95
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Steel Sheet

Educational Booklet

Educational Workbook

Accessories

Accessories

Accessories

The steel canvas is a metal sheet that serves
as a magnetic surface for your Circuit Scribe
module kit. Slip the steel sheet behind the
page you’re working on, like a bookmark, and
your modules will magnetically snap down
with a nice firm electrical connection to your
conductive ink!

Our Basic Educational Booklet is perfect for
introducing basic electronics concepts. It
explores everything from voltage, current and
conductivity to basic digital logic and transistors
to basic circuit design. Our accessible lessons
is the ideal paper for our pen. This booklet is
perfect for your introductory class in electronics.

Our workbook contains lessons covering
many concepts of electronics, from material
conductivity to basic digital electronics.
Everything is taught in an accessible way, using
our innovative conductive ink technology,
providing an excellent platform for anyone
wanting to learn about electronics.

Product Details

Product code

Size: 21.59cm x 13.97cm
weight : 0.11 kg

CS-B-BASICBOOK

Product code
CS-B-WORKBOOK

Product code
CS-A-MAGSHEET-8555

RRP : $7.95
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Potentiometer

Light Sensor

Dimmer

Module

Module

Module

The Potentiometer is a triangular module with
multiple uses. Used as variable resistor, it lets
you change the amount of current flowing
through a circuit. Using all three feet, it acts like
a dimmer switch that adjusts the voltage over
any output module including LEDs, buzzers
and motors.

The Light Sensor circuit module contains
a phototransistor sensor that – of course –
responds to light! The more light you shine on
the phototransistor unit (the tiny clear box on the
module), the larger the output. These simple light
circuit modules let you use light to control output
modules like LEDs and Buzzers.

The Dimmer Module (formerly the “Slider
Module”) acts just like a dimmer switch. In
the bright position the dimming module has a
resistance of zero ohms, in the dim position it
has a resistance of 100kohms. Use this circuit
dimmer module to adjust the brightness of an
LED or the volume on a buzzer.

Product code

Product code

Product code

CS-I-POT-10K

CS-I-SEN-LIGHT-NPN

CS-I-SLIDER

RRP : $9.99
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DPDT Switch

SPST Switch

DIY Connector

Module

Module

Module

The Double Switch is two switches in one!
Flipping the lever causes two circuits to
simultaneously switch from one connection
to another. The switch module is known as a
DPDT switch or “double-pole, double-throw”
switch.

The SPST (single-pole, single-throw) Switch is a
switch with a single input and a single output. This
can be used to switch on and off any part of your
circuit, much like the light switches work in your
house!

With the DIY Connector module, you can
incorporate any 2-terminal through hole
component into your circuits. Use this 2-pin
wire connector and the components that you
already have in your classroom or workshop
to create a custom module! We’ll get you
started with a bag of resistors, capacitors, and
a photoresistor if you choose the “including
components” option for the circuit connectors.

Product code

Product code
CS-I-SW-SPST

CS-I-SW-DPDT

Included:
1 x 10Ω resistor		
1 x 1kΩ resistor		
1 x 100kΩ resistor		
1 x 1uF capacitor		

1 x 100Ω resistor
1 x 10kΩ resistor
1 x Photoresistor
1 x 100nF capacitor

Product code
CS-N-2PIN

RRP : $9.99
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Blinker

Connector Cables 10 Pk

DIY Board

Module

Module

Module

The Blinker module turns a direct current input
into a square wave output, allowing you to
make LEDs blink and Buzzers beep. It has a
green LED flashing in time with the output and
a red LED to indicate if power is connected the
wrong way. You can change the blinking rate
by turning the wheel!

Connect your drawn circuits to ... anything! Our
connectors allow you to connect a drawn trace
to a socket on external hardware such as a
breadboard, Arduino, or Makey-Makey.

The DIY Board allows you to create a module
from any component with 8 pins or fewer.
The numbers next to the feet correspond to
the numbers on the pads. The board has five
sections; you can break the sections to make
multiple, customized boards.

Product code

Product code

Product code

CS-N-BLINK

CS-N-CON-10X-100

CS-N-DIY-5X

RRP : $12.99
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NPN Transistor

Bi-Directional LED

Multi-Colored LED

Module

Module

Module

The NPN Transistor acts as a switch or
amplifier. A small amount of current to the
base will allow a large current to flow through
the collector and emitter. Use it to amplify the
signal from a resistive sensor (like the photo
sensor that comes with the 2-pin module) or
operate components that need a lot of current
(like the motor).

The Bi-Directional LED module works in two
directions. When current flows through it one way,
the LED will be blue; flip it around and it will turn
red!

The RGB LED module has three LED lights –
red, green, and blue – that can be controlled
independently. You can even mix multiple
colour channels to create new colours like
turquoise and yellow. There are 7 distinct colour
combinations!

Product code

Product code

Product code

CS-N-NPN

CS-O-2LED-RB

CS-O-3LED-RGB

RRP : $6.99
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Mini Fan

Buzzer

Motor & Foam Wheel

Module

Module

Module

The mini fan module blows a gentle breeze
when you apply a voltage. The plus and minus
signs indicate the direction in which the circuit
fan operates. We suggest attaching ribbons or
string to the circuit fan blades to create more
dynamic motion!

The Buzzer module plays a 4kHz tone. The
volume of the buzzer can be adjusted by
changing the the amount of power running
through it. The plus and minus signs indicate the
direction in which it operates.

The Motor & Foam Wheel module spins quickly
when you apply a voltage between 8 and 12V.
By flipping the circuit module 180 degrees, you
can get the motor spinning in either direction.
The soft foam wheel helps you see the motor
shaft rotating, but you can also create your own
propellers or paper crafts to put on top!

Product code

(Note that the Coin Cell Battery Adapter doesn’t
have enough juice to power this module. Use
the 9V Battery Adapter or the USB Adapter
instead.)

Please note that the Coin Cell Battery Adapter
doesn’t have enough juice to power the Fan
or the Motor with Wheel Module. You’ll need
the 9V Battery Adapter or the USB Adapter to
power those.

CS-O-IBUZZER-3.3KHZ

Product code

Note: Not in retail packaging, spare parts only

CS-O-MOTOR-VERT

Product code
CS-O-FAN

RRP : $5.99
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9V Battery Adapter
Module
The 9V Battery Adapter module provides
power to your circuit. It contains an on/off
switch, allowing your circuit’s power to be
controlled at the source. A blue LED indicates
when the power is on, while a red LED
indicates if the module is shorted. Battery
included.

Product code
CS-P-B9V

Power - Coin Cell Battery
Adapter Module

USB Adapter

This power module holds a coin cell battery and
outputs 5 volts to your circuit. Try using this coin
cell battery circuit module to make refrigerator art
since you won’t have a heavy battery hanging off
the side of your circuit.

The USB Adapter module supplies 5V to your
circuit when plugged into a USB port. This USB
circuit module has a blue LED to indicate that
power is being supplied to the module and
a red LED to indicate if the module has been
shorted. USB cable is included.

Note: this circuit battery module will power all of
our other modules except the Fan and the Motor
With Wheel modules (those require the 9V Battery
Adapter or the USB Adapter).

Module

Product code
CS-P-USB

Product code
CS-P-BCOINCELL

RRP : $11.99
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Strawbees
WHAT IS STRAWBEES?
Strawbees is an award-winning, light-weight, construction system for makers
of all ages. It is a kit based on simple units called Strawbees that let you connect
Constuction Pipes to each other and build little to huge mechanical objects from
just Constuction Pipes and cardboard, which stimulates the imagination and
encourages storytelling endlessly. Suitable for Ages 5+
STRAWBEES EDUCATION
We believe playing and having fun is the best way to learn about the world, so
we try to bring this into classrooms with Strawbees EDU, and encourage learning
by making. We partner up with world class educators that share our values, to
co-create quality content and curriculums for classrooms to be used along with
Strawbees. The curriculums are available in 5 different levels: easy, medium, hard,
expert and legendary. So there’s something for everyone. Learn more at
http://education.strawbees.com
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Strawbees Maker Kit
Test the creator in yourself – The Maker kit is our entry kit or a perfect gift
for a birthday or christmas party. It features 80 connectors in two random
colours, 50 Constuction Pipes, and an instructions manual. Start exploring
the Strawbees universe by building a bridge, a crane or your favourite
animal. Download the Free Strawbees APP for mor fun challenges.

Product Details
• 80 connectors (2 random colours)
• 50 Constuction Pipes
• Instruction manual
• Includes 16 Projects
• Made from 100% recyclable Polypropylene (PP)
• Free Strawbees App available for download
• Recommended Age : 5 +

Product code
SB-020

RRP : $39.95
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Strawbees Inventor Kit
Time to go Pro – The Inventor kit is our second biggest kit perfect for
testing more advanced creations. It features 400 pcs, 21 projects and
instructions manual. Create a bird, a huge mechanical snake, or a replica
of the pyramids of Giza. Enough pieces to start inventing really cool stuff or
building with your friends. Download the Free Strawbees APP for mor fun
challenges.

Product Details
• 400 Pcs
• 250 Strawbees + 150 extra rigid and colourful Constuction Pipes.
• Instruction manual
• Includes 21 Projects
• Made from 100% recyclable Polypropylene (PP)
• Free Strawbees App available for download
• Recommended Age : 5 +

Product code
SB-021

RRP : $59.95
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Strawbees Creature Creator Kit
Become an explorer of the Strawbees animal kingdom! The Creature kit
includes two sets of eyes that can change to reflect the mood of your
creature’s. With the help of the booklet, you can build Strawbees creatures
that can adapt to different habitats!

Product Details
• 400 Pcs
• Two pairs of feet
• Two sets of eyes
• Booklet
• Made from 100% recyclable Polypropylene (PP)
• Free Strawbees App available for download
• Recommended Age : 5 +

Product code
SB-036

RRP : $89.95
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Strawbees Imagination Kit
Practice storytelling and problem-solving challenges with the Imagination
Kit. Sketch a solution to a challenge, build a prototype, and watch your
ideas come to life!

Product Details
• 400 Pcs
• The Pocketful of Ideas card deck
• Imagination sketchbook with instructions
• Made from 100% recyclable Polypropylene (PP)
• Free Strawbees App available for download
• Recommended Age : 5 +

Product code
SB-037

RRP : $89.95
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Strawbees Crazy Scientist Kit
Bring out the Scientist in you and start creating what you want with
Strawbees. Experiment with different materials. Combine pieces to create
hinges, movable joints or whatever you can imagine.
The Crazy Scientist kit is massive and enough to build a replica of anything.
Start creating your own mad scientist lair full of wierd and wobbly inventions,
or why not try to build one of the seven wonders of the world! The Crazy
Scientist kit is also perfect for education. Download the Free Strawbees iOS
or Android App for more fun challenges.

Product Details
• Unlimited fun! Our connectors & Constuction Pipes are reusable.
When you finish building, you can disassemble your creations
• Great for home or the school. Use Strawbees to explore STEAM
• Build some HUGE projects!
• 1200 Pcs in total (400 x Constuction Pipes + 800 Connnectors)
• Instructions manual
• Includes 21 Projects
• Made from 100% recyclable PP
• Free Strawbees App available for download
• Recommended Age : 5 +

Connectors Included
• 408 x 1-Legged connector
• 128 x 3-Legged connector

• 192 x 2-Legged connector
• 72 x 5-Legged connector

Product code

RRP : $129.95

SB-022
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Strawbees Cardboard School Kit
Building with cardboard has never been as easy and full of possibilities as
it is with Strawbees Cardboard School kit. Use Strawbees colour-coded
connectors and washers to connect cardboard and other upcycled
materials in a completely different way. Create surfaces and shapes and
use the constructions pipes for beams and mechanisms. The custom
designed tools included will prevent accidents and make handling
cardboard easier.

Product code
SB-059
Classroom Pack for up to 50 students

RRP : $499.95
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Strawbees Classroom Experience:
Bridges
The Strawbees Classroom Experience: Bridges - Construct bridges from
a small truss design to a strong, large-scale construction collectively
made together as a classroom. Learn how to strengthen structures by
triangulation and design an environment for where your bridge is based.
The Strawbees Classroom Experience thematic kits are designed to
encourage student collaboration in activities as they start with their
individual kits and combine their projects with other student projects to
accomplish challenges and expand construction builds together as a
classroom. Comes as a box with 20 student kits inside, plus a teachers kit
and a spare parts kit.
Total pieces included:
748 x 1-legged connectors, 220 x 2-leg connectors,
528 x 3-leg connectors
572 x Blue construction pipes, 88 x Green construction pipes,
44 x Pink construction pipes, 110 x Orange construction pipes,
44 x Yellow construction pipes

Product code
SB-043-SKT

RRP : $349.95
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Strawbees Robotic Inventions
for the Micro:bit
Strawbees Robotic Inventions for the Micro:bit - The board allows you snap
on electronics together with Strawbees structures and program servo
motors with the Micro:bit.
Write in MakeCode’s block-based programming platform, upload a
program and remove from the computer to run on batteries. Use the touch
functionality of the alligator clips for more interaction.
This is an accessory kit and requires the purchase of the School Toolbox
or Classroom Experience kits for building with construction pipes and
connectors.
This does not include the Micro:bit, USB cable, or batteries.

Product code
SB-042

RRP : $69.95
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Strawbees Robotic Inventions
for the Micro:bit – 10 Pack
Strawbees Robotic Inventions for the Micro:bit – 10 Pack
A classroom set of boards to snap electronics together with Strawbees
structures and program servo motors with the Micro:bit. Write in
MakeCode’s block-based programming platform, upload a program and
remove from the computer to run on batteries. Use the touch functionality
of the alligator clips for more interaction. Comes as a bundle of 10 kits.
This is an expansion kit and requires the purchase of a School Toolbox
or Classroom Experience kits for building with construction pipes and
connectors.
This does not include the Micro:bit, USB cable, or batteries.
Total pieces included: 10 x Strawbees connector board,
10 x Strawbees Micro:bit clip, 10 x Servo motor 120 (SM-S2309S),
20 x Servo motor mount white, 10 x Servo motor arm 2 legs white,
10 x Servo motor arm 1 leg white, 10 x Servo motor arm no legs white,
30 x Screws for servo mounts and arms, 10 x Mini screwdriver blue,
10 x Servo extension cable, 10 x Alligator clip cable red,
10 x Alligator clip cable black.

Product code
SB-042-SKT

RRP : $649.95
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Strawbees Hovercraft Kit
The Strawbees modular Hovercraft kit is the ultimate toy
and science experience that hovers across land and sea at
over 25 miles per hour (~40 km/h).
Create your own spectacular design and race with your friends and family.
Along with the high-tech Radio-controlled electronics, you get guidance
through the STEAM curriculum guide included in the kit.

Product code
SB-019

RRP : $299.95
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2 x Strawbees STEAM School Kit with
Free Storage Kit

99.9
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Kids want to create huge things. With the School kit, a lot of kids can build
huge at the same time. The kit includes 8120 pcs, and a Card Deck of
Creativity to be used when there is a need for a fantasy boost.
Perfect for schools, maker spaces & science centers. Download the Free
Strawbees APP for mor fun challenges.

PURCHASE 2 X STRAWBEES SCHOOL KITS AND RECEIVE
1 x PORTABLE LOCAKABLE STEAM STORAGE CARTS
FREE OF CHARGE
Product Details Per Pack
• 8120 Pcs
• Card Deck of Creativity
• instructions manual
• Made from 100% recyclable PP
• Free Strawbees App available
for download
• Recommended Age : 5 +

Product code
SB-032-2-1SK
Classroom Pack for up to 100 students

RRP : $799.95
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Strawbees School Kit
Strawbees STEAM School kit is our offer that keeps it closer to the idea of
Strawbees connectors as a construction set. All Strawbees constructions
can be made with this kit using a visual, color-coded system with precut
lengths of pieces and along with the instructions on how to build a specific
thing we provide guidance for learning how to build anything. Inside a
STEAM school kit there is enough materials for an entire classroom of
students and comes as a storage box that can be placed ready to get
started. This kit allows many groups to build big and complex projects
and fewer groups build even bigger and intricate projects. Bundle with
the Robotics Inventions for the Micro:bit Classroom pack or Coding and
Robotics School kit. Realize a seamless experience with building and
programming together.

Total pieces included:
1024 x 1-legged connectors, 512 x 2-leg connectors, 512x 3-leg connectors
256 x 5-leg connectors, 512 x Blue construction pipes, 360 x Green
construction pipes, 512 x Pink construction pipes, 256 x Orange construction
pipes, 256 x Yellow construction pipes, 2 x Posters, 1 x Pocketful of ideas
with 105 cards inside.
The STEAM School Kit is designed for classes of up to 30+ students,
ages 5-16.

Product code
SB-032

RRP : $549.95
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50 X Strawbees Teacher School Kits
With Free Storage Kit
50 x Strawbees STEAM Teacher School Sample Kit with Free Storage
Kit - Kids want to create huge things. With the Teacher School kit these
little sample kits give your students a dynamic true hands-on contraction
experience in making two challenges
*Observing applied stress * Mechanical Arm

PURCHASE 50 X STRAWBEES SCHOOL KITS AND
RECEIVE 1 x PORTABLE LOCAKABLE
STEAM STORAGE CARTS
FREE OF CHARGE
Product code
SB-TEACH-PK
Classroom Pack for up to 50 students

RRP : $499.95
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Strawbees Coding & Robotic Kit
Create your own robotic creatures with the Strawbees Coding & Robotics
Kit. You can program and construct different shapes and forms. Connect
Strawbees, motors, LEDs and sensors to make your own creatures! It’s a
fun and easy way to learn the basics of physical programming, electronics
and mechanics, and encourages children to explore coding. This coding kit
is pefect for kids, grown-ups and educators.

Product Features
• Bring out the Technologist in you and start creating what you want with
Strawbees.them and press UPLOAD — it’s really that easy!
• Get a completely open-ended robotics kit with 300 pieces, normal and
magnetic feet, a couple of eyes with a set of stickers and all the electronic
component to build and program amazing robots!
• Learn about electronics and coding with motors, sensors and LEDs!
• Solve problems by modifying your creations or change the code to make
your ideas work.
• Ideal for playing alone or with a couple of friends.
• Experiment with different materials. Combine pieces to create hinges,
movable joints or whatever you can imagine.
• Unlimited fun! Our connectors & construction Constuction Pipes are
reusable. When you finish building, you can disassemble your creations and
use them to create something new.
• Recommended Age : 13+

Product code
SB-058
Classroom Pack for up to 3 students

RRP : $169.95
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Strawbees Coding & Robotics School
Bundle
This kit includes 12 x Strawbees Coding & Robotics Kits.
Create your own robotic creatures with the Strawbees Coding & Robotics
Kit. You can program and construct different shapes and forms. Connect
Strawbees, motors, LEDs and sensors to make your own creatures! It’s a
fun and easy way to learn the basics of physical programming, electronics
and mechanics, and encourages children to explore coding. This coding kit
is pefect for kids, grown-ups and educators.

Product Features
• Bring out the Technologist in you and start creating what you want with
Strawbees.them and press UPLOAD — it’s really that easy!
• Get a completely open-ended robotics kit with 300 pieces, normal and
magnetic feet, a couple of eyes with a set of stickers and all the electronic
component to build and program amazing robots!
• Learn about electronics and coding with motors, sensors and LEDs!
• Solve problems by modifying your creations or change the code to make
your ideas work.
• Ideal for playing alone or with a couple of friends.
• Experiment with different materials. Combine pieces to create hinges,
movable joints or whatever you can imagine.
• Unlimited fun! Our connectors & construction Constuction Pipes are
reusable. When you finish building, you can disassemble your creations
and use them to create something new.
• Recommended Age : 13+

Product code

RRP : $1199.00

Cost Per Student $33.30

SB-044-SKT
Classroom Pack for up to 36 students
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Strawbees Constuction Pipes - 350 Pk
Our super rigid, super custom sized, super playful Constuction Pipes, are
available in assorted colours. They fit perfect, and are 100% recyclable.

Product Details
• 350x Assorted Colour Strawbees Constuction Pipes
• Custom sized Constuction Pipes
• 100% recyclable.
• Includes 7x 50pk, Black, Blue, Green, Grey, Pink, White & Yellow
• Recommended Age : 5 +

Product code
SB-STW350PK

RRP : $24.95
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Strawbees Constuction Pipes - 50 Pk
Our super rigid, super custom sized, super playful Constuction Pipes.
Available in assorted colours. They fit perfect, and are 100% recyclable.

Product Details
• Includes 50 pcs
• Custom sized Constuction Pipes
• 100% recyclable.
• Available in 7 colours
• Recommended Age : 5 +

Product code
Pink : 		
Blue : 		
Green :
Yellow :
White :
Grey : 		
Black : 		

SB-STWPNK
SB-STWBLU
SB-STWGRN
SB-STWYLW
SB-STWWHT
SB-STWGRY
SB-STWBLK

RRP : $3.95
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Primo Toys
What is Cubetto?
Cubetto is designed for children ages 3 and up to help them learn the basics of
computer programming, along with other STEAM skills too. Unlike other similar
coding toys it doesn’t use a screen, but comes with a set of instruction blocks that
equate to a coding language you can actually touch.
HOW IT WORKS
The Cubetto Playset is the easiest way for children to start learning computer
programming, and it consists of a friendly wooden robot named Cubetto, a physical
programming console, a set of expandable coding blocks, a collection of beautifully
illustrated maps and an activity book. By placing the blocks in different patterns
on the control panel, children create sequences of instructions that program the
robot’s movement. In the process, they develop computational thinking skills that
help them understand the basic principles of coding - all of this, in a very ageappropriate way that respects a child’s natural way of learning
EDUCATION
Teach coding with Cubetto - Learning to code in early years learning is fundamental.
Cubetto makes it easy for both students and educators with an instant solution
thats fun to play and easy to integrate.
150+ hours of lesson plans and activities - Cubetto is a cross curricular early
learning resource that helps young learners develop coding skills, problem solving,
communication, and creativity through adventure and play.
20,000+ educators and parents in 90+ countries use Cubetto to introduce coding in
Montessori Kindergartens, Primary Schools, Early learning centres, Homeschooling,
SEN classrooms, Afterschool programs, Public Libraries and Community Centers.
For more Educational resources visit https://www.primotoys.com/education/
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Cubetto Play Set - Robot Coding Kit
Cubetto is made up of 3 separate elements. A friendly wooden robot,
a tangible interface board, and 16x instruction blocks that make up a
programming language you can touch. The playset comes with a
charmingly illustrated 1x1m World Map and story book that make
every play session with Cubetto a unique and memorable adventure.
Montessori approved, LOGO Turtle inspired.

Product Details
• Made from Material: Linden plywood, ABS
• Requires 6x AA batteries (Not included)
• Connection via Bluetooth
• Includes 1x Cubetto Robot, 1x Interface Board, 1x Instruction Manual 1x
Story Book, 1x World Map, 16x Coding Blocks
• Recommended Age : 3-6+

Product code
PRIMO001B-EN
Classroom Pack for up to 3 students

RRP : $399.95
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Cubetto Coding Kit - Student Class
Pack
Cubetto student class pack includes:
• 8 x Cubetto Play Set - Robot Coding Kit (PRIMO001B-EN)
• 8 x Primo Toys Direction Blocks (PRIMO005A-EN)
• 8 x Primo Toys Logic Blocks (PRIMO006A-EN)
• 8 x Primo Toys Logic Pack (PRIMO021A-EN)
• 1 x Primo Toys Ancient Egypt Adventure Pack (PRIMO007A-EN)
• 1 x Primo Toys Deep Space Adventure Pack (PRIMO008A-EN)
• 1 x Primo Toys Blue Ocean Adventure Pack (PRIMO009A-EN)
• 1 x Primo Toys Big City Adventure Pack (PRIMO010A-EN)
• 1 x Primo Toys Polar Expedition Adventure Pack (PRIMO011A-EN)
• 1 x Primo Toys Swarmy Swamp Adventure Pack (PRIMO012A-EN)

Product Details
• Made from Material: Linden plywood, ABS
• Requires 6x AA batteries (Not included)
• Connection via Bluetooth
• Includes 1x Cubetto Robot, 1x Interface Board, 1x Instruction Manual 1x
Story Book, 1x World Map, 16x Coding Blocks
• Recommended Age : 3-6+

Product code
PRIMO001B-24
Classroom Pack for up to 24 students

RRP : $4,499.00
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Additional Blocks
Expand play time with additional Direction Blocks or Logic Blocks.
Different Blocks represent different instructions, and an unambiguous,
distinct command. These Blocks are what make up Cubetto’s hands on
coding language, and are key in the learning of computational thinking.

Product Details
• Directon Blocks - Includes 16 Additional Direction blocks
• Logic Blocks - Includes 12 Additional Logic blocks
• Recommended Age : 3-6+
• Dimensions : 0.5 x 3.5 x 3.5 cm

Product code
Directon Blocks
Logic Blocks		

PRIMO005A-EN
PRIMO006A-EN

RRP : $49.95
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Maps & Story Book
Expand play time with world maps, educational story book and
challenges that take your child on epic coding adventures. Thematically
illustrated world maps with corresponding activity books. Each map is a
world to explore, each book is an adventure.

Product Details
• Available in 4 different themes
• Material: Polyester, Paper
• Connection via Bluetooth
• Includes 1x Story Book & 1x World Map
• Map size 100 x 100 cm
• Recommended Age : 3+

Product code
Ancient Egypt		
Deep Space		
Blue Ocean		
Big City		
Ice
Swamp
Polar Expedition

PRIMO007A-EN
PRIMO008A-EN
PRIMO009A-EN
PRIMO010A-EN
PRIMO011A-EN
PRIMO012A-EN
PRIMO011A-EN

RRP : $49.95
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Logic Pack
Welcome to the Logic Pack, a brand new kit that expands Cubetto’s
world. Take your child’s logical thinking to new levels with new books and
flashcards filled with playful challenges.

Product Includes
• 4x Story Books
• 32x Illustrated Flash Cards
• 1x Sticker Sheet
• Recommended Age : 3+

Product code
PRIMO021A-EN

RRP : $49.95
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Primo Toys Cubetto Playset
Early Learning Pack
Primo Toys Cubetto Playset & Robobloq Qobo - Educational Smart Snail
Early Learning Pack

Includes
1 x Cubetto Robots,
1 x Inferface Boards, 16 Instruction Blocks,
1 x 1m Polyester Map and 1 x story books,
1 x Primo Toys Direction Blocks, 1 x Primo Toys Logic Blocks,
1 x Primo Toys Logic Pack and 1 x of each of the story packs,
Primo Toys Ancient Egypt Adventure Pack, Primo Toys Deep Space
Adventure Pack, Primo Toys Blue Ocean Adventure Pack, Primo Toys Big
City Adventure Pack, Primo Toys Polar Expedition Adventure Pack
and Primo Toys Swarmy Swamp Adventure Pack
& 2 x Robobloq Qobo - Educational Smart Snail - The First Smart Snail
Qobo for STEM education in Early learning.
Qobo can be programmed by precoded puzzle cards. Edutainment,
intelligent human-robot interaction, kids learn through playing and seeing
and coding the robot. Puzzle Card Coding, Tangible coding through
puzzle cards (no requirement of the internet, screen free) Mulit subect
enlightenment, music note cards and 15 songs for all beginners and
music stuidents. Game lessons, lvele based games, advanced block
coding.

Product code
PRIMO001B-EL

RRP : $999.95
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micro:bit
What is micro:bit?
The BBC micro:bit is a handheld, programmable micro-computer that can be used
for all sorts of cool creations, from robots to musical instruments – the possibilities
are endless.
It can be coded from any web browser in Blocks, Javascript, Python, Scratch and
more; no software required.
We have over 200 different activities and resources to try, from easy experiments to
creative coding challenges.
How do I use micro:bit in school?
Micro:bit is widely used in schools around the world, from Finland and Iceland to
Singapore and Sri Lanka. We have dozens of fantastic activities and lesson plans
geared towards primary and secondary school teachers.
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micro:bit Development Kit - Wearable/
Fitness Tracking Prototyping
Build it, code it, wear it! Power your first foray into wearable tech with this
exciting kit that includes everything you need to get started with your first
project. The versatile micro:bit enclosure is specially designed to suit mobile
applications and can be used with a wrist strap, keyring or lanyard.

Product Details
• Write code using one of the easy to use editors provided on the BBC
micro:bit website
• Connect your BBC micro:bit to your computer via the included USB cable
• Finally press the compile button in the editor and then drop the
downloaded file directly onto your BBC micro:bit!
• The micro:bit Android and iOS also apps let you send code to your
micro:bit wirelessly using Bluetooth!
Note:
The micro:bit will come in one of four colour schemes, unfortunately it is not
possible to specify which colour you will receive.

Product code
E14-2832540

RRP : $69.95
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micro:bit Single Board Computer Pocket Sized
Get creative, get connected & get coding with the micro:bit go. A
complete set containing all the parts and inspirational ideas to get started
with the micro:bit. Each micro:bit go contains 1x micro:bit, USB cable,
battery holder & 2x AAA batteries along with a Quick Start Guide featuring
4 fun ideas all in a retail ready pack. The micro:bit go is the quickest and
easiest way for children to get going with the micro:bit. The micro:bit is
a pocket-sized computer that you can code, customise and control to
bring your digital ideas, games and apps to life. Measuring 4cm by 5cm,
and designed to be fun and easy to use, users can create anything from
games and animations to scrolling stories at school, at home and on the
go - all you need is imagination and creativity. The micro:bit is completely
programmable.

Product Details
• Microprocessor: 32-bit ARM® Cortex™ M0 CPU
• A 5x5 LED matrix with 25 red LEDs
• Two programmable buttons.
• On-board motion detector or 3-AXIS digital accelerometer
• A built-in compass, 3D magnetometer to sense which direction you’re
facing and your movement in degrees and detect the certain metals
• Bluetooth® Smart Technology. Connect the micro:bit to other devices
• 20 pin edge connector: This allows the micro:bit to be connected to
other devices such as Raspberry Pi, Arduino, Galileo and Kano
• Micro-USB controller: This is controlled by a separate processor and
presents the micro:bit to a computer as a memory stick
• Five Ring Input and Output (I/O) including power (PWR), ground (GRD)
and 3 x I/O.

Product code

RRP : $39.95

E14-2728765
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micro:bit Single Board Computer
This is the ideal option for makers to get started creating BBC micro:bit
projects and inventing solutions (requires a USB cable for programming
purposes, and a battery holder & 2x AAA batteries to power your BBC
micro:bit if not connected to your computer - sold separately). The micro:bit
is a pocket-sized computer that you can code, customise and control to
bring your digital ideas, games and apps to life. The micro:bit is completely
programmable. That means each of its LEDs can be individually programmed
as can its buttons, inputs and outputs, accelerometer, magnetometer and
Bluetooth Smart Technology. The micro:bit has a website full of coding
languages, lesson plans, tutorials, and fun ideas.

Product Details
• Microprocessor: 32-bit ARM® Cortex™ M0 CPU
• A 5x5 LED matrix with 25 red LEDs to light up and can display animiated
patterns, scrolling text and alphanumeric characters
• Two programmable buttons.
• On-board motion detector or 3-AXIS digital accelerometer that can detect
movement e.g. shake, tilt or free-fall and use it to control motion activated
games
• A built-in compass, 3D magnetometer to sense which direction you’re
facing and your movement in degrees and detect the presence of metals and
magnets
• Bluetooth Smart Technology.
• Five Ring Input and Output (I/O) including power (PWR), ground (GND) and 3
x I/O. Read values from sensors and control motors or robots
• 20 pin edge connector: This allows the micro:bit to be connected to other
devices such as Raspberry Pi, Arduino, Galileo and Kano
• Micro-USB controller: This is controlled by a separate processor and
presents the micro:bit to a computer as a memory stick

Product code

RRP : $34.95

E14-2728764
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micro:bit Single Board Computer
Bundle - 10pk
Perfect for sharing the micro:bit with friends, the micro:bit club is a 10
pack containing all the pieces needed to enjoy micro:bit in STEM groups,
coding clubs, school classes, scouts, guides and cubs or any other social
gathering (contains 10 BBC micro:bits, 10x USB cables, 10 x battery holders
& 20x AAA batteries). The micro:bit is a pocket-sized computer that you
can code, customise and control to bring your digital ideas, games and
apps to life. Measuring 4cm by 5cm, and designed to be fun and easy to
use, users can create anything from games and animations to scrolling
stories at school, at home and on the go - all you need is imagination and
creativity. The micro:bit is completely programmable. That means each
of its LEDs can be individually programmed as can its buttons, inputs and
outputs, accelerometer, magnetometer and Bluetooth Smart Technology.

• Micro-USB controller: This is controlled by a separate processor and
presents the micro:bit to a computer as a memory stick
• Five Ring Input and Output (I/O) including power (PWR), ground (GRD)
and 3 x I/O
• System LED x 1 (yellow)
• System push button switch x 1
• Read values from sensors and control things like motors or robots

Product code
E14-2728766

Product Details
• Microprocessor: 32-bit ARM Cortex™ M0 CPU
• A 5x5 LED matrix with 25 red LEDs to light up and can display animiated
patterns, scrolling text and alphanumeric characters
• Two programmable buttons. Use them as a games controller, or control
music on a smart phone
• On-board motion detector or 3-AXIS digital accelerometer that can
detect movement e.g. shake, tilt or free-fall
• A built-in compass, 3D magnetometer to sense which direction you’re
facing and your movement in degrees
• Bluetooth Smart Technology. Connect the micro:bit to other micro:bits,
devices, phones, tablets, cameras and other everday objects
• 20 pin edge connector: This allows the micro:bit to be connected to
other devices such as Raspberry Pi, Arduino, Galileo and Kano through a
standard connector
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micro:bit Single Board Computer
Bundle - 30 Class Pack
Perfect for sharing the micro:bit with friends, the micro:bit club is a 30 pack containing all the
pieces needed to enjoy micro:bit in STEM groups, coding clubs, school classes, scouts, guides
and cubs or any other social gathering (contains 30 BBC micro:bits, 30x USB cables, 30 x
battery holders & 60x AAA batteries).
The micro:bit is a pocket-sized computer that you can code, customise and control to bring
your digital ideas, games and apps to life. Measuring 4cm by 5cm, and designed to be fun
and easy to use, users can create anything from games and animations to scrolling stories
at school, at home and on the go - all you need is imagination and creativity. The micro:bit
is completely programmable. That means each of its LEDs can be individually programmed
as can its buttons, inputs and outputs, accelerometer, magnetometer and Bluetooth Smart
Technology. The micro:bit has a website full of coding languages, lesson plans, tutorials, and
fun ideas to help you get creative.
Microprocessor: 32-bit ARM® Cortex™ M0 CPU. A 5x5 LED matrix with 25 red LEDs to
light up and can display animiated patterns, scrolling text and alphanumeric characters. Two
programmable buttons. Use them as a games controller, or control music on a smart phone.
On-board motion detector or 3-AXIS digital accelerometer that can detect movement e.g.
shake, tilt or free-fall. A built-in compass, 3D magnetometer to sense which direction you're
facing and your movement in degrees. Bluetooth® Smart Technology.
Connect the micro:bit to other micro:bits, devices, phones, tablets, cameras and other everday
objects 20 pin edge connector: This allows the micro:bit to be connected to other devices
such as Raspberry Pi, Arduino, Galileo and Kano through a standard connector Micro-USB
controller: This is controlled by a separate processor and presents the micro:bit to a computer
as a memory stick. Five Ring Input and Output (I/O) including power (PWR), ground (GRD)
and 3 x I/O System LED x 1 (yellow) System push button switch x 1. Read values from sensors
and control things like motors or robots. Applications - Embedded Design & Development.
Contents - 30x micro:bit, 30 x USB cables, 30 x battery holders and 60 x AAA batteries.

Product code
E14-2728766

RRP : $1,099.95
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Raspberry Pi
What is Raspberry Pi?
The Raspberry Pi Foundation is a UK-based charity that works to put the power of
computing and digital making into the hands of people all over the world. We do
this so that more people are able to harness the power of computing and digital
technologies for work, to solve problems that matter to them, and to express
themselves creatively.
We provide low-cost, high-performance computers that people use to learn,
solve problems and have fun. We provide outreach and education to help more
people access computing and digital making. We develop free resources to help
people learn about computing and how to make things with computers, and train
educators who can guide other people to learn.
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Single Board Computer, Raspberry Pi
3 Model B+ Boards
Raspberry Pi 3 model B+ is a credit card sized single board computer that
plugs into a monitor or TV and uses a standard keyboard and mouse. This is
a little PC which can be used for many of the things that desktop PC does.
The design is based on Broadcom BCM2837B0 Cortex-A53 (ARMv8) 64bit
system on chip with 1.4GHz quad core processor and 1GB LPDDR2 SRAM.
It works on reliable operating system such as Raspbian, Windows 10 IoT
Core, Arch Linux ARM, RISC OS, OSMC and Pidora.

Product Details
• Dual band 2.4GHz and 5GHz IEEE 802.11.b/g/n/ac wireless LAN,
Bluetooth 4.2, BLE connectivity
• PoE capability via a separate PoE HAT
• Gigabit Ethernet over USB 2.0 (maximum throughput 300Mbps)
• 40 pin extended GPIO
• 4 x USB 2 ports
• Full Size HDMI, MIPI DSI display port, MIPI CSI camera port
• MicroSD card slot for operating system and data storage
• 4-pole stereo audio/composite video output port

Product code
E14-2842229

RRP : $79.95
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Complete Starter Kit for Raspberry
Pi 3 Model B+, Official Case and PSU
Included
RASPBERRY PI 3 Model B+ STARTER KIT available with RASPBERRY PI
3 B+ module and required accessories. The raspberry Pi 3 model B+ is a
credit card sized single board computer that plugs into a monitor or TV
and uses a standard keyboard and mouse. This is a little PC which can be
used for many of the things that desktop PC does. The design is based on
Broadcom BCM2837B0 Cortex-A53 (ARMv8) 64bit system on chip with
1.4GHz quad core processor and 1GB LPDDR2 SRAM. It works on reliable
operating system such as Raspbian, Windows 10 IoT Core, Arch Linux ARM,
RISC OS, OSMC and Pidora.

Product Details
• Dual band 2.4GHz and 5GHz IEEE 802.11.b/g/n/ac wireless LAN,
Bluetooth 4.2, BLE connectivity
• PoE capability via a separate PoE HAT
• Gigabit Ethernet over USB 2.0 (maximum throughput 300Mbps)
• 40 pin extended GPIO
• 4 x USB 2 ports
• Full Size HDMI, MIPI DSI display port, MIPI CSI camera port
• MicroSD card slot for operating system and data storage
• 4-pole stereo audio/composite video output port

Contents
Raspberry Pi&trade; 3 Model B+, 16GB micro SD card, Case, Power supply
unit, User guide.

Product code
E14-2848199
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Complete Starter Kit for Raspberry
Pi 3 Model B+, Official Case and PSU
Included - 24 Class Pack
RASPBERRY PI 3 Model B+ STARTER KIT - 24 Class Pack
Available with RASPBERRY PI 3 B+ module and required accessories.
The raspberry Pi 3 model B+ is a credit card sized single board computer
that plugs into a monitor or TV and uses a standard keyboard and mouse.
This is a little PC which can be used for many of the things that desktop PC
does. The design is based on Broadcom BCM2837B0 Cortex-A53 (ARMv8)
64bit system on chip with 1.4GHz quad core processor and 1GB LPDDR2
SRAM. It works on reliable operating system such as Raspbian, Windows 10
IoT Core, Arch Linux ARM, RISC OS, OSMC and Pidora.

Product Details
• Dual band 2.4GHz and 5GHz IEEE 802.11.b/g/n/ac wireless LAN,
Bluetooth 4.2, BLE connectivity
• PoE capability via a separate PoE HAT
• Gigabit Ethernet over USB 2.0 (maximum throughput 300Mbps)
• 40 pin extended GPIO
• 4 x USB 2 ports
• Full Size HDMI, MIPI DSI display port, MIPI CSI camera port
• MicroSD card slot for operating system and data storage
• 4-pole stereo audio/composite video output port

Contents
Raspberry Pi&trade; 3 Model B+, 16GB micro SD card, Case, Power supply
unit, User guide.

Product code
E14-2848199-CLASSPK
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16GB MicroSD Card, Preloaded with
NOOBS (V2) OS Installer for Raspberry
Pi
A 16GB MicroSD card preloaded with the latest version (V2) of NOOBS
(New Out Of the Box Software). NOOBS is the fastest way to get and
install many of the wide range of operating systems available for Raspberry
Pi, including Raspbian, the official OS of the Raspberry Pi Foundation.
Compatible with all models of Raspberry Pi, including the new Raspberry Pi
3 Model B+ (A full size SD Card adapter is included for older models).

Product Details
• Use your Raspberry Pi straight out of the box with NOOBS
• SD Card adaptor included for older Raspberry Pi models
• High quality MicroSD card rated for 10000 mating cycles
• Compatible with all Raspberry Pi models (including Raspberry Pi 3 Model
B+)

Product code
E14-2842115

RRP : $29.95
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Raspberry Pi 7” Touch Screen Display
The 7” Touchscreen Monitor for Raspberry Pi gives users the ability to
create all-in-one, integrated projects such as tablets, infotainment systems
and embedded projects. The 800x480 display connects via an adapter
board which handles power and signal conversion. By installing the latest
Raspberry Pi software you can make a truly interactive system with a virtual
‘on screen’ keyboard.

Product Details
• Turn your Raspberry Pi into a touchscreen tablet, infotainment system or
standalone device
• 10 Finger capacitive touch
• Screen Dimensions: 110x194x20mm
• Viewable screen size: 86x155mm
• Screen Resolution 800x480 pixels

Applications
Consumer Electronics, Embedded Design & Development, Hobby &
Education, Multimedia, Portable Devices

Contents
7” Touchscreen Display, Adaptor Board, DSI Ribbon cable, 4x Stand-offs
and screws and 4x Jumper wires

Footnotes
NB: The Raspberry Pi board and Power Supply are not included in this kit
and should be purchased separately

Product code
E14-2473872
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Raspberry Pi Camera Board V2
The Raspberry Pi Camera Module v2 is a high quality 8 megapixel Sony
IMX219 image sensor custom designed add-on board for Raspberry Pi,
featuring a fixed focus lens. It’s capable of 3280 x 2464 pixel static images,
and also supports 1080p30, 720p60 and 640x480p60/90 video. It attaches
to Pi by way of one of the small sockets on the board upper surface and
uses the dedicated CSI interface, designed especially for interfacing to
cameras. The board itself is tiny, at around 25mm x 23mm x 9mm. It also
weighs just over 3g, making it perfect for mobile or other applications where
size and weight are important. It connects to Raspberry Pi by way of a short
ribbon cable.

Product Details
• 8 megapixel camera capable of taking photographs of 3280x2464 pixels
• Capture video at 1080p30, 720p60 and 640x480p90 resolutions
• All software is supported within the latest version of Raspbian Operating
System
• Applications: CCTV security camera, motion detection, time lapse
photography

Product code
E14-2510728

RRP : $49.95
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Raspberry Pi 3 Enclosure - Model B
The official red and white enclosure from the Raspberry Pi foundation,
specially designed for the Raspberry Pi 3 model B and model B+. The
versatile design is simple to assemble and allows easy access to all the
Raspberry Pi ports and controls without leaving it unprotected.

Product Details
• 5 Part enclosure with removable lid and sides
• Allows easy access to camera, display ports and attached Raspberry HAT
device
• Removable GPIO side is provided for easy access to the 40-Pin GPIO port
• Compatible with Raspberry Pi 3 Model B
• Dimensions: 96x70x25mm

Product code
E14-2519567

RRP : $9.95
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RASPBERRY PI PSU, RASPBERRY PI,
5.1V, 2.5A, MULTI PLUG
Official Raspberry Pi power supply, ideal for use with any Raspberry Pi
board. This power supply comes with 1.5m Micro USB lead and four
changeable heads for use in the UK, Europe, Australia & US regions.
It supports up to 2.5A of current which is plenty to power devices through
the four USB ports on the board. Designed to take full advantage of the
improved power management on the Raspberry Pi 3. Compatible with
all Raspberry Pi Models

Product Details
• Compatible with all Raspberry Pi Models

Product code
E14-2534971

RRP : $19.95
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Arckit
WHAT IS ARCKIT?
Arckit scaled model building sets are freeform kits that contain everything you
need to design, build and modify a diverse range of architectural scaled models.
From starter model sets for budding young architects through to educational
STEAM products and even model building sets for professional architects, we have
everything you need to bring your ideas to life with incredible detail. The only limit to
what you can design is your imagination! Suitable for Ages 10+
ARCKIT EDUCATION
Arckit Education is a series of interactive courses designed for teachers and
students who want to explore the world of architecture.
Arckit has become an essential hands-on design tool within schools, universities
and organisations around the world because of its advanced educational benefits.
In particular, the STEM/STEAM community (science, technology, engineering, art
and math) have embraced our system as a way to teach valuable design and
technology skills.Today we’re working alongside senior professors in the US on
some exciting developments to make Arckit a fundamental building block within
education. Learn more at http://arckit.com/educate/
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ARCKIT

| Tiny Town 01 - City

Design and build your own TINY TOWN! Head to your favourite capital city
and create high-rises, bustling streets and neighbourhoods with a selection
of pastel components and classic angled roofs. Use the coloured floor tiles
to represent grass, roads and more – then bring your model to life within
an exciting backdrop of towering skyscrapers, highways, rivers and parks
(landscape included)!

Product Details
• 40+ Pieces
• STEAM Learning Kit - Design and build your own Tiny Town
• Landscape included
• Item Size: 162 mm x 151 mm x 61 mm
• Item Weight : 130g
• Recommended Age : 5+
Contains: 40+ pieces, introduction manual, and FREE online access to:
Arckit Digital Components, Arckitexture Printable Materials Library

Product code
AK-A10039

RRP : $34.95
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ARCKIT

| Tiny Town 02 - Marina

Design and build your own TINY MARINA! Take a trip to the seaside and
develop a waterfront resort of hotels, apartments, cafes and yacht clubs
with a selection of pastel components and unique roof shapes. Use the
coloured floor tiles to represent water, promenades and more
– then bring your model to life within a stunning backdrop of boats on the
open seas and a cli lighthouse (landscape included)!

Product Details
• 40+ Pieces
• STEAM Learning Kit - Design and build your own Tiny Town
• Landscape included
• Item Size: 162 mm x 151 mm x 61 mm
• Item Weight : 130g
• Recommended Age : 5+
Contains: 40+ pieces, introduction manual, and FREE online access to:
Arckit Digital Components, Arckitexture Printable Materials Library

Product code
AK-A10040

RRP : $34.95
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ARCKIT

| Tiny Town 03 - Palace

Design and build your own TINY PALACE! Take a trip to The Orient and
construct a magical palace and royal gardens with a selection of
pastel components and domed roof shapes. Use the coloured floor tiles
to represent grass, water and more – then bring your model to life within
a mystical backdrop of desert dunes, narrow rivers, roaming animals and
ancient structures in the distance (landscape included)!

Product Details
• 40+ Pieces
• STEAM Learning Kit - Design and build your own Tiny Town
• Landscape included
• Item Size: 162 mm x 151 mm x 61 mm
• Item Weight : 130g
• Recommended Age : 5+
Contains: 40+ pieces, introduction manual, and FREE online access to:
Arckit Digital Components, Arckitexture Printable Materials Library

Product code
AK-A10041

RRP : $34.95
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ARCKIT

| MINI MODERN COLOURS

Build your own designer home with Modern Colours! Explore multiple
design possibilities using unique shapes and contemporary components
inspired by real materials and colours used in modern architecture. This
set is perfect for budding architects to build smaller structures and bring
their designs to life! Modern Colours is suitable as a stand-alone kit or as an
advanced add-on to your existing Arckit collection.

Product Details
• 100+ components
• 25 unique components
• Starter guide to master the basics
• Includes new angled components!
• Add-on components available
• Item Size: W 220 x D 160 x H 45 mm
• Item Weight : 290g
• Recommended Age : 8+
Contains: 100+ pieces and introduction manual FREE online access to:
Arckit Digital Components, Arckitexture Printable Materials Library

Product code
AK-A10038

RRP : $64.95
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ARCKIT

| MINI CURVE

ARCKIT is a multi-award winning architectural model system suitable for any
architect, student or hobbyist looking to bring their designs to life.
The Arckit Mini Curve contains specialist components and everything else
you need to create a range of contemporary curved structures. Perfect
as a stand-alone kit or as an advanced add-on to your existing Arckit
collection.

Product Details
• 90+ Pcs
• Item Size: W 220 x D 160 x H 45 mm
• Item Weight : 290g
• Recommended Age : 12 +

Product code
AK-A10029

RRP : $64.95
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ARCKIT

| Masterplan

Design your own CAPITAL CITY with Masterplan! The perfect design tool
for urban planning, this kit features extra components such as walls to
create complex urban landscapes and high-rise buildings. You can even
add realistic facades inspired by modern structures using the supplied
graphics. Ideal for educational and professional use!

Product Details
• 350+ Pcs
• Item Size: 350 x 250 x 150mm
• Item Weight : 900 g
• Recommended Age : 10 +

Product code
AK-A10048
Classroom Pack for up to 3 students

RRP : $289.95
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Portable Lockable STEAM Storage Kit
Portable STEAM Storage Set, the ideal solution to store all your STEAM
products making it easy to take with you to each class or STEAM
workshop.

Product Details for each Kit
• 640mm Rolling STEAM storage box & 560mm Portable STEAM Box.
• Integrated, lift-out organiser top with 11 compartments.
• Full length aluminium handle.
• Telescopic handle rolling box
• Heavy duty steel latches.
• Lift-out carry trays.
• Product dimension: W 700 x H 480 x L 400 mm
• Weight: 11 kg

Product code
IW-STEAMSTOR

RRP : $499.95
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2 x Portable Lockable STEAM Storage
With 2 Portable Lockable STEAM
Storage Kits
Portable STEAM Storage Set, the ideal solution to store all your STEAM
products making it easy to take with you to each class or STEAM
workshop.

Product Details for each Kit
• 640mm Rolling STEAM storage box & 560mm Portable STEAM Box.
• Integrated, lift-out organiser top with 11 compartments.
• Full length aluminium handle.
• Telescopic handle rolling box
• Heavy duty steel latches.
• Lift-out carry trays.
• Product dimiension W 700 H 480 L 400 x 11Kg

Product code
IW-STEAMSTOR-2-1SK

RRP : $999.95
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